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ABSTRACT
Cople, Sydney Lee. Clinician experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions. Published Doctor of Philosophy dissertation, University of Northern
Colorado, 2022.

Rates of suicide across the United States have been found to be increasingly prevalent
and acute in recent years (Centers for Disease Control, 2018). To address this nationwide health
crisis of suicidality, mental health clinicians are relied upon to prevent, assess, and intervene
accordingly. Yet despite the ubiquitous nature of client suicidality, existing research has not yet
examined how clinicians are experiencing working with such intense and acute risk for suicide.
This qualitative phenomenological study sought to capture the descriptions of clinicians’ internal
and external responses to assessing for and intervening with client suicidality in an effort to
better understand the struggles and needs of these practitioners, as well as the lessons and
guidance that they can offer from their direct experiences in this regard.
Ultimately, one- to two-hour semi-structured interviews were completed with nine
clinicians. The subsequent data were used to identify seven main themes: (a) belief in the
benefits of viewing suicidality through a systemic lens, (b) concerns over the accuracy of client
disclosures, (c) the role of fear in clinical decision-making, (d) the emotional and personal
impacts of treating suicide risk, (e) the impact of training and experience, (f) the negative effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic, and (g) essential sources of support for clinicians. Based on the
findings of this study, implications were identified in the areas of future research directions, the
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need for more thorough clinical training in treating suicidality, and applications for current
clinical practice.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Suicidality has been established as an increasingly prevalent and acute mental health
concern across the United States (U.S.) (Centers for Disease Control, 2018). Suicide itself
recently has been described as an epidemic (McCance-Katz, 2019) and often is referred to
colloquially as a “silent epidemic” (Bilsker & White, 2011, p. 1) due to the lack of public
discourse around suicide in general. In an effort to thwart this nationwide health crisis of
suicidality, mental health practitioners often are on the front lines of treatment and prevention. In
line with this, research shows that most clinicians will treat suicidal clients at some point in their
careers (Rudd & Joiner, 1999). Yet despite the ubiquitous nature of client suicidality, clinician
preparedness for treating suicidality varies drastically depending on numerous factors
(Mackelprang et al., 2014). Some such factors include degree of clinician comfort with
discussing suicidality, amount of training received in the area of suicide risk assessment and
intervention, and available access to necessary resources for providing support to the client and
clinician (Mackelprang et al., 2014). In considering these factors and the roles that they may play
in how and when suicide risk assessments and interventions are conducted, it seems pertinent to
wonder how clinicians in the field are actually experiencing this process.
Despite the multitude of research studies, theoretical explanations, and assessment tools
available for understanding and treating suicidality, it is unclear how such evidence relates to
clinician real-world experiences in assessing for, and intervening with, client suicide risk.
Through research, one can learn about the correlates of suicide, gain awareness of the
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effectiveness of different interventions for treating suicidality, and acquire a theoretical approach
to addressing suicide. However, these important discoveries often occur in a rather sterile
environment in which the unique contexts of the individual client are lost to generalities. Yet in
practice, clinicians are contending constantly with systemic, resource-related, cultural, and other
factors that require a more individualized approach. Such unique factors inherent in clinical work
are unlikely to fall neatly into the structure proposed by a single theory or conceptualization of
suicidality. Thus, clinicians naturally are assuming the responsibility of using clinical judgement
in each situation to match individual client needs with suicide risk assessments and interventions
that are most appropriate and accessible.
In considering the potential limitations of various theories, research, and suicide risk
assessment tools intended to match up perfectly with client needs and clinician capabilities, it is
appropriate to wonder whether clinicians in the field are relying heavily on other skills and
approaches that have not yet been accounted for in the literature. By exploring the current state
of the knowledge base of mental health treatments for suicidality and then investigating how
clinicians in the field experience the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions, we may reveal what aspects of this line of research truly are impacting client care
and where gaps in our understanding and approaches may exist. The current study is aimed at
determining how clinicians experience the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments
and interventions and what aspects are most essential to their related decision-making processes.
The hope here in exploring this phenomenon is to better understand how clinicians integrate their
knowledge of suicidality with their experiences, intuition, and access to resources to assess and
treat clients experiencing suicidality.

3
Background and Context
In order to better understand the development of how suicide risk assessment and
intervention best practices came to be, it is important to explore the history of suicide theory and
the subsequent development of tools and approaches for its treatment. One of the initial
approaches to understanding suicidality came from psychoanalysis and the writings of Freud
(1917) on the concept of a “death wish” and suicide as an act of murdering the self (Briggs,
2006). These initial writings, however, did not amount to a fully formed theory of suicide until
the work of Karl Menninger (1938), who expanded on the potential motives for suicide.
Menninger’s (1938) motives included (a) anger towards another, (b) anger towards the self, and
(c) a desire to escape pain. The outlining of these motives served to move toward a deeper, more
specific understanding of suicidality that could more directly drive treatment approaches.
Though these psychoanalytic explanations served to initiate further exploration into
suicidality and its correlates, these initial approaches were criticized for being exceedingly
intrapsychic in nature (Baumeister, 1995). Specifically, these theories were viewed as describing
suicidality as stemming primarily from individual psychological processes with limited
explanation of how social and systemic factors might impact the presence and severity of
suicidality. Following these theories, however, a sociologically-focused theory from Emile
Durkheim that was written in the late 1800s re-emerged in the 1950s after being translated into
the English language (Shneidman, 2001). This sparked a new wave of theoretical approaches that
considered much more heavily the role of social and relational influences on suicidality. Such an
interpersonal focus later was expanded upon by the social disorientation theory (Narroll, 1963),
which held that suicide is driven by a lack of meaningful social engagement interacting with
individual intrapsychic factors, such as an individual’s propensity for aggression or violence.
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This dawned one of the initial psychosocial approaches to understanding suicidality that would
form a basis for more modern approaches.
Soon after these sociological approaches began to gain traction, the cognitive view of
suicidality took hold in the 1960s, linking suicidality inexorably to symptoms of depression and
hopelessness (Beck, 1963; Rufino & Ellis, 2018; Snyder, 2002). Beck (1963) sparked a more
formal approach to researching and evaluating suicidality as a function of depression and
hopelessness by developing specific scales to measure these constructs. Additional cognitive
approaches to explaining suicidality involved a focus on the desire to escape the self or painful
experiences (Baumeister, 1990; Smith & Bloom, 1985). Despite being heavily focused on the
experiences of individuals, many cognitive theories sought to help explain aspects of the
phenomenon of suicidality that were more social in nature. Specifically, such theories often
worked to account for differing population rates of suicide by including variable exposure to
stressful environments and relationships as a means by which cognitive motives for suicide could
be exacerbated (Baumeister, 1990).
So far, it is clear that in psychological understandings of suicidality, there seems to be a
movement to include more social factors that may be related to suicidality over time. In
following this pattern, more recent theories of suicidality have emerged that offer more fully
integrative and holistic viewpoints that are focused on the risk factors emerging from the
interaction of individual traits and cognitions with social and environmental experiences. One
such theory, the interpersonal-psychological theory of suicide (IPTS) was developed to explain
how three main factors of (a) perceived burdensomeness, (b) thwarted belongingness, and (c) an
acquired capability for suicide may come together to impact one’s risk for suicide (Joiner, 2005;
Van Orden et al., 2010). In their description of each other these factors, it is apparent that they
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involve an interaction of both intrapsychic components and interpersonal experiences. For
example, perceived burdensomeness is somewhat cognitive in nature, involving one’s belief that
they are a burden to others and that others would be better off without them around. Thwarted
belongingness then is highly social in nature, involving actual or perceived experiences of
lacking or losing close, meaningful relationships. These factors then interact with one another
and the third factor of acquired capability to increase one’s risk for suicidality. Other similar
theories of suicidality have built upon the core ideas to the IPTS to include accounting for unique
cultural factors that may help to explain variations in suicidality risk across minority groups (Chu
et al., 2010). This shift toward integrating cognitive approaches with sociological explanations
for suicidality illustrates the more modern understanding of suicidality as a highly contextual and
culturally influenced phenomenon that influences how clinicians treat clients who are
experiencing suicidality.
Naturally, alongside the development of these modern suicide theories also came shifts in
clinical approaches to suicide risk interventions. Based on the initial theoretical descriptions of
suicide as a form of self-murder, suicidal thoughts and behavior often were treated as irrational
with interventions aimed at reducing client autonomy through mandated hospitalization (Bähr,
2013; Szasz, 1986). Though such interventions still exist for clients who have no other means of
enhancing their own safety, there now exist a much wider range of modern interventions
available. These include voluntary hospitalizations, safety plans, manualized safety-focused
treatment modalities, means restrictions, and interventions aimed at enhancing social support
(Chu et al., 2015; Hogan, 2016). However, despite now having a wider range of options for how
to intervene, it still can be a daunting task for clinicians to decide what responses may best
enhance safety while also balancing client autonomy and accounting for individual client factors
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(Chu et al., 2015). One way to help support clinicians in making such decisions is through
suicide risk assessment strategies that can clarify client risk level and also guide intervention
strategies.
Suicide risk assessments often are based on existing suicide research and theories.
Suicide risk assessments can help to provide a structure for identifying contextual factors that
may serve as either risk or protective factors for clients. Some risk factors that have been
identified through the research to date include (a) adverse life experiences (Cureton & Fink,
2019), (b) hopelessness and impulsivity (Rudd & Joiner, 1999), (c) particular environmental
factors (Pepper, 2017), and (d) decreased levels of social support (Stulz et al., 2018). Some
common protective factors for suicide include (a) increased reasons for living, (b) lack of access
to lethal means, (c) supportive relationships and mental health care, and (d) cultural values that
disprove of suicidality (Cureton & Fink, 2019). While many suicide risk assessment procedures
aim to incorporate these factors in either broad or structured ways, such assessments still tend to
be inconsistent across settings (Lang et al., 2009). This indicates a need to discover which risk
and protective factors are most salient for clinicians in their direct work with clients struggling
with suicidality. Such information may allow for suicide risk assessments to better incorporate
feedback from clinicians and become more in line with client needs.
Suicide risk assessments vary in terms of their level of structure as well. Some suicide
risk assessments seem to be designed for an unstructured and conversational approach, while
others involve manualized decision-making tools (Chu et al., 2015), or a combination of both
(Hom et al., 2016). Assessment tools, such as scales and questionnaires, also may be direct
(scales that assess for suicidality as the main construct), or indirect (scales that assess for another
construct highly correlated with suicidality) (Hom et al., 2016). One common indirect
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assessment tool is the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), which aims to identify suicide risk
based on the intensity of one’s overall level of depressive symptoms which has been found to be
a major risk factor for suicidality (Beck et al., 1996). Another tool often utilized in the risk
assessment process includes automatic computerized flagging systems that seek to identify
potentially suicidal clients and send alerts to clinicians (Reyes-Portillo et al., 2018). Though
many such systems can be built into existing electronic health records, there are also standalone
system, such as the Linehan Suicide Safety Net (Harned et al., 2017). Similar systems often
entail either a simple alert to the possible presence of risk and a suggestion that a clinician follow
up using any appropriate means, or it may actually contain tools for helping to further assess and
measure risk level.
In addition to these available tools, semi-structured or unstructured clinical interviews
also may be a primary means for assessing suicidality. While these approaches may vary widely
by clinician, there are typical guidelines that should be followed by clinicians in every
assessment of suicide risk. These include to at the very least always assess for (a) the presence
and content of suicidal ideation, (b) one’s actual intent to die, (c) the presence and details of any
plans for attempting suicide, and (d) other general contextual risk factors (such as recent high
levels of stress, or a family history of suicidality) (Chu et al., 2015). Such clinical interview-type
risk assessments often are considered the primary means of assessing for client suicidality, with
the standard of care being always to conduct a thorough clinical interview, even when using
assessment tools to aid in the process (Chu et al., 2015; Roush et al., 2018). Likely, the approach
a clinician chooses to utilize is influenced by their own training experiences, resource
availability, or even varying standards set across treatment settings (e.g., hospital versus agency
standards) (Granello, 2010). Nonetheless, the significant role that clinical interviews play
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highlights the responsibility that clinicians hold in using their skills to determine client risk level
and appropriate interventions. This underscores the incredible impact of the clinician’s past
experiences and present interpretations as important factors in how clients are assessed and
treated regarding suicide risk. In considering the role that the clinician plays in this phenomenon,
it is important to gain a more complete understanding of how clinicians experience conducting
suicide risk assessment and intervention and how they may navigate the myriad of decisions they
may face.
Rationale
At this point, it is clear that clinicians must play a major factor in how the process of
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions unfold. Clinicians appear to be tasked with
needing to translate all of their available knowledge of suicide research, theory, assessment, and
intervention strategies into action with each specific client in order to promote their safety. In
reviewing the literature base on suicide risk assessment and intervention, there seems to be a
potentially overwhelming amount of research on understanding suicidality, its correlates, and
client experiences. However, much of this knowledge base is predominantly quantitative and
thus it seems to overlook the experiences of those mental health clinicians who are tasked with
assessing client safety, accounting for contextual factors, and then intervening appropriately. The
perspectives of these clinicians seem necessary in order to have a comprehensive understanding
of this phenomenon; therefore, a qualitative approach is well-suited for allowing clinicians to
describe in depth their lived experiences with conducting suicide risk assessment and
interventions. In providing a more targeted look at the clinician’s perspective, the other half of
the equation of suicide risk assessments and interventions will begin to fill in. Without this
information, research and theory can only guess at why some approaches work with actual
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clients and others may not. Until a deeper understanding of the pressures and limitations faced by
clinicians is gathered, client experiences with mental health treatments for suicidality may
remain inconsistent, or at its worst ineffective.
From the limited research thus far on clinician experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions, it is suggested that they may be contending with managing many
different internal and external expectations simultaneously. For example, one study found that
clinicians often struggle with needing to manage their own internal personal responses to client
expressions of suicidality (e.g., discomfort, fear, etc.) while also remaining empathic to these
clients’ struggles (Cramer et al., 2013). Fluctuating legal requirements also can cause confusion
or concern for clinicians about how one is expected to balance client needs, best practices, and
simultaneous legal worries around being held responsible for failing to ensure client safety
(Hedman et al., 2016). For example, clinicians may feel that suicidal clients would be best served
by remaining outside of a hospital setting while at the same time also feeling with the pressure to
seek hospitalization for them in order to reduce their own legal liability if the client’s suicidal
symptoms subsequently were to worsen post-assessment.
In another study on clinician reactions to treating client suicidality, clinicians expressed
feeling that their own personal discomfort with the topic of suicidality and their belief that their
training did not adequately prepare them for addressing suicide risk assessment were major
barriers to accepting clients experiencing suicidality (Lang et al., 2009). This again speaks to the
impact of clinician experiences on how and where clients struggling with suicidality may receive
mental health treatment. Additionally, even when clinicians report having high degrees of
comfort and competence with treating suicidality, they still also report experiencing significant
fears of failing to adequately assess client risk or intervene appropriately to prevent client harm
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or death by suicide (Jahn et al., 2016). These clinician concerns and hesitations around working
with suicidality as a presenting concern may subsequently impact the care that clients receive.
These findings are also highly relevant as, along with the rising rates of suicide in the
U.S. (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2018), research indicates that most
clinicians will work with clients experiencing suicidality, and about half of all clinicians likely
may lose a client to suicide at some point (Rudd & Joiner, 1999). The results of these few studies
indicate that clinicians certainly are experiencing reactions to conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions that may impact how they decide to assess suicide risk and
subsequently intervene. Clinicians need to have a platform for sharing these experiences so that
the field can incorporate these missing components needed to understand how assessing for and
treating suicidality happens in the field. At the current moment, it remains unclear whether
clinicians are being served by existing suicide theories and research. If clinician perspectives
remain unaccounted for, client treatment may suffer due to inconsistencies in approaches and a
lack of addressing the contextual barriers faced by clinicians in their effort to enhance client
safety.
Further in line with this idea, research has indicated that many clinicians primarily learn
how to treat client suicidality through having direct clinical experiences in the field, by learning
from their mistakes and successes to increase confidence, and by engaging in consultation to
learn from other clinicians’ experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions (Lang et al., 2009). With such a reliance on direct experiences with assessing for
and treating suicidality, it seems there may be components missing from clinical training and the
existing literature. Further, this may indicate that the means by which to uncover these missing
facets is to directly hear from clinicians about their lived experiences in conducting suicide risk
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assessments and intervention. One such facet that may be overlooked in the literature to date is
the role of access to resources for clinicians. One study looking at clinicians working in lowresource settings found that they tended to hesitate to take on clients who expressed suicidality
due to a lack of available support for such clients (e.g., clinicians with relevant specialties in
suicidality, availability of outpatient programs for higher acuity presenting concerns, etc.) (Groth
& Boccio, 2018). This relates back to the notion that clinicians seem to require and utilize more
than just training, theory, and research on suicidality to feel competent in assessing for suicide
risk and intervening appropriately. While the aforementioned research suggests that one such
missing piece may relate to access to resources, it may not be all that impacts how clinicians
experience the process of conducting suicide risk assessments and determining interventions.
Without further research, it may be that clinicians are facing mounting struggles in serving a high
acuity population struggling with suicidality.
A final aspect that research previously has touched upon is how clinicians tend to
intervene with client suicidality. In general, one study uncovered a pattern in which clinicians
tended to refer clients with higher risk for suicidality to increasingly acute care programs (such
as intensive outpatient or residential treatment programs); however, they consistently stopped
short of recommending or mandating hospitalization for these clients (Muehsam, 2019). While
this pattern is informative of the relationship between the level of assessed risk for suicide and
the type of intervention setting recommended, it falls short of explaining how and why clinicians
are making these decisions and what they may experience along the way. These details are
needed to determine how to support clinicians facing these decisions and thus improve the
quality of care for clients. Without understanding from the clinician’s point of view what makes
a hospital setting more or less appealing as setting for referral, or what client supports need to
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exist for the clinician to feel confident their safety in less restrictive settings, we cannot fully
realize how risk is assessed and approached in the field. Inevitably, a lack of data regarding this
aspect of suicide risk assessment and intervention indicates that we do not yet have the full
picture of how to assess for and intervene with client suicidality.
The aim of the current study was to provide a voice to clinicians who conduct suicide risk
assessments and interventions in order to better inform future research and theories on
suicidality. In considering the research on assessing and intervening with client suicidality, it is
clear that the clinician plays a crucial role in gathering, interpreting, and acting on the
information available to them regarding client suicide risk and treatment needs. Thus, the
scarcity of clinician perspectives in the current literature base on suicide assessments and
interventions represents an entire missing half to the equation of assessing and intervening with
suicidality. Therefore, the rationale of this study was to begin to fill in the gap in the current
literature that includes little qualitative information surrounding how clinicians experience
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions in the field and what factors may impact
the clinical decisions they make. By gaining knowledge in this area, mental health clinicians may
be given more of a platform to identify their struggles, successes, and needs to be able to better
address the heightening crisis of client suicidality. Such a platform is crucial right now to
understand the current real-world approaches to assessing and intervening with client suicidality
and triage how to ensure that client treatments are more consistent, effective, and available
across settings.
Without clinician feedback regarding how they engage with the current knowledge base
and available resources regarding suicidality, we cannot know what is working and what is still
missing for clinicians to have the tools they need to successfully intervene. This study is
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necessary to ensure that our standards for assessing for client suicide risk and related
interventions are realistic, comprehensive, and adaptable for clinicians to utilize in practice. With
this acquired understanding and descriptions of clinician experiences in approaching client
suicidality, we may hopefully also obtain invaluable feedback for how to better support
clinicians and consequently their clients as well.
Intended Audience
The purpose of this study was to explore clinicians’ experiences regarding their
conducting of suicide risk assessments and interventions. The current research has numerous
significant implications for the general mental health field and the practitioners, supervisors, and
educators working within it, as well as the clients they are treating. While clinicians may have a
great deal of academic knowledge about suicide theory and research, they may not have as much
access to information about how other clinicians across a variety of settings and backgrounds
assess for and intervene with suicide. Many clinicians also may have limited consultation and
supervision opportunities specific to this phenomenon and would benefit greatly from qualitative
material delineating the experiences of others in the mental health field in conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions. These experiences may contain examples of clinician struggles,
problem-solving approaches, and insights that may be instructional and thought-provoking. This
may allow clinicians to better understand their own experiences with assessing for suicide risk
and determining ways of intervening, as well as to help them to generate new, creative,
integrative, and more culturally aware approaches to conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions.
For supervisors and educators, this research may highlight areas of growth regarding
suicide risk assessments and interventions for beginning clinicians and those still in training. By
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compiling clinicians’ descriptions of the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions, it may clarify the processes by which newer clinicians gain comfort, self-efficacy,
and competence in working with clients experiencing suicidality. This can aid supervisors and
educators to better understand how to support clinicians-in-training during these growth periods.
Additionally, the information gathered in this study may allow supervisors to better understand
the barriers and supports available for clinicians across different settings, letting them guide
clinicians-in-training on how to adapt their clinical knowledge and training to be prepared for
various levels of access to resources. This may further help to identify gaps in clinician training
that can inform how educators and supervisors can adapt the structure and content of their
programs to better prepare clinicians for this essential area of work.
Finally, for researchers who study suicidality assessment and treatment approaches, this
study could help to further bridge the gap between theory and practice. Having a greater
understanding of the real-world lived experiences of clinicians who conduct suicide risk
assessments and interventions can drive the creation of more pragmatic suicide risk assessments
and interventions that account for the shifting needs and contexts of direct client treatment in this
regard. Though it has been shown that there is a great deal of research that has been done on
suicidality, it also is clear that its rates continue to rise (CDC, 2018). This suggests that, despite
the existence of many approaches to suicide risk assessment and intervention, something is still
missing must be done to provide more adequate treatment and curb the suicide rates. This goal
can be supported in part by taking stock in the successes and barriers experienced by current
clinicians to understand how and when the currently available risk assessment and intervention
approaches demonstrate success or fall short with actual clients. While new research appears to
be consistently performed in the area of suicidality treatments, there is no guarantee that
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innovative approaches will be effective if they are not checked against clinician perspectives.
Clinicians may very well hold the missing link between understanding the development of
suicidality and determining how to create more effective treatment approaches.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this research was to explore how mental health clinicians experience
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. Much of the existing research aims to
better understand client experiences of suicidality (e.g., Rogers & Russell, 2014), or to generate
theories and delineate relationships between client experiences of suicidality and other factors or
constructs (e.g., Joiner, 2005). While those existing lines of research have been essential in better
understanding and creating methods of assessment and intervention for suicidality, it also in
many ways has ignored the role of the clinician as a unique factor and diagnostic tool that may
be highly related to client outcomes.
In terms of clinician experiences, both internal and external responses were of interest in
this study. External experiences of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions include
those outward responses, actions, and processes undertaken by clinicians when faced with client
suicidality. Internal experiences of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions include
the inward reactions of the clinician, such as their more cognitive and emotional responses, to the
external processes of assessing for and intervening with client suicidality. Such a breakdown of
clinician experiences into internal and external components is in line with findings of client
experiences which include both client behavioral responses to suicidality and clinical
intervention, as well as client cognitive and emotional reactions to these events (Ilgen et al.,
2009; Rogers & Russell, 2014). Based on what is known of client reactions (Rogers & Russell,
2014), it follows that clinicians are likely to also have both internal and external experiences that
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work in tandem to determine how suicide risk is assessed for and intervened with. Capturing the
internal reactions of clinicians provides the contextual factors that clinicians themselves may
bring to the phenomenon of conducting a suicide risk assessment. By contrast, understanding
their external experiences allows for a more complete picture of the processes and actions that
clinicians engage in when responding to client suicide risk.
This study was intended to provide clinicians who conduct suicide risk assessments and
interventions with the opportunity to describe their external and internal experiences with this
phenomenon. By capturing how clinicians experience this phenomenon both in terms of their
process of responding to client suicide risk as well as their internal cognitive and emotional
reactions in such instances more specifically, the role that clinicians play in conducting suicide
risk assessments and interventions can be better understood. Additional purposes of this study
also included (a) to help clinicians to express their experiences of conducting suicide risk
assessments with clients and to describe their internal and external experiences of determining
interventions and taking action with clients who express suicidality, (b) to explore how clinical
contextual factors (e.g., client supports, access to treatment resources, clinician training,
available supervision and consultation, etc.) may be relevant to how clinicians internally and
externally experience conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions, and (c) to gather
information about clinician needs regarding suicide risk assessment and intervention so as to
better help to inform how clinicians of varying levels of experience are trained, supported, and
educated in approaching client suicidality in the field.
Research Questions
Q1

How do clinicians describe their experiences of conducting suicide risk
assessments with clients?
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Q2

Q1a

How do clinicians describe their external experiences of conducting
suicide risk assessments with clients?

Q1b

How do clinicians describe their internal experiences, if any, of
conducting suicide risk assessments with clients?

How do clinicians describe their experiences of determining and conducting
suicide risk interventions with clients?
Q2a

How do clinicians describe their external experiences of determining and
conducting suicide risk interventions with clients?

Q2b

How do clinicians describe their internal experiences, if any, of
determining and conducting suicide risk interventions with clients?
Definitions of Key Terms

In order to better present the existing literature on the conducting of suicide risk
assessments and interventions, it can be helpful to define several commonly used terms related to
this topic. The following terms are frequently used and often may be confused with one another.
The definitions provided below were adapted from the National Strategy for Suicide Prevention
(Office of the Surgeon General & National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention, 2012):
Suicidality is the experience of considering killing oneself. This can include thoughts of suicide,
behaviors performed with the intention to die (including attempts and suicides), or
behaviors or thoughts around planning or preparing for death by suicide.
Suicidal Ideation is defined as having thoughts related to engaging in suicidal behaviors or
related behaviors, such as planning and preparing for suicide.
Self-Harm/Self-Directed Violence is defined as behaviors performed that involve one
intentionally causing physical harm to themselves or behaviors that create the potential to
be harmed.
Suicide is the deliberate act of killing oneself through engaging in self-directed harmful
behaviors.
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Suicide Attempt is a nonfatal behavior that was performed with the intent to die as a direct result
of that behavior. A suicide attempt may or may not involve harm done to the individual.
Suicide Risk Assessment is the process by which an individual is evaluated by a trained
professional (e.g., a mental health clinician, medical doctor, or law enforcement officer)
for their likelihood of engaging in potentially dangerous self-directed behaviors with the
intent to die.
Suicide Interventions include approaches to reducing the probability of someone experiencing
suicidality or engaging in suicidal behaviors and attempts.
Summary
This dissertation proposal includes three chapters. Chapter I included (a) an overview of
the background of suicidality research, (b) the rationale for this study, (c) the intended audience,
(d) the main purposes, (e) research questions, and (f) limitations. Next, Chapter II is comprised
of a thorough review of the history of how suicidality has been conceptualized and approached
from a mental health perspective over time. Then Chapter III includes a summation of the
methodology for this study, including its research paradigm, theoretical underpinnings, methods,
and concerns regarding ethics and qualitative rigor.
In order to fully understand the experiences of mental health clinicians conducting
suicide risk assessments and interventions, it is necessary to develop a broad qualitative approach
aimed at providing a space for them to describe their approaches and experiences. Research has
indicated a wide range of explanations for client suicidality and has outlined numerous
appropriate approaches for corresponding clinical mental health interventions. However, despite
already having such a thorough literature base on this topic area, clinician experiences of suicide
risk assessment and intervention are largely omitted in the literature on this topic. By performing
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a study aimed to provide a voice for clinician experiences of this phenomenon, we may better
understand how suicide theory and research are translated into action with actual clients.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Suicide is a major health crisis in the United States, with the rate of suicide increasing
over the past several decades across most age groups (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
[CDC], 2018). Estimates of client suicidality in mental health services holds that the majority of

clinicians will see clients who experience some degree of suicidal ideation, a history of suicide
attempts, or future attempts during the course of treatment (Rudd & Joiner, 1999). Additionally,
rates of suicide have increased across geographic areas, with the most dramatic increases
occurring in rural areas (CDC, 2018), in which resources often are scarce. These trends highlight
the importance for all clinicians to have a sound theoretical understanding of suicide, appropriate
suicide assessment skills, and a wide range of intervention expertise to utilize across settings.
In order to address client suicide, however, a clinician must have the capacity to translate
knowledge into practical interventions tailored to the specific needs of clients. This implies that
we need to have insight as to how clinicians are actually experiencing the process of conducting
suicide risk assessments and interventions, and what factors are influencing their clinical
decision-making processes and responses. Without greater knowledge of the real-world
experiences of clinicians, we may not be aware of the myriad of client, systemic, and training
factors that are impacting clinical responses above and beyond theoretical and research-based
knowledge. Such awareness may then help researchers and theorists to integrate additional realworld factors to help support clinicians and clients alike.
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To understand how this can be accomplished, it is necessary to first explore the range and
history of theory, assessment, and interventions for suicidality. These factors together will
provide essential details in the journey to better understand the climate in which clinicians are
attempting to make effective and ethical decisions about the care of suicidal clients.
Theories of Suicide Across History
Psychoanalytic Roots
Along with the development of theoretical approaches to mental health treatment came
initial attempts to understand suicidality. Psychoanalysis, as one of the first true psychotherapy
modalities, included treatment for mental health concerns that involved symptoms of suicidality.
The writings by Freud (1917) are not commonly referenced as a source of suicide theory due to
his lack of a forming a single defined theory of suicide (Briggs, 2006). Yet, they nonetheless
describe the psychoanalytic concept of the “death wish,” referred to as Thanatos, as the
mechanism of suicidality. Freud’s (1917) views are often interpreted as looking at suicide as a
murder of the self, in which individuals make themselves the objects of their aggressive urges
that they could not take out on others, also known as introjection (Briggs, 2006). In some of
Freud’s writings, he appears to expand on this idea by explaining cases in which suicide is used
as both a means of escaping pain and as a way to exact revenge upon surviving loved ones
(Briggs, 2006). Importantly, Freud viewed suicidality as a part of an instinctual and unconscious
drive that existed due to mental illness. Specifically, Freud’s viewpoint has been described as a
battle between one’s unconscious desires and one’s conscience that leads to an internalized
hatred and desire to destroy the self (Briggs, 2006).
Following the work of Freud, Karl Menninger (1938) worked to expand the
psychoanalytic viewpoint on suicidality and create a more fully formed theory of suicide. This
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new work delineated three main motives for killing oneself. These included (a) anger towards
another, (b) anger towards the self, and (c) a desire to escape pain (Menninger, 1938). This work
fell in line with the perspective of unconscious drives, allowing for the impact of aggression and
revenge, self-destruction, and the pleasure-seeking drives.
Much of the criticism of the psychoanalytic perspective on suicide calls into question the
intrapsychic nature of its explanations. Baumeister (1995), for one, described the approach as
being far too individualized and neglectful of the role of culture and differing trends in
suicidality seen across cultural contexts. This, along with an increasing movement toward more
concrete understandings of psychology (Baumeister, 1995), left the field in need of a more
comprehensive outline of the nature of suicidality and a roadmap for treatment.
The Dawn of Sociological
Suicide Theories
The influence of sociological theory on psychological understandings of suicide is quite
poignant in the area of suicide theory. In the late 19th century, Emile Durkheim began to focus in
on the issue of suicide from a sociological perspective. Durkheim hypothesized the existence of
three types of suicide: egoistic, altruistic, and anomic (Shneidman, 2001). Egoistic suicide was
linked to feelings of disconnection and a lack of meaning in life. Altruistic suicide was related to
working toward the greater good of a social group and came from a place of loyalty. Anomic
suicide was viewed as a response to a sudden shift in social standing that left the individual
feeling alienated from the world (Shneidman, 2001). From Durkheim’s view, even intrapsychic
processes were related to sociological experiences and thus the social environment was the root
cause of suicidal behaviors. His research also included an in-depth analysis of differences and
trends among those who engage in suicidal behaviors, leading to much of our current
understanding of demographic risk factors related to suicidality. Despite this work being
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developed in the late 1800s, it failed to be translated into English until 1951, stalling its impact
on suicide research in the U.S. (Shneidman, 2001). This research is now viewed as a major
aspect of the history of suicidology with its impact contributing to many of our modern suicide
theories.
Social Disorientation Theory
Though the theory of social disorientation dates back over half a century, it is not a
commonly discussed explanation for suicidality (Lester, 1995). This theory is simple, primarily
tying suicidality directly to experiences of a lack of meaningful social engagement and holds
similarity to Durkheim’s concept of egoistic suicide. In his original work, Narroll (1963) states
that social disorientation helps explain certain trends in suicidal behavior, such as with those who
are single or divorced. However, he also introduces a notion that there must be an interplay
between the stress of social disorientation and individual factors that lead some, but not all,
socially disoriented individuals to become suicidal. This marks perhaps the first attempt at
integrating sociological and intrapsychic theories of suicide. Within this theory, it is specified
that individuals become more at risk for suicide when they experience socially thwarting events
(Lester, 1995). One example is being the victim of a crime that is interpersonal in nature, such as
a robbery. The interpersonal nature of such an experience can create feelings of despair. Thus,
this theory goes beyond some of the social aspects described by Durkheim by including the
potential for social disorientation to come about suddenly, propelling individuals at risk into
suicidality (Lester, 1995). The theory of social disorientation also pushes back against other prior
views that placed suicidality on the internalized end of a spectrum of violence. With such
theories, it was proposed that suicide is the most extreme internalized form of violence, with
murder as the most extreme externalized form. Contrarily, Narroll’s (1963) theory leaves room
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for suicidality to occur in response to despair from psychological harm imposed by others and
not simply from a place of aggression (Lester, 1995).
Similar to his view of psychoanalysis, Baumeister (1995) levied criticisms of pure
sociological theories for being too broad and ignoring the individual factors that may push one
person toward suicide but not another in similar circumstances. Nonetheless, the
acknowledgement of a social factor related to suicide was an important step in moving toward
modern suicide theories and a more integrated view.
Intrapsychic and Cognitive
Views of Suicidality
Suicide theories involving hope as a primary mechanism were major contributors of early
cognitive explanations starting in the 1960s. Such theories evolved in opposition to the broadly
held belief at the time that depression in general was the primary risk factor for suicidality
(Rufino & Ellis, 2018). Instead, lack of hope was seen as the prime catalyst for suicidality above
and beyond the effect of depressive symptoms. Hope-based explanations also have been
thoroughly researched and supported by many studies across several decades. Two mainstream
theories purporting the important role of hope from a cognitive perspective include the theory of
hopelessness (Beck, 1963) and hope theory (Snyder, 2002).
The Theory of Hopelessness
In Beck’s (1963) theory of hopelessness, negative evaluations of the future are viewed as
a primary factor in eventual suicidal ideation (SI) and suicidal behaviors. Much research has also
supported this model, finding the level of hopelessness to be a prominent single predictor of
suicidality (e.g., Grewal & Porter, 2007). Hopelessness in this theory is viewed as a mediator
between depression symptoms and suicidality, identifying a powerful singular distinction
between those with depression who do endorse SI versus those who do not. The theory looks at
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hopelessness as an overall pessimistic view of the world and the future (Beck, 1963). However,
some criticisms have been raised around hopelessness being a vague construct. Additionally,
critiques exist around a lack of description of the process by which hopelessness seems to
mediate depression and suicidality and whether there is room for consideration of any other
contextual or cultural factors (Grewal & Porter, 2007).
Hope Theory
Hope theory (Snyder, 2002) involves a more detailed description of hope and its role
regarding suicide, additionally pulling in intervention ideas such as promoting goal-directedness
as a way to enhance agency and thus the motivation to survive. This theory explains suicide as a
natural outcome after all other adaptive goals have been blocked (Grewal & Porter, 2007). It
suggests that hope is needed for survival, and that it can be broken down over time through
repeated disappointments. Though not far off from Beck’s (1963) theory of hopelessness in
terms of a focus on hope as a cognitive factor connected to suicidal behaviors, the hope theory
does invoke more of a lifespan view of additive stress. This is accomplished by looking at the
buildup or breakdown of hope over time and across a variety of categories (Snyder, 2002), rather
than hopelessness as a singular worldview (Beck, 1963). However, as initial theories for
explaining suicide, both hope-based theories address intrapsychic underpinnings that have been
carried forth through various suicide theory iterations. Such cognitive explanations of suicide are
found in any theory that considers the role of beliefs, expectations, or biases in suicidality.
Escapism in Cognitive Theories
Though not based on the construct of hope, Baumeister (1990) showed additional support
for the role of cognitive processes in his theory of suicide as an “escape from the self” (p. 90).
He created a model that held that individuals face disappointing or shameful events that then can
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become internalized and cause emotional pain. His view pinpoints the discomfort caused from a
sudden self-awareness as the inciting factor of a need for escape from such thoughts, culminating
in an individual becoming irrational and taking more extreme steps to find escape. The final,
most extreme form of escape would be the act of killing oneself. This theory is based on suicide
research (e.g., Smith & Bloom, 1985) in which the theme of a need to escape emerged time and
again (Baumeister, 1990). It also was based on another theory put forth by Baechler (1980)
several years earlier that looked to delineate the major intrapsychic processes that cause
suicidality, with escapism being one of the primary forms (Shneidman, 2001).
Baumeister’s theory (1990) accounts for the relative rarity of suicide by outlining a
number of steps and negatively-impacting choices that would have to occur before once decides
that suicide is the final remaining choice. In Baumeister’s (1990) description of the theory,
however, he outlines in more detail the impact of external and social factors on creating the
necessary conditions for suicidality. Specifically, this theory includes the impact of high stress
environments and cultural correlates that can help to explain increased suicide rates following
even objectively positive events (Baumeister, 1990). In this view, even positive experiences
(such as getting a promotion at work) can be linked to increases in stress and social pressure,
potentially leading to a desire to escape. Intrapsychic factors tied to this theory also include low
self-esteem, increased shame, and feelings of inadequacy due to comparing the self to others
(Baumeister, 1990).
Though later replaced by more complex theoretical understandings of suicidality, many
cognitive components are still incorporated in modern theories. Additionally, support for
cognitions as a major force in suicide is supported by research that connects implicit associations
between death, suicide, and the self with an increased risk in suicidality (Nock et al., 2010).
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Though argued to not be expansive enough to solely account for observed suicide trends,
cognitive components of suicide theory appear to be a necessary aspect of any sound approach to
explaining suicidality.
Modern Holistic Theories
of Suicide
In more recent years, there appears to have been a shift away from explanations of
suicidality that fall neatly within the boundaries of existing psychological theories, or a pure
intrapsychic versus sociological perspective. Instead, modern suicide theories appear to be
integrative and holistic in nature, taking into account the potential for a blend of intrapsychic and
social factors. Such theories include many elements of those that came before them, while also
taking into account recent findings in suicide research as well as sociological trends in suicide
rates.
Interpersonal-psychological
Theory of Suicide
The interpersonal-psychological theory of Suicide (IPTS) is a theory designed to explain
how suicidality occurs (Joiner, 2005; Van Orden et al., 2010). The theory focuses on the
interplay between social and intrapsychic factors, postulating that there are three variables and
their interaction which create conditions necessary for suicidality to occur. The three variables
are (a) perceived burdensomeness, (b) thwarted belongingness, and (c) an acquired capability for
suicide. Perceived burdensomeness is described as one’s belief that they are a burden to others
and that others would be relieved if the individual were to die (Joiner, 2005; Van Orden et al.,
2010). Thwarted belongingness concerns a form of loneliness and isolation stemming from a
lack of close relationships that are reciprocal, meaningful, and caring. Acquired capability or
capacity for suicide refers to past and perhaps cumulative experiences with physical pain,
psychological pain, self-harm, or prior suicide attempts that reduce one’s current fear of pain and
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death and thus enhance their likelihood to harm themselves to the point of dying (Joiner, 2005;
Van Orden et al., 2010).
According to IPTS, individuals may be at a considerable risk for suicidal ideation (SI) if
they are socially isolated or experience a sudden loss of support or an intense negative
interpersonal experience. Often, according to this theory, those with intense SI experience
significant perceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness, and those who attempt
typically have a higher level of acquired capability (Anestis et al., 2015). Essentially, IPTS holds
that individuals experiencing perceived burdensomeness, thwarted belongingness, or both are
more likely to experience thoughts of suicide. However, when perceived burdensomeness,
thwarted belongingness, and acquired capability are all present, one’s risk goes beyond that of SI
and also includes a high risk of suicidal behaviors, such as suicide attempts or completed suicide.
The IPTS marks a significant point among psychological theories about suicide.
According to Joiner (2005), prior to the development of this theory there had not been many new
explanations for suicide in the previous few decades. This theory also ushered in the new era of
focusing on the interpersonal connections with individual mental health that Baumeister (1995)
had called for years earlier. The IPTS also was used to explain the social risk factors of
suicidality, such as suicide contagion and clustering, in which a single act of suicide appears to
increase the risk for others in the same area (Fontanella et al., 2018). The IPTS model considers
that assortative relating may be an underlying risk factor for suicide clusters, in which those with
higher risk for SI and suicidal behaviors tend to gravitate toward each other due to perceived
similarities (Joiner, 2005). Then, when a member of a group attempts or completes suicide, those
around them either experience severe social stress that enhances their SI, or they experience a
form of social learning that vicariously increases their acquired capability for suicidal behaviors
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(Joiner, 2005; Stack & Kposowa, 2008). Despite the existence of research support for noninterpersonal models of suicidality, it is unlikely that any model that does not have an
interpersonal or social component would also be able to explain the processes of suicide
contagion and clustering.
The Cultural Theory and
Model of Suicide
The cultural theory and model of suicide is a response to research findings that suicidality
varies widely across different minority groups (Chu et al., 2010). Based on these findings, there
is an apparent need for specific culturally-based approaches to treating suicidality. Research on
this model of suicidality illuminated several factors that relate to how suicide is expressed across
cultures. These include: (a) experiences of minority stress, (b) the ways in which a culture
traditionally expresses suicidality and attempts, (c) acceptability of suicide and experiences of
shame, and (d) isolation from community and social supports (Chu et al., 2010). This theory
further developed three main principles that guide it. The first holds that culture contains
expectations, experiences, and norms that can enhance stressors linked to suicidality. The second
states that culturally-based meaning-making around stress and suicide can increase or reduce
thoughts of suicide, tolerance of emotional pain, and suicidal behaviors. Finally, this theory
states that culture influences the ways in which one expresses suicidality (Chu et al., 2010).
The cultural theory and model of suicide (Chu et al., 2010) takes a cultural approach that
contains much of the social and interpersonal underpinnings contained within Joiner’s (2005)
IPTS theory. In some ways, this model could be looked at as an expansion of the IPTS. At its
core, it accounts for the role of cultural experiences in the development of risks to suicide, such
as thwarted belongingness when one is isolated from community. Further, the experiences of
shame outlined by Chu et al. (2010) maps onto the IPTS aspect of perceived burdensomeness.
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Additionally, the tolerance of emotional pain certainly can be linked to Joiner’s concept of
acquired capability due to exposure to pain or a lack of fear around death or harm. Even Joiner
(2005) as well has written about the need to utilize cultural contexts in order to better understand
suicide prevalence across different demographics, as well as to explain how suicide rates differ
across geographic and cultural areas.
The Social Pain Model
In line with the recent move toward socially based and integrated theories of suicidality,
the social pain model (Gunn, 2017) takes a social and evolutionary psychology approach to
understanding suicidality. As was stated earlier, much confusion regarding the existence of
suicidality stems from the idea that humans are wired toward their own survival. Based on
evolutionary research (de Catanzaro, 1980), it is theorized that humans may have experienced
several processes by which suicide has become part of our range of behaviors as a species. One
theory is that humans evolved to learn maladaptive behaviors through social learning either
through witnessing the maladaptive behaviors of others or by passing on behaviors that were
once adaptive (such as self-sacrifice to save other members of a group during resource scarcity).
It also may be that suicidality has become more prevalent due to a poor match between genes
and environment as our species develops and expands geographically (de Catanzaro, 1980).
Along with its evolutionary underpinnings, the social pain model also is related to
theories that hold that feeling defeated or trapped may underscore depression symptoms (Gunn,
2017). According to this model, suicidality is motivated by a need to escape from pain, which is
related to an adaptive survival process. Specifically, Gunn (2017) puts forth that social pain,
often due to rejection, is a primary motivator of the need to escape. In fact, studies have shown
that social pain does in fact involve similar neural processes to physical pain and thus a similar
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evolutionary response would fall in line with this (Gunn, 2017). Thus, with the pain model, there
is an interaction between genetic predispositions for negative self-evaluations and social pain
that leads to suicide as an option for means of escape (Gunn, 2017). Though not the first model
to incorporate pain as a major factor, the focus on social pain as well as other factors makes this
approach unique. Shneidman’s model of psychache (1993) originally put forth the idea that
emotional pain and despair were more important than mere cognitive factors, such as
hopelessness. However, Shneidman’s model, like many that faced criticism in the past, appeared
to be too simplistic to fully explain complex suicidality (Montemarano et al., 2018). The
development from the psychache model to the social pain model however provides additional
support for the need for suicide theories to build and expand upon original ideas, molding them
to become more integrated and thorough.
The Three-Step Model of Suicide
The three-step model of suicide (3ST) is not unique in the sense that it covers very
similar constructs as do other modern theories of suicide. It looks specifically at the interplay of
hopelessness, pain, and connectedness (Klonsky & May, 2015). However, this theory holds
importance in that it breaks the interactions of these three risk factors into those that can spark
suicidal thoughts and those that can create the necessary conditions for suicidal behaviors and
attempts. According to the 3ST, one primarily at risk for SI when they experience a combination
of both hopelessness and pain. In this model, pain may be physical, psychological, or both
(Klonsky & May, 2015). This interaction can create an environment in which SI can occur but
may or may not progress into suicidal actions depending on one’s level of social connectedness
(e.g., family and social support, or connection to community and society). Essentially, a high
degree of social connection will serve as a protective factor, preventing suicidal thoughts from
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translating into suicidal behaviors. Conversely, low social connectedness, or a degree of social
connection that is not enough to counter an overwhelming severity of SI, can lead to suicidal
behaviors (Klonsky & May, 2015).
The 3ST also expands upon the IPTS by describing acquired capability in terms of access
to means, genetic predispositions, and learned behaviors that reduce fear and feelings of pain.
This theory may provide important insight into how clinicians may approach clients differently
depending on a combination of symptoms and life circumstances. For example, this may help
clinicians to identify clients at higher risk for suicidal actions and intervene with strategies aimed
at enhancing social connectedness. It further allows for more of a cultural lens and pushes for
assessments to consider a wider net of client data and how it interacts to create risk.
In support of this model, recent research has tried to link the IPTS with genetic
predispositions and life stressors using a neurobiological life span model of suicide (Ludwig et
al., 2017). The resulting model closely resembles the 3ST, further describing how stressors may
build over time and thus enhance suicide capability later in life. This model provides compelling
explanation for later in life and middle-age suicide rates that seem to connect to increases among
certain populations (CDC, 2017). Though this model has not yet been supported directly through
research (Ludwig et al., 2017), it may indicate another shift in the developing area of suicide
theory, suggesting that future successful theories may need to be interpersonal-psychologicalneurobiological in nature.
The Clinical Relationship and Responses
to Suicidality
Historically, “self-murder” was the original phrase used to denote the killing of oneself,
before the term “suicide” was introduced starting around the 1650s in the English language
(Bähr, 2013), becoming ubiquitous by the 1800s (Szasz, 1986). This shift in terminology
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illustrates a corresponding shift in the way in which suicide has been viewed over time through
the lenses of psychoanalysis, sociology, cognitive theories, and integrated theories. The
description of suicide as a form of murder suggested, likely intentionally, that it was an illegal
action that impacted the fabric of society rather than just the individual and their immediate
social circle (Bähr, 2013). Consequently, the shift from self-murder to suicide came with the
positive change of reducing and eliminating criminal proceedings for those who engaged in
suicidal behaviors (Bähr, 2013). However, the fallout of this shift resulted in suicide becoming
pathologized and treated as a direct result of mental health issues leading to a loss of control
(Szasz, 1986). This view cemented suicide as an irrational response that needed to be prevented.
Issues of Autonomy and Safety
In 1986, Thomas Szasz began writing a series of articles and responses regarding a
criticism of what he referred to as “coercive” interventions from mental health professionals in
response to client suicidality. This had been based on ideas he had formulated since at least the
1960s. Szasz (1986) called for reform to the requirements of mental health professionals as being
responsible for preventing suicide, instead stating that killing oneself is the responsibility of that
individual alone. Szasz’s view countered the commonly accepted discourse of the time that held
that individuals who complete suicide lacked the mental health necessary to control their own
actions.
Szasz (1986) argued instead that clinicians should reject the responsibility of preventing
suicide, especially when it requires coercion to do so. He warned that holding such power may
create a reliance upon using it, with clinicians becoming overly comfortable with restricting
client rights in response to perceived safety issues. While Szasz (1986) did not set forth a theory
of suicide per se, he did rekindle the argument around the underlying cause of suicide and thus
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took a stance on how to appropriately intervene. Additionally, his statements incited much
debate among other professionals, providing a marker of the general climate of the field around
suicide intervention in the late 1980s.
Szasz’s (1977) usage of the phrase “psychiatric slavery” in the title of his book on
coercion in mental health treatment and hospitalizations sparked great contention. Such
alternative opinions focused on illustrating cases of positive outcomes of hospitalization, as well
as a feeling of having a duty to protect individual clients in order to prevent the emotional
hardship of their families (Mather, 1987). Ultimately, Szasz called for the field to introspect on
the close relationship between suicidality and coercion and more accurately define how, when, or
if coercion belongs in mental health treatment (Szasz, 1977).
In terms of the underlying theory to Szasz’s (1986) writings, he described feeling that
individuals who, “reject responsibility for their own conduct typically claim to have no control
over their actions (called "mental illness")” (p. 809). Szasz instead argued that suicidality in and
of itself is not proof enough of a lack of control and a need for a coercive response. He did,
however, clarify that severe psychosis or other severe mental incapacitation does remove the
ability to choose and it is suitable to use restrictive methods until one’s autonomy can be
restored. He even went on to describe coercion as being at odds with a caring approach to
treatment, as it may be more closely tied to the clinician’s fear of consequences than an actual
client need for a restrictive environment (Szasz, 1986).
The goal of detailing Szasz’s (1977; 1986) argument here is to highlight its resurging
relevance in the current discourse on suicide. Physician-assisted suicide is now a reality, and
much of Szasz’s contentions may be on the mind of the modern clinician. Despite an initial wave
of negative responses to the concept of psychiatric slavery, the work of Szasz is now finding
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greater support for its cultural criticism of the field. Specifically, new reviews of this work
highlight his imperfect yet insightful foray into the cultural context that is often overlooked when
interventions for suicidality are involved (e.g., ya Azibo, 2016). In particular, his work is praised
for drawing awareness to the disproportionate mandating of treatment for minority-identifying
clients. In many ways, the work of Szasz was an initial venture into taking more sociological and
cultural approaches in understanding suicidality.
Theory-Informed Clinical
Decision-Making
Despite outlining several theories here supporting the idea that suicidality is due to a
confluence of factors that could align for any person given the right circumstances, the current
culture still seems to view it as relatively rare. Based on the idea that humans are hard-wired for
survival, suicide was and remains largely viewed as a compulsion created by mental illness
(Joiner et al., 2016). In fact, some aspects of this have been found in research supporting lack of
control and inhibition due to neural functioning deficits (Joiner et al., 2016). Due to this view,
suicide repeatedly has been viewed as an action that needs to be stopped at any cost, including
the cost of client autonomy. In fact, until recent laws around physician assisted suicide (Bulmer
et al., 2017), there was no acceptable place in healthcare and mental health care to allow for
clients to autonomously choose their own death. Instead, the standard of care across the board is
to focus on prevention, assessment, and intervention whenever suicidality is involved in working
with a client. This, of course, includes reducing or removing client rights temporarily by utilizing
involuntary holds and longer-term hospitalizations to prevent suicidal behaviors. For clinicians,
determining whether a client’s desire to kill themselves outweighs upholding their rights and
autonomy can be a constant battle. In fact, such decisions inherently pit various ethical principles
against each other (American Counseling Association, 2014; American Psychological
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Association, 2017). Often, clinicians are left to their own discretion to determine what action the
context of a specific client scenario warrants.
In essence, the current culture around the moral, legal, and ethical implications of
suicidality is present in every assessment performed by clinicians. Managing the desire to
maintain a collaborative therapeutic relationship with often authoritarian responses to client risk
can be a tall order for clinicians. Fortunately, there are often a myriad of assessment tools and
intervention procedures that can help to provide clarity and first line responses that can be
explored prior to autonomy-stripping such as involuntary hospitalization. Such collaborative
therapeutic relationships entailing providing clients with choice have been linked to reductions in
suicidality (Ilgen et al., 2009). In considering the incredible importance of accurate suicide risk
assessments and effective interventions, it is beneficial to explore what risk assessment tools and
interventions are available for clinicians. More specifically, it is important to consider a wide
range of guides and approaches to suicide risk assessment in terms of their effectiveness and the
limitations that they may place on client autonomy.
Suicide Risk Factors
In considering how to assess client risk and needs during a crisis that involves suicidality,
it is important to understand the links between various factors and outcomes regarding suicide.
Fortunately, there is a great wealth of research on risk and protective correlates for suicide.
Difficulty with regulating emotions, specifically struggles with calming physiological symptoms
of stress and enhanced impulsivity, are considered risks for suicidality (Neacsiu et al., 2018).
More generally, depression has been implicated as a major risk factor for clients who eventually
attempt suicide, with one study estimating that over half of those who attempt suicide qualify for
a diagnosis of major depressive disorder (MDD) (Stulz et al., 2018). Moreover, many of those
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who attempt suicide have been found to have multiple diagnoses, and those with a diagnosable
personality disorder may be at a higher risk of attempted suicide that leads to physical harm
(Stulz et al., 2018).
Common adverse life experiences also are related to increased risk of SI and suicide,
including a history of abuse and grief (Cureton & Fink, 2019). Additional factors include
experiences of failure (especially in high achieving individuals) (Chatard et al., 2017), how long
and to what degree suicidality has been present for an individual (Miranda et al., 2014), recent
discharge from inpatient care (Schechter et al., 2016), and sleeping difficulties (Ellis, 2017).
Additionally, more severe suicidal thoughts often are coupled with hopelessness, impulsivity, a
lack of social support, and fewer reasons for living (Rudd & Joiner, 1999). Current and past life
events and stressors can act as risk or protective factors that can be used as starting points for
intervening during crisis situations.
Environmental factors have also been implicated in suicidality risk. Specifically,
mountainous regions in the U.S. have been found to have consistently higher rates of suicide
(Pepper, 2017). Such rates have been found to be higher across cultural and racial groups and are
independent of gender or other identity factors. Some hypotheses for these findings concern the
typically increased access to firearms, effects of chronic hypoxia due to high elevations, social
isolation of mountain communities (Kim et al., 2011), or a higher degree of suicide acceptability
within communities (Pepper, 2017).
Client-Endorsed Risk Factors
for Suicide
In research that reviewed client decision processes around suicide, clients with a history
of a suicide attempt were interviewed (Stulz et al., 2018). Most clients acknowledged having
experienced a recent and significant interpersonal conflict that they cited as the inciting reason
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for their suicide attempt (Stulz et al., 2018). However, they further clarified that their reasons for
attempting to kill themselves were due to ongoing stressors and disappointments that culminated
in one final, overwhelming experience of defeat. Other potential triggers for suicidality that were
identified were health concerns and mental health struggles that they felt were exacerbated by
low levels of social support (Stulz et al., 2018). In line with other research findings, most
participants also endorsed that their suicide attempts were entirely impulsive, with little to no
planning involved immediately prior.
Protective Factors for Suicide
Just as research has identified a myriad of factors that enhance risk of suicidality,
protective factors have also emerged. Though not studied as frequently, protective factors are
necessary considerations when evaluating the overall picture of client risk level (Cureton & Fink,
2019). Employing protective factors also can help to identify effective interventions and be a
first step in halting the cycle of negative thought processes for highly depressed clients. Some
protective factors that have been found to apply across many client demographics include coping
skills, hope, reasons for living, lack of access to means, support systems, beliefs that do not align
with suicidality, and collaborative mental health care (Cureton & Fink, 2019). Cultural protective
factors also exist that are specific to certain populations. For example, the coming out process
may initially be viewed as a risk factor due to experiences of rejection, however it also may
create protective factors in the finding of new supportive relationships (Ploderl et al., 2014). One
way to enhance protective factors is by assessing a client’s reasons for living. Asking about
reasons for living can provide a client with a clear means of identifying the strongest, most
meaningful supports and protective factors in their life (Bryan et al., 2018).
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Suicide Risk Assessment
Despite research providing such concrete links between client experiences, symptoms,
and risk level, it can be exceptionally overwhelming to attempt to consider all of these factors in
conjunction and translate this into appropriate action. In order to manage this, there are several
approaches to risk assessment that can help provide such guidance. At this point it has been wellestablished that inquiring into client suicidality is not related to any increases in suicidal thoughts
and behaviors (Berman & Silverman, 2017; Lang et al., 2009). However, screening for
suicidality still does not seem to be a consistent procedure in many mental health treatment
settings (Lang et al., 2009). Despite the fact that there are a multitude of ways to assess
suicidality in clients, there are several core areas that many agree are necessary to cover in any
risk assessment. These may include details about suicidal ideation and intent, plans, and general
risk factors (Chu et al., 2015). Within these categories, it is encouraged to be as specific as
possible, use numerical scaling when appropriate, and to look at present and past risk factors.
It is important in all risk assessments that clinicians have an understanding of general risk
and protective factors and that they are able to accurately determine which apply to the current
client situation (Cramer et al., 2013). Then, clinicians should be able to gather information
regarding one’s current state of suicidality, including whether the client has a specific plan, their
level of intent to die, and several aspects of the nature of their suicidal thoughts. Additionally,
access to means always should be a major part of exploring the client’s plan and should provide
rich context for assessing lethality and immediacy of their intent to die (Cramer et al., 2013).
One aspect that is sometimes overlooked is the impact that gathering information from multiple
sources can have, such as contacting previous providers or loved ones (AAS, 2010). All of this
information together should be used to determine whether the client is at a low, medium, or high
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risk for suicide (Cramer et al., 2013). Finally, thorough documentation of findings is necessary to
support any decisions for intervention that are made following the assessment.
Despite providing a fairly thorough roadmap for clinically assessing suicidality, there
remains a lack of clarity around what a suicide assessment specifically must include. It also is
unclear as to what aspects of suicidality are truly cause for concern as well as how clinicians
should be responding to endorsements versus denials from clients on suicidal thoughts, plans, or
intent (Berman & Silverman, 2017). One recommendation has been for research to focus on
creating a consensus around how to assess for risk (Berman & Silverman, 2017). However,
others feel that risk assessments cannot and will never be standardized due to the need for
clinician intuition in managing the myriad of client factors related to suicide risk (Granello,
2010). These issues also are seen across all levels of clinical work, including the ways in which
training programs prepare new clinicians to conduct risk assessments (Schmitz et al., 2012), and
differences in how risk is assessed across community agencies as well as other mental health
treatment settings (Granello, 2010).
Client Cultural Factors in
Risk Assessments
For each and every suicide risk assessment, the individual nature of the client always
must be included in the method of assessing for and interpreting risk (Granello, 2010). It is
important throughout assessments to ensure that the clinician is always considering the level of
distress of the client and the ways in which considering suicide as a means of ending suffering
can feel like an appropriate response for clients (Cramer et al., 2013). One main way to manage
this is to ensure that all responses to suicidality are collaborative in nature and that clinicians do
not immediately attempt to make suicidal thoughts disappear. It is also necessary to take steps to
encourage accurate disclosure of suicidality. While many approaches focusing on aims to get
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clients to disclose rather than deny existing suicidality, a focus on the accuracy of information
shared also is vital (Hom et al., 2017). For example, clients who inaccurately disclose their
history of suicidal thoughts, behaviors, and past attempts may reduce clinician concern, despite
in fact being at a high risk for suicide. This further highlights the need for clinicians to have
empathic, appropriate responses to clients who seek out support for suicidality. Additionally,
there is support for an overlap between minority stress models and theories of suicidality in that
the stress experienced by certain populations may exacerbate risks for suicidality (Ploderl et al.,
2014).
Some researchers believe that there also may exist a disconnect between known suicide
risk factors and actual client experiences that could cause clinicians to remain out of touch with
client needs when it comes to suicidality (Rogers & Russell, 2014). Such areas of disconnect
may include communication style, comfort in discussing suicidality, beliefs regarding killing
oneself, ideas of underlying causes for suicidality, and methods of making decisions. For
example, clients who wish for guidance around reducing their suicidal thoughts may feel
abandoned by clinicians who use a very non-directive approach. Additionally, clients who are
protective of their personal information may struggle to disclose suicidality in session, especially
in initial sessions, despite the performance of a thorough risk assessment (Rogers & Russell,
2014). In terms of treatment approaches, clients with strong beliefs of biological, social,
psychological, or other underlying causes of suicidality may not respond to clinical interventions
that are mismatched with such beliefs. Finally, different cultures may view their struggles with
suicidality as being either an individual, family, or community-based struggle that requires more
or less input from others in their lives. Clinicians who engage in risk assessments and
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interventions without acknowledging the role of other systems for certain clients may be at an
increased risk for alienating clients further (Rogers & Russell, 2014).
Decision-Making Tools
Due to the dangers inherent with suicidality, it is vital that all clinicians can accurately
assess client risk level. Research indicates that about one-fifth of clients who complete suicide
sought help from a mental health clinician shortly before engaging in suicidal behaviors
(Ahmedani et al., 2014). Even when clinicians do engage in necessary risk assessments, it can be
extremely difficult to determine which questions to ask and how much stock to put into different
client factors in order to make a decision on whether a client is at a low, moderate, high, or
severe risk for suicide (Chu et al., 2015). Often, clients may deny suicidality during counseling
sessions, but then they may be more willing to endorse it on a checklist or other type of measure
(Cureton & Fink, 2019). In order to address this, there have been several attempts based on
research and clinical experience to help guide clinicians to responding appropriately to client
needs in the area of suicide risk.
There are several risk assessment tools that claim to provide data that can be used to
interpret either the existence of suicidality for a client or their relative level of risk for suicidality.
Often, clinicians will use highly structured brief interviews, or short questionnaires to assess
current risk level. However, research has found that such limited information tools can be prone
to gathering misleading information regarding client history and current risk (Hom et al., 2016).
Instead, it is recommended that more thorough screening tools or clinical interviews be used to
ensure accuracy (Hom et al., 2016).
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Indirect Risk Assessment Tools
In addition to suicide specific tools, there are other measures that have been used to
assess for client risk. One study (Troister et al., 2015) found that the Beck Depression InventoryII (BDI-II) (Beck et al., 1996) was effective at diagnosing SI as well as prior and recent suicide
attempts. This was also found to be true of the Beck Hopelessness Scale (Beck, 1988), and the
Psychache Scale (Holden et al., 2001). Each of these scales were found to be related to
suicidality in a way that allowed them to accurately diagnose and predict suicidality symptoms
(Troister et al., 2015). Troister et al. (2015) went on to detect specific cut-scores at which they
believed could help to identify those at the greatest risk for suicidality. Despite not being direct
measures of suicidal thoughts or intent, there remain a great deal of similar instruments to those
mentioned above that can provide limited predictive power for suicidality.
However, it is also argued that such indirectly-related measures are actually testing for
different aspects of suicidality and are defining the construct in differing ways (Berman &
Silverman, 2017). The issue with these measures is that a single client could be assessed as
having a high risk for SI on one measure, while indicating no risk on another. Additional
concerns involve the lack of clarity in written measures of suicidality that can include vague
wording, the use of compound questions, or culturally-based language that clients may find
difficult to answer using the response options provided (Berman & Silverman, 2017). For
example, the Psychache Scale (Holden et al., 2001) item that states, “My soul aches” may be
interpreted differently depending on a client’s cultural background and belief in the concept of a
soul. This highlights the need for clinicians to utilize interviews and clinical judgment in order to
clarify client experiences and gather multiple data points during suicide risk assessments
(Berman & Silverman, 2017).
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Technology in Risk Assessment
The use of technology recently has found its way into risk assessment literature in the
hopes of increasing accuracy and follow-through with clients at risk for suicidality. One study
created an electronic health record alert that monitored client charts for mentions of suicidality,
and other risk factors, and then alerted the clinician to respond with a safety-enhancing
intervention (Reyes-Portillo et al., 2018). Results of the study indicated that clients with the alert
system were far more likely to receive such interventions, indicating that many clients’ needs for
safety enhancement may often be overlooked without such a system. While this approach does
not necessarily reduce risk inherently, it would provide clinicians with more opportunity to
intervene, especially in settings with high degrees of stress and large caseloads, and in systems
where patients access multiple health providers.
Similarly, free-standing technology-based systems for tracking and documenting client
risk outside of existing notation systems have been developed in an effort to provide ongoing
clinical guidance specific to suicidality (Harned et al., 2017). Such systems are intended to
provide protections for both client and clinician. However, this would require increased work on
the part of the clinician as risk would need to be documented within the pre-existing notation
system as well as in the risk-tracking system.
Additional technological approaches have been proposed in terms of using implicit
association tests to reveal suicidal cognitions in clients. Based on research that clients with
suicidal thoughts have greater implicit or attentional biases toward dying (e.g., Chu et al., 2010),
such assessments are designed to predict SI as well as their risk for future attempts (Harrison et
al., 2018). However, research revealed that such biases were not as accurate in predicting longterm suicidality risk as were collaborative clinical interviews (Harrison et al., 2018). From this
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sampling of technology-supported risk assessment processes, it seems clear that such systems
may offer clinical support while not yet approaching the level of utility needed to warrant their
widespread adoption; they certainly are no replacement for clinical interviewing and clinical
experience and intuition in deciding how to intervene. Such flaws provide additional evidence
toward the continued need for clinician-client relationship-driven assessments of suicide risk. In
fact, even the names of such technology-based assessments, such as the Linehan Suicide Safety
Net (Harned et al., 2017), call to mind an image of these approaches existing more as a backup
than as a potential replacement for clinical interview assessments.
Clinical Interviewing
Clinical interviews have long been seen as a necessity for evaluating suicidality in a
client. However, research indicates that clinicians often do not ask clients about suicidality,
especially when the client does not offer mention of any obvious suicidality or apparent
corresponding risk factors (Roush et al., 2018). Fear of a client harming themselves or of
professional liability were also not major motivators for clinicians to engage in a risk assessment;
instead, clinician comfort level was the greatest predictor for whether suicidality was inquired
about (Roush et al., 2018). This is a major disconnect from the fact that clinicians often report
utilizing evidence-based risk assessment strategies (Roush et al., 2018). Furthermore, when
clinicians do conduct suicide risk assessments, they most often focus on risk factors, ignoring
resilience factors and client resources (Murray, 2016). Additionally, based on client self-report, it
seems that clients are willing to disclose suicidality to mental health professionals, perhaps at
rates even higher than they would with other professionals or within their social relationships
(Hom et al., 2017). This places even more emphasis on the need for clinicians to be able to
accurately assess client risk factors.
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Arguably, clinicians need help. In order to help guide clinical interviews and streamline
clinical decision making, Chu et al. (2015) created a decision tree as a means of assisting mental
health professionals presented with complex client cases involving suicide risk. In general, this
resource categorizes those with multiple prior suicide attempts, significant plans and preparations
for suicide, and elevated desire/intent for suicide as having a baseline moderate level of suicide
risk. Anyone who lacks these primary factors or only experiences them to a mild degree with
limited other risk factors is categorized as being low risk (Chu et al., 2015). Then, to be
considered higher than moderate risk, clients must endorse at least one risk factor that has been
identified in previous research (Chu et al., 2015). This list is fairly comprehensive, ranging from
fearlessness about death and impulsivity, to increased irritability and recent stressful experiences.
Within its design, the decision tree created by Chu et al. (2015) works to assess risk as more
comprehensively and holistically than identifying singular, narrow variables that may tip the
scales toward increased risk.
Despite the assistance that helpful devices like mnemonics (Cureton & Fink, 2019) and
decision trees (Chu et al., 2015) can offer to providers, they still do not exhaustively provide
guidance for all possible client situations. Perhaps, no risk assessment tool or guide ever could be
so exhaustive due to the unique confluence of factors for each individual. In considering such
approaches, it becomes clear that a great deal of clinical decision making around determinants of
suicide risk is left in the hands of clinician intuition. This is highlighted as well by the
recommendation by Chu et al. (2015) that all client risk assessment cases involve consultation
and supervision, as no two client risk situations are the same. This highlights the need to better
understand the real-world experiences of clinicians conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions and how client factors impact case-by-case decisions. The current study can
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provide such insights on how clinicians may integrate decision-making tools with individualized
approaches.
In considering the risk assessment tools available to clinicians, it is important to gain an
understanding of how clinicians may experience using such instruments as that can affect when
and how they are utilized. For example, physicians within emergency medicine settings endorsed
struggling with manualized risk assessment approaches such as structured screenings (Roy et al.,
2017). They described feeling that many screening tools for risk assessment were either too long
and thus not feasible to use, or too cursory so that the information gathered was not
therapeutically useful. These physicians also described often feeling that the patient situations
they encounter do not typically neatly align with known risk factors and assessment procedures
(Roy et al., 2017). Instead, they endorsed often feeling the need to examine suicide risk in more
holistic or individualized ways, using their experience and instinct to navigate ambiguous
scenarios. Additionally, it is imperative that any risk assessment strategies consider the need for
ongoing assessment as client risk factors may ebb and flow, requiring continuous monitoring for
changes (Granello, 2010).
With such feedback from emergency physicians, it begs the question of how clinicians in
less restrictive and perhaps more isolated environments are navigating the process of suicide
interventions and clinical decision-making processes. The current study may also provide insight
in this area by exploring the experiences of those clinicians conducting suicide risk assessments
and interventions in outpatient clinics, agencies, private practices, and college counseling centers
that may have a wide range of access to mental health resources for clients. Such clinicians likely
also experience a wide range of access to their own consultation, supervision, and support
resources that could have major impacts on how they respond to client needs around suicidality.
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With clinicians working within such diverse settings and systems, it is necessary to understand
how experiences may vary and require different strategies.
Clinical Interventions for Suicidality
In general, there are many interventions for client suicidality that may be acceptable
based on the risks and contextual factors of the situation. Such intervention responses may
include monitoring client progress, providing resources, enhancing treatment intensity, safety
increasing measures, completing a safety plan, or hospitalization (Chu et al., 2015). The National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline offers specific research-based guidelines for intervening with
suicidal clients. These guidelines include maintaining engagement with the client, valuing a
cooperative approach, avoiding coercion whenever possible, and initiating more restrictive
approaches when imminent danger is present (SAMHSA, 2010). These guidelines also intersect
with the idea that clinicians have historically not been accurate at predicting suicides and thus
may tend to underreact to high-risk clients and be overly coercive with lower-risk clients (ReyesPortillo et al., 2018).
Additional guidelines include to ensure that focus remains on the therapeutic alliance and
client experiences throughout risk assessment and resulting treatment approaches (Fowler, 2013).
Additionally, it is recommended that client autonomy and connection be supported and enhanced
through the intervention process so as to avoid further symptom exacerbation. However, this can
be difficult to navigate when there is a profound lack of appropriate resources for intervening
with suicidal clients (Roy et al., 2017). This may include a lack of infrastructure, as well as
limitations on clinician skills and knowledge of intervention methods. In order to understand the
limits placed on clinician ability to intervene with suicidality, it is important to outline the
interventions commonly used with clients presenting with suicidality.
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No Suicide Contracts
No suicide contracts were one of the original approaches to limiting client suicidal
behaviors. They simply involved a client signing a document promising that they would not kill
themselves for a specific length of time (Rudd et al., 2006). The contract would also include
resources that the client could use if they felt at risk for breaking the contract. Such contracts
were simple, and thus included limited support for the client between sessions, often being
viewed more as a means of the clinician protecting themselves from liability. Further, no
empirical support has been found for the use of such contracts, with all research outcomes
indicating other forms of safety management, such as crisis response plans and safety plans as
being more effective than no suicide contracts (Rudd et al., 2006).
Safety Planning
The Crisis Response Plan
Safety planning is a common intervention response to suicidality in clients. When
considering add-on brief interventions to already established treatments, there are specific
approaches to safety planning. The crisis response plan (CRP) was one of the first clearly defined
safety planning approaches consisting of an easily administered process of identifying skills that
can be filled out on any piece of paper or an index card for transportability (Rudd et al., 2006). It
involves identifying warning signs and internal and external coping skills that can be used during
experiences of crisis. Recently, updates to the CRP have been made, adding reasons for living as
a component of the coping skills portion of the plan (Bryan et al., 2018). This enhanced version
that supplies the client with a separate paper or card with reminders for their desire to live, has
been associated with greater long-term SI improvements (Bryan et al., 2018).
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The Safety Planning Intervention
From the CRP, the safety planning intervention (SPI) was established by Stanley and
Brown (2012) and is often considered to be the gold standard for free-standing safety
interventions. It involves a similar approach to the CRP while adding in a component of means
restriction. This is the intervention adopted by many national suicide prevention hotlines,
associations, agencies, and training facilities. The SPI, and other similar safety planning
interventions, cover several specific areas for assessing risk and enhancing safety. It is designed
to be administered following a thorough risk assessment and begins with identifying warning
signs to suicidality (Stanley & Brown, 2012). Clients and clinicians then proceed to thoroughly
identify internal and external coping strategies in a collaborative manner. External strategies
include distraction, socialization, finding support to resolve the crisis, contacting professional
help, and restricting access to lethal means of suicide (Stanley & Brown, 2012). The entire
intervention typically takes between 20 and 45 minutes, about the length of one-half to one
whole standard outpatient session. The SPI, though commonly used, has not been thoroughly
tested, especially outside of inpatient settings (Hogan, 2016).
Benefits of the SPI approach include that it is easily administered in most settings,
including groups and with adolescents, that it does not require any specific theoretical approach,
and that it covers several potential intrapsychic and interpersonal sources of support for safety.
While it originally was designed for use in emergency rooms, its use across various settings
demonstrates its versatility (Rings et al., 2012; Stanley & Brown, 2012; Stanley et al., 2018). In
outpatient settings it can be used within an already established therapeutic relationship or upon
intake. It is further intended to be completed collaboratively and in a manner that supports
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rapport building. Unlike other approaches to safety planning, it is a free-standing intervention
that does not require suicidality to be a primary presenting concern and goal of treatment.
More extensive uses of safety planning as a part of a cognitive behavioral (CBT)
approach (referred to as CBT for suicide prevention, or CBT-SP) led to increased compliance
with treatment, session attendance, and perceived helpfulness (Stanley et al., 2009). This
approach was based off of repeated use of safety planning (the SPI in particular), which
addressed triggering events and developing coping skills related to internal and external coping
strategies. Despite the effectiveness of this approach, it is a manualized treatment that is not
easily incorporated to existing outpatient approaches.
Means Restriction
One major aspect of safety planning involves reducing access to or removing altogether
means of suicide, such as weapons, medications, and sharp objects (Hogan, 2016). Safety
planning also involves one of the few instances in which protective factors are involved in the
process of suicide treatment (Cureton & Fink, 2019), making it a very practical tool for assisting
clients. The approach is based on the idea that access to means, especially to lethal forms of
suicidality, is a major factor in one’s decision to attempt suicide which has been supported by
research (Anestis & Houtsma, 2017). Means safety has also been adopted in recent years as its
own form of suicide intervention, in which the primary focus is to counsel the individual on
ways to restrict access to objects that could be used for harm (Jin et al., 2016). This often is
accomplished by helping clients to lock up their weapons, giving harmful objects to trusted
friends and family members, creating physical barriers to the harmful use of objects such as
utilizing blister packaging for medications (Turvill et al., 2000) and safes for firearms (Houtsma
et al., 2018), and putting others in charge of distributing medications. In general, the use of
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aspects of safety planning, such as distraction, identifying warning signs, and discussing
supportive people to reach out to, through a suicide prevention hotline has been shown to be
helpful (Gould et al., 2018). Qualitative data supported that these types of interventions increased
feelings of safety and reduced the likelihood of clients to kill themselves (Gould et al., 2018).
Suicide Intervention Treatment
Protocols
In terms of interventions specifically focused on safety for clients experiencing
suicidality, the collaborative assessment and management of suicidality (CAMS) (Jobes, 2012)
approach is a well-researched treatment modality for addressing ongoing safety concerns. The
CAMS involve a highly collaborative and flexible, yet somewhat manualized, approach to
assessing client suicidality and developing and maintaining safety plans. It involves brief,
specific interventions in response to a multitude of client experiences related to suicidality,
including recent suicide attempts (Jobes, 2012). The CAMS has shown efficacy in an outpatient
setting as the primary treatment modality and as a single session follow-up to emergency
department treatment (Comtois et al., 2011). The CAMS, however, is essentially a full treatment
approach that can be used in an outpatient setting with clients for whom safety and suicidality are
the primary presenting concerns. While safety planning instruments may be used, the overall
approach is assessment-heavy and not readily applied to existing outpatient treatment (Jobes,
2012).
Psychosocial Interventions
Enlisting the help of social supports also can be effective for reducing suicidality or
enhancing the recovery process of suicidal clients. While this is an aspect of most of the
aforementioned strategies, it deserves special attention due to the potential impact of such an
approach. Psychosocial interventions may be accomplished by having family or friends check in
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on clients to offer encouragement or to help locate resources (Hogan, 2016). In general, research
supports a wide range of psychosocial interventions for suicidality (Calear et al., 2016). This
includes social interventions across various settings including schools, communities, and
hospitals. Such interventions also may either directly or indirectly involve others. Direct
involvement may occur in group therapy, family therapy, or simply by involving loved ones in
the care of the individual (Calear et al., 2016). Indirect psychosocial involvement can include
psychoeducation for the client around the importance of seeking social support as well as
enhancing coping skills regarding relationships. No matter the type, it seems that such
approaches have enough support (Calear et al., 2016) to warrant inclusion alongside any other
main intervention strategy.
Hospitalization
Client hospitalization can serve as an important strategy for creating immediate safety
during an acute suicidal crisis. Hospitalization can be accomplished either through voluntary or
involuntary means depending on client willingness and risk level. Across the U.S., there are a
wide variety of laws regarding involuntary hospitalization and mental health holds for suicidal
clients. Depending on the specific state, there are varying levels of judicial oversight of how
clients can be hospitalized for safety concerns, and a wide range of timelines for when they must
be released (Hedman et al., 2016). In addition to logistical concerns, there are specific client
experience factors that deserve consideration when contemplating hospitalization. Based on
client experiences with disclosing suicidality, several reasons for why clients hide or downplay
suicidality have been discovered. The top two reasons for not disclosing accurate suicidality to
mental health professionals were a fear of hospitalization and worry about feeling embarrassed
(Hom et al., 2017). At its worst, some client experiences of involuntary hospitalization can lead
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to increased suicidality and a lack of trust in all mental health services, serving as a major barrier
to seeking future help during times of crisis (Seitler, 2008). Additionally, in some states the act
of being hospitalized may initiate the first of many restrictions of autonomy, including the
potential for forced medication, use of restraints, further assessments of the client’s competency
status, and an increased likelihood of future additional involuntary hospitalizations (Seitler,
2008).
Despite drawbacks, however, hospitalization can be an effective tool for reducing acute
suicidality and limiting the ability to act impulsively in dangerous ways (Schechter et al., 2016).
This is especially true for clients who are experiencing such severe symptoms that they are
unable to engage in less restrictive options. Such clients may include those managing substance
detoxification or psychosis who cannot identify risk and protective factors or who cannot contact
supportive relationships. One reason for the positive impact of hospitalization may be the
exposure to a social environment that alleviates immediate distress but likely is not effective at
creating lasting therapeutic effects. A major issue then occurs when the relieved client is
discharged from the hospital and returns to their previous stressful and potentially unsupportive
life circumstances. This may create a second, more intense experience of abandonment that
increases suicidality beyond what the client originally experienced prior to hospitalization
(Schechter et al., 2016). Due to this phenomenon, even when clients are hospitalized, they need
enduring support upon release and to have resources in place to aid in their reintegration into
their daily life. Additionally, despite hospitalization being a primary response to high-risk
suicidality, it is not common for hospitalized clients to receive direct suicide treatment and
interventions (Hogan, 2016). Such information about the process and effects of hospitalization
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may be known by clinicians to various degrees, impacting the decisions they ultimately make to
enhance client safety.
Clinical Decision-Making and Suicidality
In terms of how clinicians weigh their options of suicide risk intervention, there is a great
number of factors that are at play. This includes awareness of both clinician and client factors
that affect what interventions may be considered. In terms of clients, past experiences with
different levels of treatment, cultural factors, beliefs about autonomy and mental health stigma,
and willingness to engage in treatment each can influence how appropriate an intervention may
be. However, clinician variables also must be considered in terms of comfort, skill, and resources
available to support one intervention over another. These factors can be extremely complex and
difficult to manage during a client crisis. Reviewing these factors may, however, shine some
light on how clinicians work to navigate and balance them.
Client Factors in Suicide
Intervention
One study conducted in Norway examined client therapy experiences related to
suicidality interventions. This study examined how the client felt in their treatment as well as
how their life experiences factored into the outcome of their experience of a crisis (Vatne &
Naden, 2018). This was done in an exploratory way and discovered themes of increased hope
when professionals worked to understand client experiences and created a welcoming
environment, as well as hope from building coping skills that returned the responsibility of client
safety back to the client (Vatne & Naden, 2018). These findings can be very valuable in
understanding how clients experience suicide interventions.
In another study, clients with a history of mental health interventions prior to suicide
attempts also endorsed feeling that the most helpful aspects of suicide interventions were having
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suicide-specific therapy, targeted medications, and experiences of social support (Hom et al.,
2019). Clients further described feeling that having strong rapport with their provider was
extremely important in feeling the outcome of treatment was beneficial for their mental health
and safety. Alternative experiences of negative treatment were related to poor assessment
strategies, increasing stigmatizing experiences, loss of autonomy after hospitalization, and a lack
of accessible resources. Those with negative hospitalization experiences cited being physically
restrained, being housed with individuals with severe psychopathology, and hasty discharge
processes as exacerbating their mental health (Hom et al., 2019). However, some clients also
described feeling that hospitalization was a major source of regaining stability and was necessary
for their recovery (Hom et al., 2019). In terms of assessment, many clients described experiences
in which they felt clinicians overlooked certain symptoms and thus were unable to determine
adequate treatment for them.
Another major issue raised by Szasz (1986) in his original work, as well as by other
clinicians, is the issue of who tends to be hospitalized (Seitler, 2008). While hospitalization is
intended to be reserved for those facing imminent risk for suicide in some manner or another,
there is evidence to support the link between mandated treatment and client factors, such as
poverty and struggles with social skills (Seitler, 2008). Such findings call into question whether
one aspect of clinician intuition involves an implicit bias against certain populations. While it has
been repeatedly recommended that all clinicians explore their biases and beliefs around client
factors and suicidality (Rogers & Russell, 2014), it may be that such personal views still find
their way into the assessment and intervention process. The approach of the current study would
allow for the impact of such personal aspects of suicide risk interventions to come to light. While
some personal intuitions can be necessary for determining appropriate interventions, they may
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also become paired with biased views over time. The current study seeks to determine how
clinicians navigate these cultural, personal, and systemically affected impacts to client treatment
around suicidality.
Clinician Factors Affecting Suicide
Intervention Approaches
Clinician Comfort and Training
A major aspect of competency within the realm of risk assessment is the ability for
clinicians to manage their personal responses to clients expressing suicidality (Cramer et al.,
2013). It is important that clinicians respond to clients in specific ways as clients have indicated
that stigma is a major deterrent from disclosing suicidality, while the desire for support and
understanding were prime reasons for sharing suicidal thoughts (Hom et al., 2017). In line with
barriers to clinician comfort, it is apparent that many clinicians do not feel that they have had
adequate training in suicide risk assessment, or that training is no match for what must be learned
through experiencing complex client scenarios directly or via consultation (Lang et al., 2009).
This limitation in clinician training is further supported by research conducted via the American
Association of Suicidology (Schmitz et al., 2012) among others (Cureton & Fink, 2019) that
found serious concerns in the lack of suicide assessment and intervention training across mental
health programs. This is a major mental health concern as most clinicians will work with a
multitude of suicidal clients no matter the setting, and about half of all clinicians will lose a
client to suicide at some point (Rudd & Joiner, 1999).
One study on clinician views of safety planning and suicide interventions suggested that
many clinicians rate their knowledge and skills in working with suicidality as a presenting
concern as moderate to high (Jahn et al., 2016). This self-reported degree of competence in the
area of suicidality was similar among both clinicians who often work with suicidality as a
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presenting concern as well as those who do not. However, many clinicians also reported having a
significant degree of fear around the potential for a client to attempt or complete suicide (Jahn et
al., 2016). Such fear and lack of comfort also appear to affect how thoroughly risk assessments
are performed. Research has found that even when clinicians are faced with the same client
suicide risk situation, they tend to vary greatly on how they choose to intervene and their
rationale for doing so (Regehr et al., 2015). Other research has highlighted that clinicians often
overlook the importance of inquiring in depth about clients’ acquired capability for suicide and
access to means, despite the fact that these both are major aspects of modern suicide theories
(Anestis et al., 2016).
One study on private practice psychologists’ views of working with suicidality found that
most are hesitant to work with clients struggling with this presenting concern (Groth & Boccio,
2018). However, clinician comfort and legal concerns were not cited as the typical reasons for
this hesitation. Instead, clinicians endorsed feeling ill-equipped to appropriately serve such
clients due to limited skills, training, or a lack of suitable resources available (Groth & Boccio,
2018). These limitations on clinicians’ ability to treat suicidality with clients and level of comfort
in doing so highlights the role of external influences on clinician approaches. It is thus vital that
we better understand how clinicians across settings are contending with the interplay of theory,
research, clinical experience, training, resources, and client factors in assessing and treating
suicidality.
Clinician Reactions
In considering the importance of the clinician’s role in the process of conducting suicide
risk assessments and interventions, it is vital to account for how the clinician’s emotional
experiences may have an impact on this process. Research has indicated that several aspects of
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the clinician’s identities and experiences may impact suicide risk assessment outcomes (Regehr
et al., 2015). One specific finding included that when clinicians were closer in age to a client,
they tended to view client outcomes with greater optimism and thus assessing there to be a lower
level of risk for them and then choosing less intensive interventions than perhaps necessary.
Additionally, when clinicians were experiencing increased symptoms of posttraumatic stress or
more negative mood states themselves, they tended to focus more so on a narrower range of
client contextual factors during the suicide risk assessment process, sometimes even avoiding
inquiring about client suicidality altogether (Regehr et al., 2015). While these findings are
illuminating, they fall short of describing whether clinicians are aware of these internal
experiences and how they may or may not be connected to their external responses to client risk.
Further contextual factors including client access to medications, clinician relationship
status, and clinician level of religiosity also have been found to impact how clinicians interpret
the results of suicide risk assessments with their clients (Berman et al., 2015). Other quantitative
research has indicated that in response to assessing clients to be at a high risk for suicide,
clinicians experienced feeling hopeful as well as overwhelmed and distressed, at times indicating
a desire to potentially avoid working with such clients in the future (Yaseen et al., 2013). This
further highlights the complex nature of the effect of treating suicidality on subsequent clinician
experiences and behaviors. Regardless of the types of emotional responses that conducting
suicide risk assessments may elicit among clinicians, some argue that the relationship between a
clinician’s emotional reaction to client disclosure of suicidality and their subsequent judgment of
client risk makes it to be an intrinsic aspect of clinical intuition that must be accounted for in the
literature (Barzilay et al., 2018). Taken altogether, these studies only touch the surface of how
the experiences of clinicians impact their processes of assessing for and treating client suicide
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risk. Without also incorporating qualitative approaches to better understand these experiences of
clinicians, it is impossible to know how clinicians may directly experience these circumstances
and navigate through them.
While one similar qualitative phenomenological study exists that has examined clinician
experiences of treating client suicidality (Levy et al., 2019), it primarily served to identify the
main themes of clinicians’ personal values in engaging in this line of work. Their findings
indicated that clinicians often are faced with dilemmas regarding (a) their own use of power to
mandate client hospitalizations for safety, (b) their personal anxiety levels, need for self-care,
and desire for engagement in supervision regarding treating client suicidality, as well as (c) their
professional objectives of remaining clear, direct, systemically focused, and validating of the
client in their responses (Levy et al., 2019). The current study, however, is necessary in order to
continue from where the extant research literature leaves off. The current study is aimed at taking
a vital next step in exploring the emotional and cognitive reactions, personal needs, and
behavioral responses of clinicians assessing for and treating client suicidality. Further, the
current study aims to uncover how clinician responses may interact with other factors to affect
clinician experiences and their process of clinical decision-making with client suicide risk
assessments and interventions.
Many researchers have long been calling for more standardization in how risk
assessments are conducted and interpreted so that interventions for suicidality can become more
consistent (e.g., Berman et al., 2015; Regehr et al., 2015). Based on the literature pointing to a
bidirectional impact between clinicians and the process of conducting suicide risk assessments
and interventions, understanding what types of contextual factors may hold meaning for
clinicians in their experiences could be a major step in the direction of enhancing consistency in
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this process. Gathering thick descriptions of how clinicians understand, manage, and apply
meanings to their experiences regarding this phenomenon can illustrate what factors are common
across clinicians’ experiences. This process may also reveal which clinician experiences may be
more unique and potentially related to the observed trend of inconsistencies in how clinicians
conduct and interpret suicide risk assessments and make decisions on how to intervene (Regehr
et al., 2016).
Legal Concerns with Suicide Risk
Assessments and Interventions
It is considered to be very important for clinicians to be able to document the steps that
are taken when assessing and intervening with suicidal clients. This includes documenting the
level of suicide risk that was determined, and what interventions within the range of accepted
practices for mental health professionals were used to reduce client risk for suicide (Chu et al.,
2015). Not only does this degree of documentation better protect clinicians from legal recourse,
but it also can serve to provide a history of the client’s treatment and progress that then can help
to better inform future interventions and knowledge of what may or may not be beneficial for our
clients (Stanley et al., 2019). Often, however, one main barrier to maintaining necessary records
of risk assessment either is due to the assessment not being performed in the first place, or it not
being conducted in a thorough enough manner. Due to the confluence of varying state laws and
differences in how training programs instruct clinicians to conduct risk assessments and
interventions, there may be further fear of legal repercussions especially when it comes to
invoking involuntary hospitalization. Specifically, some clinicians may experience discomfort
due to having limited education about state laws for mental health holds, or they may be
practicing in a state with differing laws than the ones in which they received training, thus
reducing their self-efficacy in being able to navigate such difficult situations (Hedman et al.,
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2016). Again, the current study is needed to better clarify what impacts clinician legal concerns
may have on how they experience conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions and
how they engage in related clinical decision-making processes.
A Framework for Approaching
Intervention Strategies
One study reviewed outcomes in level of care referrals of mobile crisis clinicians based
on client presenting concerns (Muehsam, 2019). One main finding was that the expression of
suicidality in any form was related to higher level of care referrals across all demographics.
Increases in suicidality severity also were linked to an increasing rate of referral specifically for
hospitalization, though the effect was stronger for voluntary admission than for involuntary
(Muehsam, 2019). This indicates a potential pattern in which clinicians refer to increasingly
acute care programs based on client risk but may forestall on imposing involuntary
hospitalization, though the process underlying this trend is unknown. Additionally, the author
cautioned from being able to trust this interpretation of the data, calling for more refined research
in this area (Muehsam, 2019). This again indicates the role of additional factors in clinical
decision-making with client suicide risk that may not be fully explained by theory and research
to date.
In order to understand how clinicians might address client suicidality in the field, the
preparation, action, recovery (PAR) framework was created to breakdown the process into
component parts (McAdams & Keener, 2008). This approach details some commonalities and
steps that clinicians must engage in in order to assess and respond to clients appropriately. The
preparation stage begins with gathering information and initiating an assessment of the client’s
suicide risk (McAdams & Keener, 2008). Preparation is broad and also includes the prerequisites
of clinician training, skills, and awareness of beliefs and limitations. The action stage involves
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flexibly prioritizing the symptoms related to the crisis, intervening accordingly, and seeking
supervision to enhance safety (McAdams & Keener, 2008). The final stage of recovery concerns
clinicians ensuring availability and support through processing and relating the experience to the
overall treatment after the client’s immediate crisis has resolved (McAdams & Keener, 2008).
This also, according to McAdams and Keener (2008), should involve clinician reflection on their
own experiences, biases, and emotional responses to the crisis.
Discussing the PAR framework at this point serves as a fitting culmination of the review
of the current knowledge base around risk assessment and intervention for suicide. This
framework breaks down the general experience of intervening with client suicidality in a way
that allows consideration of how different factors play into this process. By looking at this
framework, it becomes easier to consider in each step to responding to client suicidality what
types of factors may play into the clinical decision-making process. For example, preparation
may very drastically for clinicians depending on their level of training in working with
suicidality or based on their degree of established rapport with the client. Similarly, action likely
depends greatly upon client and clinician access to resources, and recovery might look different
based on whether a clinician intervened with outpatient interventions as compared to
hospitalization. These contextual and individualized factors are precisely what the current study
is concerned with. With such unpredictability of how suicide risk assessments and interventions
may play out, it is important to know how clinicians may or may not use research, theory, and
intuition to help them navigate it.
Conclusion
Upon reviewing the totality of aspects that can influence clinician responses to
suicidality, it is clear just how overwhelming it can be for clinicians to determine how to
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approach a case of client suicide risk. In response to client suicide risk, clinicians are tasked to
balance beneficence with client autonomy, consider the influence of theories and research,
examine their own beliefs and biases, and maintain awareness of client factors. Based on the
information reviewed throughout this chapter, a clinician’s choice of where to place their focus
could drastically alter how they might choose to assess and intervene for client suicidality. This
begs the question of where do clinicians in practice place their focus? Is theory the driving force
behind clinician response, or are clinicians operating more on intuition and internal experiences?
Additionally, are there some contextual and client factors that sway clinician decisions more
readily than others?
In the current study, the question at hand is how clinicians make decisions about how to
intervene with suicidal clients. By examining this process from start to finish with actual
clinicians in the field, it is possible to gain feedback around how knowledge, procedures, client
factors, and internal reactions may inform practice around suicide risk assessments and
interventions. This research may also provide insights into a variety of clinician experiences that
could enhance clinician awareness of how these experiences could interact and impact their
responses to client risk. From this information, clinicians may be able to learn from one another
to help establish a range of best practices that goes beyond the academic setting and includes
real-world experiences and lessons garnered from direct clinical work.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to explore clinicians’ experiences with conducting suicide
risk assessments and interventions to better understand how such risk assessments and
interventions are performed. In line with this purpose, this chapter consists of descriptions of this
study’s methodology, theoretical framework, researcher stance, research methods, ethical
considerations, and aspects of qualitative rigor. The aim of this chapter is to outline the process
by which this study was conducted, as well as to provide context for the methodological
approach that was used.
To answer this study’s research questions, a phenomenological approach was utilized.
Phenomenology is a qualitative method that seeks to describe individual and common
experiences of a shared event known as a phenomenon (Creswell et al., 2007). The use of
qualitative methods is vital within psychology and counseling in order to provide context and
descriptions of psychological phenomena that may not be captured by numerical data. Taken
altogether, the conducting of suicide risk assessments and interventions is just such a
phenomenon. As stated above, the existence of several suicide risk assessment and intervention
approaches that are backed by quantitative data is essential to clinical work; however, such
research often misses the essential role of context (Ponterotto, 2005) as well as individual client
and clinician characteristics that are involved in determining how to best assess and intervene
with suicide risk effectively.
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The specific approach utilized in the current study is Giorgi’s (2009) descriptive
phenomenology, which is relativistic and constructivist. This approach was designed for the field
of psychology in order to provide a framework of qualitative analysis that holds up to the
scrutiny of the field’s demand for rigorous research and structure that often is primarily met
through quantitative methodology (Giorgi, 2009). Descriptive phenomenology can be utilized to
capture the role of contextual factors by creating a thorough description (Giorgi, 2009) of the
phenomenon of suicide risk assessment and intervention in order to better inform how clinicians
make clinical decisions and create meaning from their experiences.
Descriptive phenomenology holds the assumption that any phenomenon, such as that of
suicide risk assessment and intervention, is subjectively created (Giorgi, 2009). According to this
approach, there is no objective truth; however, commonalities among individual experiences can
be used to create a more general or objective description of the experience of the phenomenon
(Ponterotto, 2005). Descriptive phenomenology also holds that realities can be interpersonal in
nature, involving the co-constructed reality formed between people (Giorgi, 2009) such as the
co-created reality formed between the clinician and client discussing one’s suicidality for
example, or between the researcher and participant in exploring the phenomenon at hand.
Viewing research from this lens thus also may allow for greater culturally sensitive methods that
capture a wide range of experiences (Ponterotto, 2005). Though these results may not be as
widely generalizable as are quantitative data, they fit with the goal of the research being to
provide contextual descriptions of real-world clinician experiences and decision-making
processes.
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Theoretical Framework
The theory behind this research was constructivist, which allowed for participants to
create and describe their experiences with the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessment
and intervention. The goal here was to invite a wide range of input about participant
interpretations of client needs and behaviors, systemic and resource limitations, ethical and legal
duties, and research and theoretical underpinnings that typically play into clinical decisions
regarding client safety. Such an approach is complimentary to the fields of counseling and
psychology in its openness to the possibility of multiple interpretations of events based on
individual context and past experiences (Morrow, 2007). Such a constructivist viewpoint also
was useful in understanding how different clinicians can make different decisions in similar
client suicide risk assessment situations, with each individual experience nevertheless remaining
valid and true (Haverkamp, 2005). As stated above, this constructivist perspective also included
co-construction in which individuals experience something differently based on how they
explore their own experiences socially (Ponterotto, 2005). One aspect of descriptive
phenomenology is that the process of co-construction is acknowledged and managed (Giorgi,
2009). In a major differentiation from interpretive phenomenology (Crotty, 2010), this
descriptive approach aims to utilize extensive bracketing as well as a differing attitude in order to
reduce researcher bias (Giorgi, 2009). This descriptive approach involves adopting an “attitude
that neither adds nor subtracts from what is given, regardless of how it presents itself” (Giorgi,
2009, p. 78). It does not involve “bringing in a given factor” (Giorgi, 2009, p. 78) to help explain
a phenomenon, such as a theoretical explanation or hypothesis. Rather, the aim here is to gather
information that is close to each participant’s own constructed reality, one that is minimally
contaminated by researcher involvement and interpretation. Thus, the information gathered is
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intended to be a truer description of the participant’s beliefs and less of a description of the
researcher’s beliefs about what was shared.
A humanistic lens also was utilized in the process of this research, with many elements of
this overlapping with the constructivist approach. The humanistic viewpoint incorporates ideas
of the existence of unique human experiences and a belief that all individuals are innately good
and have free will in their thoughts, emotions, and actions (Bugental, 1964). This fits with the
current research as humanistic theory highlights that individuals constantly make choices and
hold responsibility for their decisions (Bugental, 1964). This theoretical approach also allows for
the assumption that both external and internal factors are present in the experience of any
phenomenon, with varying levels of individual awareness of these factors. Among clinicians, the
processes of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions involve a thoughtful
weighing of choices in the face of both real and perceived responsibility for its outcome. This
process also involves a humanistic awareness of the self, others, and the interaction between
them (Bugental, 1964). This is shown in my assumption that clinicians experiencing this
phenomenon face choices related to client safety and an awareness which are impacted by their
internal processes, and that their decisions and resulting actions have an effect on the client and
others involved in the experience.
Method
This study was conducted using a phenomenological approach in order to determine how
clinicians experience and navigate assessing for client suicide risk and in determining how to
intervene in practice. As stated previously, the descriptive phenomenological method was
designed as a psychological approach to phenomenology (Giorgi, 2009). In order to achieve this,
some distinct methodological modifications were made to the traditional Husserlian (Husserl,
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1970) approach to fit with the field of psychology (Giorgi, 2009). First, this approach moves
away from a transcendental phenomenological attitude to instead adopt an attitude of
“psychological phenomenological reduction” (Giorgi, 2009, p. 98). Thus, rather than searching
for the essence of a phenomenon, one looks for the structure of the experience comprised of the
participants’ psychological responses, motivations, emotional reactions, consequences, and
beliefs (Giorgi, 2009). The discovery of such structures then can lead to an understanding of the
meaning derived from the lived experiences. In this way, Giorgi’s (2009) approach is considered
to be non-reductionistic due to the belief that these psychological experiences of a phenomenon
are not reducible to simpler components, but instead can be analyzed in terms of their
contributions to providing meaning and description to our understanding of these lived
experiences.
Descriptive phenomenology involves several philosophical assumptions that were
incorporated into this study. These include: (a) focusing on exploring constructed realities rather
than an objective truth (Creswell et al., 2007), (b) suspending judgment through bracketing and
bridling in order to reduce any biases that otherwise could alter descriptions of the phenomenon
(Giorgi, 2009), (c) accepting that an event or object cannot be separated from one’s experience
of it, and (d) consciousness is what creates reality (Creswell, 2013; Giorgi, 2009). It is important
to note, however, that in this study bridling was used in the place of bracketing. According to
Vagle et al. (2009), bridling is considered a more modern approach that builds upon the notion of
bracketing. Bridling includes not only holding an attitude of openness and the limiting of the
influence of past information, but also includes the necessity of having patience within the
phenomenological attitude to allow for a phenomenon to show itself (Vagle et al., 2009). This
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deviation from Giorgi’s (2009) description of descriptive phenomenology is done with the
intention of engaging in the most modern and widely accepted qualitative methodology.
Despite focusing on subjectivity and the uniqueness of experiences, phenomenology also
holds that there are shared and overlapping experiences and meaning that contain a common
structure of an experience that may be captured (Giorgi, 2009). The structure and meaning can
be approached by collecting data via interviews with those who have a direct, lived experience of
the phenomenon. The interviewing process involves asking open-ended questions aimed at
providing information that allows the researcher to understand individual experiences and related
contextual influences (Creswell, 2013). The descriptions obtained through this process then can
be used to create a more general description of the shared phenomenon in question (Creswell et
al., 2007; Giorgi, 2009).
Through using descriptive phenomenology, I was able to gain an understanding of how
clinicians consider and respond to client suicide risk. This approach allowed me to gather
information around specific contexts and individual factors, as well as to gain an understanding
of the commonalities shared amongst clinicians experiencing this phenomenon. For this study, it
also was exceedingly important to consider contextual factors and the decision-making processes
involved in assessing for and intervening with suicidality. As such, direct quotes from the
participants were incorporated into the descriptions and themes of the phenomenon in order to
more fully illustrate how the participants experienced and engaged with it.
Researcher Stance
Prior to data collection, bridling (a process similar to bracketing past knowledge that also
focuses on openness to new information) (Dahlberg et al., 2008) of potential researcher biases
was completed to ensure that data were descriptive in nature without being contaminated by past
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knowledge (Giorgi, 2009). Doing so also aided in bringing to my awareness any underlying
researcher biases so that they may be understood and managed as needed throughout the course
of the research process (Morrow, 2007). Transparency in this process further allows readers to be
able to better understand any later interpretations of the information gathered as well as what
aspects of my experiences and identities may have informed my understanding.
My original decision to pursue this research stemmed from my own experiences and
interest in addressing suicidality with clients in clinical settings. My professional experiences
have involved working across multiple settings with varying access to resources. Such settings
have included a training clinic, outpatient agencies, an inpatient correctional unit, a private
practice, and an integrated pediatric care clinic. My roles in these settings have also varied, with
my early experiences involving being under considerable supervision as a clinician in training,
and then some of my more recent experiences being as an independent licensed clinician. In
some settings I was fortunate to have access to multiple sources of supervision and consultation,
as well as resources housed within the setting, such as mobile crisis teams and varying levels of
intensive programming specific to suicidality treatment. In some settings, suicide risk
assessments and interventions I engaged in were as a part of the ongoing treatment for
individuals who presented with other primary concerns. However, in other settings, my role was
to treat walk-in clients who were seeking services specifically to address acute symptoms of
suicidality. In all cases, my primary role when presented with client suicidality was to assess for
risk level and determine methods of intervening that enhanced safety while also considering
client needs and backgrounds.
These professional experiences I have had in conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions have been at times rejuvenating, frustrating, and/or frightening. Truly, the
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experience of feeling responsible for enhancing the safety of another is a necessary and profound
duty. I hold the viewpoint that my role as a clinician in responding to client suicidality is to do
what I can to keep clients safe while knowing that, ultimately, I lack control over their actions of
others. In all settings, I aimed to enhance client safety by utilizing the supports they already had
available to them. I also constantly tried my best to limit the negative impacts of interventions on
client autonomy that could decrease their desire to seek mental health treatment services in the
future.
I also believe it is important to acknowledge my own viewpoint on intervening with
suicidality. In general, I strive to address client safety without hospitalization whenever
appropriate in order to avoid restricting client autonomy. Instead, I aim to utilize client strengths,
protective factors, reasons for living, and interpersonal connections to find alternative means of
creating safety that coincide with the client’s wishes. Thus, I wish to recognize my own biases
that (a) my role as a clinician provides me with the power to limit the autonomy of others in
certain contexts, (b) holding such power causes me discomfort at times, (c) I believe that the
context of each client case should play a major factor in the ways that clinicians intervene for
suicidality, and (d) that there are times in which the context of a situation causes me to question
whether it is my role to prevent one’s choice to end their own life. I also feel that theoretical and
research findings do not always fit for client situations, and that clinician creativity and intuition
are vital skills in assessing for client safety and then choosing how to intervene. In many ways, I
feel that in understanding how to address suicidality, there is no substitute for experience and
instinct, which are aspects that I hoped to uncover and describe more fully through this study.
I, like many, also have been affected both personally and professionally by suicidality. As
mentioned previously, I have worked with many clients struggling with suicidal thoughts and
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behaviors across a wide range of settings. In this work, I have been responsible for assessing
client risk for suicide and determining how to intervene to promote their safety. These
experiences and what I have learned from them have undoubtedly impacted how I approach and
make decisions around responding to client suicidality. In engaging with this work, I have also
been impacted personally by the gravity of being tasked with supporting the safety of clients.
Making decisions around client safety and steps to promote their safety has at times provided me
with relief and encouragement. At other times it has left me with feelings of doubt and worry.
Inevitably, caring for clients has impacted my own experiences and emotions in a multitude of
ways that affect the lens through which I understand the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions. I also recognize that death by any means affects families and
systems beyond the individual, and that suicide holds different meanings across different cultural
groups. I believe that it is important to include family members and other important supportive
persons in the treatment of those struggling with suicidality. However, I acknowledge that I also
hold a mixture of both dominant and minority identities that affect the lens through which I view
communities, individuals, suicide, and mental health.
As a mental health clinician and thus as a member of the population with whom I have
engaged with for this research, I also wish to acknowledge that I may hold biases that could
impact my views of the phenomenon at hand. Specifically, I recognize that I hold certain views
of the field influenced by my humanistic orientation and that my current and past professional
experiences outlined above may influence how I experience and understand the process of
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. I also am aware that my approaches,
instincts, and typical methods of practice for treating client suicidality may differ from the
participants in this study. To ensure that I remained cognizant of each of these potential biases I
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hold, I kept a reflexivity journal of these factors as well as of my ongoing thoughts and reactions
to my experience of conducting this research. This aided in my ability to monitor how effectively
I was bridling my experiences so as to remove their impacts on the research procedures and
analysis of the findings. In doing so, I aimed to incorporate the idea that there are many ways in
which to be an effective clinician in order to remain open to the possibility of attaining new
knowledge through the findings (Dahlberg et al., 2008). In general, my hope was to ensure that
my values and experiences did not significantly impact the information obtained and that I was
able to encounter each of the participants’ experiences as true and valid.
Research Methods
This study explored a phenomenological qualitative approach that collected data through
semi-structured interviews and the maintaining of a journal of findings and observations. This
section contains information about the process of gaining study approval, recruiting and
screening participants, and how data were collected and analyzed.
Institutional Review Board
Approval
Prior to data collection, this study was submitted to the University of Northern Colorado
Institutional Review Board (IRB) for approval. This study was submitted under the exempt
process due to presenting no more than minimal risk for participants. The study also only
involved adult participants who did not belong to vulnerable populations. Further, steps were
taken to ensure participant data were deidentified, thus safeguarding participants from any
potential personal or professional consequences of disclosing information while participating in
this study. The recruiting of participants commenced upon receiving IRB approval (see
Appendix A).
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Participants
To describe the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions
with clients, a minimum of five participants were required (Polkinghorne, 2005). This was the
minimum number of participant experiences with the phenomenon needed for the saturation of
information to be approached. After each interview, the transcripts were reviewed, and the
process of analysis was initiated so that purposive sampling for maximum variation could occur.
This was accomplished through continuing to recruit participants with varying backgrounds,
experiences, and cultural identities so that descriptions of a wide range of experiences
(Polkinghorne, 2005). Sampling of participants ceased once no new or conflicting information
was gathered and it was determined that saturation of data had been reached (Polkinghorne,
2005). Saturation was identified as occurring when no new information was obtained, and
subsequent interviews revealed only repetitive information to what had already been collected in
prior interviews.
Sampling Method and Recruitment
Upon IRB approval, I initiated recruitment of participants. I chose to recruit participants
nationally in order to gain a broad understanding of clinician experiences with the phenomenon
at hand. Potential participants were identified by posting in online message boards of national
professional associations and organizations related to the field of mental health. Messages were
also posted via social media groups for mental health professionals and such messages were
often subsequently shared by such professionals with their colleagues. Upon receiving necessary
permissions, recruitment emails and messages were distributed to provide information for how
interested clinicians could participate in this study (see Appendix B). The messages and emails
sent out included information about the general purposes of the study and what participants could
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expect if they decided to participate. It also contained details about compensation for those
consenting to participate. Specifically, all individuals who completed an interview were eligible
to receive a $20 gift card upon completing the interview as well as another $5 gift card for
participating in the process of reviewing the results of their interview to assess for the accuracy
of the findings. Those who completed the initial survey and were eligible to participate but were
not chosen to be interviewed were informed they would be entered into a random drawing to
receive one of three $20 gift cards.
Within the flyers and emails, interested participants were directed by the recruitment
letters to use a link to a Qualtrics survey that contained information regarding the study as well
as a consent to participate in research form that could be signed electronically (see Appendix C).
The consent form was necessary to provide participants with (a) the contact information for the
primary investigator and the research advisor, (b) an overview of the study’s purpose and what
would be requested of them if they choose to participate, (c) how confidentiality would be
ensured, (d) an outline of any potential risks or benefits from participating, (d) who to contact
with additional questions, (e) a statement regarding the voluntary nature of participating and
choice to withdraw at any time, and (f) contact information for the Institutional Review Board.
At the end of the form there was a place for the participant to digitally sign the document thus
consenting to participate in the research.
Following signing the consent to participate in research form, participants were then
shown a demographic and screening questionnaire which contained a series of questions
addressing inclusion and exclusion criteria and demographic information (see Appendix D). In
order to assess for participant eligibility in the study, several questions were included in this
survey to gain further details on participant past experiences with conducting suicide risk
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assessments and interventions. Information collected related to inclusion criteria were (a) type of
licensure held by the participant, (b) if the participant had a past experience conducting a suicide
risk assessment and intervening with suicide risk as the primary clinician for that client, (c) and
the settings in which they have worked with clients experiencing suicidality. All participants who
satisfied the inclusion criteria were gathered into a pool from which maximum variation
sampling occurred based on survey variables. More information on how inclusion criteria was
determined and utilized in this study can be found in the next section of this chapter.
The process of maximum variation sampling was also supported via the Qualtrics survey
which further contained questions regarding demographic information. These questions were
used to aid in the process of choosing participants to interview in order to gather unique
perspectives on experiences of the phenomenon of study. Demographic questions on the survey
included (a) type of licensure and year it was first obtained, (b) geographic area(s) in which the
clinician has practiced, (c) type(s) of clinical setting(s) in which the clinician has treated clients
experiencing suicidality, (d) personal and cultural identifiers such as age, gender identity,
ethnicity, and race, (e) level of education and area of study, and (f) geographic area(s) in which
clinical training was received.
Upon completion of this survey, participant responses were reviewed to ensure that they
satisfied the inclusion criteria to be eligible to participate in the study. These individuals were
then placed in a pool of eligible participants from which sampling could occur. Initially, several
participants were determined to be ineligible to participate and the interviewing process
commenced with those who were eligible. As the recruitment process continued, I continued to
review the demographic responses from the participant surveys to promote the inclusion of
participants representing a range of cultural and experiential backgrounds. For example, I aimed
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to have individuals who represented the differing areas of study and training backgrounds (e.g.,
counseling psychology, addictions counseling, clinical social work, and couples and family
counseling) to potentially capture varying approaches and viewpoints on assessing and treating
client suicidality. Chosen participants then were contacted via the email address they provided on
the screening questionnaire to participate in a semi-structured interview regarding their
experiences with client suicide risk assessment and interventions.
Later in the recruitment process, I sought out participants based on specific demographic
variables from the questionnaire (e.g., settings of past and current clinical work) that may have
allowed for different perspectives related to the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions. The specific variable of focus for choosing who to recruit and
interview was determined by assessing areas of similarity among the compiled descriptions and
seeking out those with the potential for providing a unique descriptive element. For example,
once I had captured the experiences of several master’s degree level clinicians, those with
advanced doctoral educations were chosen next. This process of sampling for maximum
variation was performed in order to ensure that both common and unique experiences were
gathered so that a more complete description of the phenomenon was obtained.
Inclusion Criteria
Participants for this study met several inclusion criteria, the first of which was having a
history of assessing for and treating suicidality in one or more clients. One or more of their
experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions must have had occurred
within the past two years in order to ensure that they were able to recall their experiences with
the phenomenon in depth. Participating clinicians were required to be licensed in the mental
health field (i.e., LPC, LP, LMFT, LAC, LCSW, or equivalent for the state in which they were
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licensed) at the time of said experiences. They also must have been the one to have directly
assessed for suicide risk and conducted the interventions with the client. Involvement with the
client solely through observation in the role of a supervisor of another clinician assigned to that
client did not satisfy this inclusion criterion. Clinicians may have been working in a number of
settings including but not limited to private practice, community mental health agencies,
detoxification clinics, and college counseling centers. There also were criteria for exclusion from
the study. These exclusion criteria involved clinicians who only had qualifying client
experiences that occurred within an inpatient or emergency department setting, as well as anyone
with a previous personal, client-clinician, or supervisory relationship with the researcher. Those
for whom their only qualifying experiences took place in an inpatient or emergency department
setting were excluded from this study. Such experiences may not have allowed for clinicians to
fully experience the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions, due
to seeing clients in which safety-related resources were high.
Data Collection
Interviews took place individually with the primary researcher via the Zoom video
meeting application. Participants were requested to ensure that they were located in a
confidential space in which they felt comfortable discussing their experiences with conducting
suicide risk assessments and interventions with clients. A verbal review of the previously signed
informed consent document was completed at the start of each interview (see Appendix C) to
provide an opportunity for participants to ask questions and to confirm their desire to continue
with the study. All participants were reminded that they had the right to revoke their consent and
to stop participating at any time. All participants also were asked to provide pseudonyms in order
to protect their confidentiality. Prior to the start of the interview, participants were requested to
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monitor the information they were sharing during the interview and to avoid verbalizing any
identifying information regarding themselves or their clients.
The interview consisted of semi-structured questions (see Appendix E) developed to help
better understand the participants’ experiences with the phenomenon of suicide risk assessment,
intervention, and decision-making across multiple client encounters. The questions were
developed based on current known risk correlates of suicidality, theories of suicide, and existing
assessment and intervention strategies and tools. The questions included in the interview the
general organization were informed by the Critical Incident Technique (Flanagan, 1954). This
technique was utilized to help ensure that a thorough exploration of the phenomenon at hand
would be carried out by using the Critical Incident Technique sections as a guide. Participants
were encouraged at times to recall their experiences of conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions that they felt were representative somehow, as well as those that may have been
exceptionally unique or impactful for them. Field notes were taken both during and after each
interview in order to document any important observations I had or to note topics mentioned by
the participants that felt important to follow up on more thoroughly. Each interview lasted
approximately one to two hours. At the end of each interview, the participant was notified that
the researcher would reach out to them after the interview with any clarifying questions and to
provide each participant with an opportunity to review the findings from their interview and
make further clarifications. All participants were offered a list of local mental health services
along with a debriefing statement in the event that the interview caused them any distress that
they would like to process further with a clinician (see Appendix F).
Video recordings of each interview were made using a recording feature contained within
the Zoom application so that transcripts could be created from the interviews and used for
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analysis. Upon completion of the interviews, the recordings were password protected and moved
to a flash drive that also was password protected to help ensure confidentiality. The flash drive
then was kept in a securely locked filing cabinet when not in use. A reflexivity journal also was
maintained to document my personal reactions to the interviewing process to promote continued
bridling throughout the collection and analysis process.
Throughout participant recruitment and data collection, the process of analyzing the
descriptions obtained from interviews was performed concurrently to support maximum
variation sampling. As descriptions were compiled, participants were selected from the pool of
those who had been screened based on which participants may have been likely to have a unique
or differing experience from those who had already been interviewed.
Role of Researcher
As the primary researcher in this study, it was my role to collect information from the
participants through interviewing them. In this capacity, I both observed and participated in the
co-creation of the interview experience (Creswell et al., 2007). Despite engaging in the process
of bridling, my presence, interactions, and the questions I asked all likely had an effect on what
the participants shared during the interviews. A researcher reflexivity process was utilized to
attempt to capture accurate descriptions of participant statements rather than my interpretations
of them (Giorgi, 2009). Thus, all recordings and transcripts were reviewed for any evidence of
my own biases influencing the progression of the interviews. This was performed in order to
acknowledge the effect that I may have had on the process and work to reduce the impact on any
future interviews. In support of this process, direct quotes from the participants were used to
illustrate the descriptions obtained. This aided in ensuring that the final descriptions were as
accurate as possible to their actual experiences.
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Data Analysis
Data analysis occurred concurrent to participant recruitment and the data collection
process so that maximum variation sampling could occur until saturation was reached. The
process of descriptive phenomenology outlines clear steps for data analysis, beginning with
transcribing the interview (Giorgi, 2009). All interviews were transcribed using the paid online
transcription service Temi, located at temi.com. Temi utilizes TLS 1.2 encryption and machine
transcription to maintain confidentiality regarding all uploaded video and audio files and
transcripts created.
Following the transcription process, I continued to follow the descriptive phenomenology
approach by reading through each transcription multiple times to gain an overall sense of the
description of the phenomenon as a whole (Giorgi, 2009). In following this approach, I next reread each transcript and identified meaning units by noting shifts in meaning throughout each
participant’s narrative. These units, or themes, were composed of thick descriptions, including
textural (personal quotes and experiences) and structural (contexts related to themes)
descriptions. Within the phenomenological approach, hidden meanings within individual realities
were extracted hermeneutically (i.e., using a deeper explorative, descriptive, and interpretive
process to understand information and text beyond its surface structure) as descriptions via the
dialectical interaction of the interview (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).
In following this approach, the meaning units subsequently were transformed into
psychologically meaningful units (Giorgi, 2009). Finally, the statements were synthesized, and
imaginative variation was used to write the structure of the experience using the most invariant
aspects of the experience (those without which the experience would differ) (Giorgi, 2009).
Upon completion of these steps, I then was able to cease the bridling process and explicitly
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identify my own interpretations of the data based on past research and my particular theoretical
lens (Giorgi, 2009).
Throughout the process of this analysis procedure, a peer review process was utilized in
order to ensure that the themes and overall structure described were accurate to the participant
experiences and that my bridling approach was continuing to be implemented successfully. This
involved identifying a peer reviewer with knowledge of conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions to review the transcripts and data analysis process either to support the findings or
to offer suggestions for changes throughout the ongoing process of data collection and analysis.
The peer reviewer used in this study was an individual with experience, training, and knowledge
in both qualitative research and the process of conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions as a mental health clinician. Dr. Jeffrey Rings, Ph.D. who served as the Chair of
this dissertation study and also has expertise in the areas of suicidality research and qualitative
methods was an additional reviewer of the transcripts and data analysis process. Any diverging
opinions were discussed in order to determine an appropriate course of action to establish the
most accurate description of the experience.
Another step in the process of ensuring the accuracy of the information obtained involved
checking with the participants themselves. The resulting descriptions compiled from each
participant’s interview were sent via email to that participant so that they could attest to the
accuracy of the descriptions and provide any needed clarifications. Participants were requested to
review the transcripts as well as the descriptions and themes developed from the transcripts.
Participants were then able to reply via email to inform the researcher regarding any necessary
edits or additions essential to enhance the accuracy of the findings.
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Ethical Considerations
In conducting any research study, it is vital to maintain one’s awareness of potential
ethical concerns so as to prevent such issues, to mitigate their impact, and to appropriately
address any concerns that may arise. In order to approach this research from an ethical
perspective, I immersed myself in the relevant literature, attended conference sessions related to
this subject matter, and took other steps to enhance my knowledge of the topic of suicide risk
assessment and intervention. Along with these experiences, I also acknowledge that I hold much
privilege in having access to supportive environments, quality training, and appropriate
supervision and consultation available in this domain. Such supports are not accessible to all
clinicians, and thus it was important that my research approach considered the wide variety of
training and clinical experiences to which the participants of this study may or may not have
been exposed. This aspect was included in the semi-structured nature of the interview in which
specific questions about clinician experiences with support and training in the area of conducting
suicide risk assessments and interventions were asked (see Appendix E). I also incorporated this
understanding into my process of bridling. I made a determined effort to remain aware of this
aspect of my experiences and expectations as a mental health professional and process in my
reflexivity how it might influence my perceptions of the phenomenon descriptions in order to
reduce its impact on the interview and analysis processes.
Another aspect for consideration in terms of ethical issues is the potential for the blurring
of roles between researcher and clinician. As a clinician, I held a common role with the
participants. Due to this fact, I had to focus on staying within the bounds of the researcher role
and the phenomenological process, avoiding temptations to engage in any therapeutic,
consultation, or supervision activities. Within the phenomenological process, it was important
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that I maintain the researcher role which included gathering information generated by the
participants and engaging in bridling and researcher reflexivity in order to avoid influencing the
participant descriptions with my own expectations and experiences. As a clinician, I typically
would work to create connective bonds with individuals, which was a skill that also was
necessary to utilize in this study. However, it was important that I maintained boundaries to
avoid engaging in counseling or intervening with the participants. It was also important to take
extra care not to use reflections and other clinical skills in ways that would shift the participants’
descriptions in a biased manner. To do so, I utilized the semi-structured interview and the
reflexivity process to aid in my ability to remain focused on the tasks of the researcher role and
to maintain awareness of my impact on the participants. The reflexivity process allowed me to
catch any impulses to fall into a clinical role prior to it affecting the course of the interviews by
keeping me cognizant of my motivations for responding in different ways. Likewise, the semistructured interview provided a basic structure so that even if some aspects of my other roles
permeated into the interview process, I was able to rely upon it to keep me focused on the
purpose of the study.
Another general ethical consideration for this study was the potential for this research to
be misused, such as being misinterpreted or by having the results applied to an inappropriate
context. For the current study, direct quotes were used wherever possible so that the participants’
descriptions could be seen directly and more accurately than if they had been summarized. The
descriptive process (Giorgi, 2009) was followed in order to enhance the likelihood that the
findings would be accurately represented and thus reducing the potential for misinterpretation
and misuse. The use of quotes supports this goal as well by ensuring that all consumers of the
study’s results are able to experience the original context of the descriptions without any impact
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from the researcher. Additionally, care was taken to ensure that any findings and later
interpretations and suggestions for application were parsimoniously made in order to inhibit the
future overapplication of results. This was supported by maintaining a reflexivity journal and an
audit trail. In addition to the reflexivity journal, the audit trail was a means of ensuring that the
process of qualitative research is sound (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). It served to provide detail for
how the research procedures were undertaken and the rationale behind different decisions so that
outside readers can evaluate the trustworthiness of the methodology used. The audit trail was
maintained by creating a research process journal that documented all decisions and rationales
for this study from start to finish. Such documented decisions were related to the chosen
theoretical approach, methodology, and analysis procedures.
Finally, this study involved the real possibility of participant discomfort due to the
subject matter being studied. Discussing client suicidality with clinicians holds the potential to
elicit guilt, regret, or general discomfort around recalling times in which a client of theirs
experienced either potential or actual self-inflicted harm or death related to suicidal behaviors.
There also may have been times in which clinicians felt that they made the wrong decision or
should have supported a client in a different way than they actually did. All of these scenarios
had the potential to provoke painful emotions that may have been difficult for participants to
process and discuss. According to Giorgi (2009), phenomenology necessitates the building of
rapport and the use of clinical skills by the interviewer, especially when the experience at hand is
potentially embarrassing or pathological in nature. To support the goal of maintaining
appropriate expectations around my own position in the study, I ensured that at the start of each
interview, the participant was aware of what my role was as a researcher and that I was not
engaging in a clinical role. To mitigate these possible effects, the interviewees were provided
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with information about local mental health services available to assist them if they felt the need
to further process their interview experiences (see Appendix F). Participants were further
reminded that the information they shared with me would remain confidential and that their
descriptions would be completely deidentified. Additionally, all participants were allowed to
discontinue participation at any time for any reason, including if the subject matter became too
emotionally intense or difficult for them to discuss.
Qualitative Rigor
Developing rigor is imperative in producing sound qualitative research. This is especially
true in situations such as in the current study where clinical and research domains may overlap
(Haverkamp, 2005). Within this study, rigor was established via trustworthiness developed
through the methodology being used and through the accurate reporting of its findings.
Trustworthiness can be broken down into several components that can be addressed through the
research approach. These components include credibility, dependability, confirmability, and
transferability (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).
Credibility
Credibility refers to how believable the findings are based on the data provided.
Essentially, it concerns whether the participant descriptions were represented accurately (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989). Within this study, credibility was enhanced in several ways, including using
triangulation of data via purposive sampling. This involved a process of seeking out participants
with diverse and discrepant experiences in order to gain a more complete view of the
phenomenon of suicide risk assessment and intervention. Member checking also was used in
order to allow participants to examine the complied descriptions so that they could attest to their
accuracy or to supply changes. This was conducted through providing each participant with a
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copy of their interview transcript and subsequent descriptions and themes derived from the
interview content. The participant was then invited to assess if these findings (e.g., descriptions
and themes) were in line with their experiences. Additionally, the chosen peer reviewer as well
as the dissertation Chair also were involved in a peer review process of examining the findings
and determining if they arrived at similar descriptive conclusions (Creswell et al., 2007).
Throughout the entire research process, I also engaged in researcher reflexivity via a reflexivity
journal to maintain awareness of my own bridling process and my own impacts on the study.
Dependability
Dependability is related to the consistency of the results and whether they align with the
data collected from the participants (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). This was approached through the
use of an audit trail that demonstrated my process of collecting, describing, and eventually
interpreting and summarizing participant statements (Creswell, 2013). The aforementioned peer
reviewing process also was included in the audit trail so that all aspects of how each decision
was made in the study were available in order to better understand the derivation of the results.
Confirmability
Confirmability refers to an attempt at taking an objective stance throughout the research
process. It further indicates that the findings are resultant from the participant experiences rather
than from my own biases (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). This again was established by (a) the use of a
thorough interview process by which participants could describe multiple aspects of their
experiences in conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions, (b) the peer review
process, and (c) member checking.
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Transferability
Transferability refers to how generalizable the research findings are across different
settings and contexts. In large part, whether or not the findings of this study upheld
transferability is related to the context to which they are applied and the intent and needs of the
reader (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). To promote transferability, rich descriptions of participant
experiences with the phenomenon were included in the resultant themes, and a thorough
detailing of the research process, contexts, and settings were provided. Maximum variation
sampling also supported transferability by including the voices of a diverse group of participants.
Summary
This chapter provided an overview of the methodology and approach used in this study. It
included this study’s theoretical framework and how descriptive phenomenology was applied in
order to best answer the research questions. By describing my researcher stance in this chapter, I
aimed to provide important context related to how I personally approached this study. The
researcher stance further described steps I took to manage my own biases in order to promote the
discovery of more objective findings. Participant recruitment and data collection procedures
were further outlined to clarify the research process. Finally, an outline of procedures of analysis
for the descriptive phenomenological approach was provided as well as the steps taken to
promote rigor and trustworthiness within the study. Chapter IV will provide the results of this
study, including the main themes compiled from participant descriptions of their experiences
with the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The purpose of the current study was to explore clinicians’ experiences with conducting
suicide risk assessments and interventions to describe and clarify how such risk assessments and
interventions are performed. This chapter covers the descriptions about those who participated in
this study. It also includes an analysis of the themes that emerged from the interviews that were
conducted with the participants, including within-case findings as well as cross-case findings.
From the descriptions and themes, this chapter also details the examination of the psychological
structure of each participant’s experience with the phenomenon at hand. By using the
commonalities between participants’ psychological structures, this chapter further a potential
common psychological structure that could describe the general experiences of clinicians
working with client suicidality.
After successfully proposing this dissertation study and receiving University of Northern
Colorado Institutional Review Board approval (see Appendix A) to conduct this research, nine
participant interviews were conducted and included in the analysis. Throughout the development
of this study as well as through the recruitment, data collection, and data analysis processes, I
attempted to bridle (Dahlberg et al., 2008) my knowledge and experiences to reduce any biases
that I may be holding regarding working clinically with client suicidality that could impact the
descriptions that I collected from these participants (Giorgi, 2009). This process also involved
remaining open to any new information that was provided by the participant descriptions.
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My own process of bridling involved several steps that were aimed at increasing my
awareness of my biases about working with client suicidality and then assessing the potential
impacts of such biases on the data collection and analysis process. In my preparation for
conducting the interviews, I journaled thoroughly about my own experiences with the
phenomenon at hand. I also aimed to notice my own expectations for the results of this study to
reduce their impact as much as possible. Throughout the interviews, I maintained a researcher
reflexivity journal in which I took field notes on my thoughts, observations, and experiences of
each participant and the descriptions that they shared. I recorded the audio and video of each
interview and transcribed the interviews to review and analyze them as another step in ensuring
that I was accurately capturing the statements each participant made. Finally, the transcripts and
resulting descriptions were further checked by a peer reviewer with qualitative research
experience with this particular descriptive phenomenological approach.
The data analysis process involved several steps. First, each interview transcription was
read through several times to get a sense of the participants’ experiences as a whole with
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions (Giorgi, 2009). Next, the participant
responses within each interview were broken down into meaning units. I then transformed each
meaning unit into a more psychologically meaningful unit by identifying the meaning that
dominates the meaning unit (Polkinghorne, 2005) and restating it in more psychological terms
(Giorgi, 2009). Following this transformation, I completed the analysis by synthesizing those
psychological descriptions through imaginative variation in order to write the essential
psychological structure of each participant’s experience (Giorgi, 2009). These results are
presented in this chapter as within-case analyses.
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The essential structures for each participant then were compared across participants to
highlight common experiences that may indicate shared aspects of the structure that then could
be generalized to the population of study. These results are also presented in this chapter as
across-case analyses. Finally, an examination of the rigor and trustworthiness of this study also is
provided. For a more thorough depiction of this study’s methodology, please refer to Chapter III.
The research questions for this study were:
Q1

Q2

How do clinicians describe their experiences of conducting suicide risk
assessments with clients?
Q1a

How do clinicians describe their external experiences of conducting
suicide risk assessments with clients?

Q1b

How do clinicians describe their internal experiences, if any, of
conducting suicide risk assessments with clients?

How do clinicians describe their experiences of determining and conducting
suicide risk interventions with clients?
Q2a

How do clinicians describe their external experiences of determining and
conducting suicide risk interventions with clients?

Q2b

How do clinicians describe their internal experiences, if any, of
determining and conducting suicide risk interventions with clients?
Within-Case Analyses

The cases presented in this section have been de-identified in a number of ways to protect
the confidentiality of those who participated. Participants were instructed at the start of the
interviews to monitor what they disclosed in the interview regarding both their own identifiable
information and that of their clients. They were also instructed to choose their own pseudonyms,
which are the only names used in this study. While reviewing the interview transcripts, I further
redacted any additional information that I felt could be highly identifiable for the participants.
Similarly, the participant ages were modified to fit into groupings of 10 years (e.g., 20s, 30s,
40s). Participants’ levels and types of experiences working with suicidality also were modified
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into approximations (e.g., over 100 hours of experience). Furthermore, training and practice
locations also were modified to be presented more generally for those who had specific and
likely more revealing geographic combinations. All other demographic information is presented
accurately (i.e., education, licensure type, length of time being licensed, gender identity,
ethnicity and race, and practice setting types) (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Participant Demographics
Participant
Pseudonym

Age

Sex & Gender
Identity

Ethnic & Racial
Identities

Degree Type(s)

Licensure

State(s) of
Licensure

Year
Licensed

Samuel

40s

Male

Hawaiian Hispanic

Psych M.A. &
Ph.D. Candidate

LPC & LAC

CO & two other
states

2016

Emily

20s

Female

White

Psychology M.A.

LPC & LAC

CO

2019

Mary

40s

Female

Caucasian, non-Hispanic

M.S.W.

LICSW

NH

2009

Pam

20s

Female

White

Counseling M.A.

LPC & LAC

CO

2019

Danielle

30s

Female

White, non-Hispanic

Counseling
Psychology Ph.D.

LP

UT

2020

Dee

40s

Agender

White, Jewish

Counseling M.A.

LPC

CO

2016

Sally

40s

Female

White

M.S.W.

LPC & LCSW

CO

2011

Jay

30s

Female

Hispanic

Counseling M.A.

LPC

CO

2014

Leo

30s

Male

White

Counseling M.A.
& Ph.D. in CES

LPC & LMFT

AR

2011

Note. M.A. – Master of Arts; Ph.D. – Doctor of Philosophy; M.S.W – Master of Social Work; CES – Counselor Education and
Supervision; LPC – Licensed Professional Counselor; LAC – Licensed Addictions Counselor; LICSW – Licensed Imdependent
Clinical Social Worker; LP – Licensed Psychologist; LCSW – Licensed Clinical Social Worker; LMFT – Licensed Marriage and
Family Therapist.
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Samuel
Samuel identifies as a Hawaiian and Hispanic male in his early 40s. He has a master’s
degree in psychology and recently completed his Ph.D. in Psychology as well. He holds both a
licensure as a Professional Counselor (LPC) and as an Addictions Counselor (LAC) across three
states. In the five years since he first obtained licensure, Samuel has worked in both community
mental health and private practice settings. He also has experience working in a crisis-focused
setting, which he estimated had allowed him to intervene with over 1,000 clients experiencing
suicidality over his career thus far. He additionally acknowledged working with clients who had
attempted suicide during their treatment with him, but never experiencing the loss of a client due
to suicide.
Throughout Samuel’s interview, he remained highly engaged in the conversation and
expressed interest and excitement about the topic of treating client suicidality. He spoke often
about the lessons he learned throughout his career and how the trajectory of his training has
influenced the ways in which he approaches his clinical work. Samuel tended to speak at length
in response to each interview question, often incorporating client stories and discussing his
broader systemic viewpoints of the mental health field. The only time during which he appeared
to struggle to describe his experiences occurred when discussing some of his more internal,
emotional reactions to working with client suicidality. However, he expressed his own awareness
of this struggle, taking his time to reflect on his internal processes and to share what he noticed
about himself in the moment. He provided enthusiastic feedback regarding the interview
throughout it, including commenting that he enjoyed certain questions. In the end, he
acknowledged how the interview provided him with a unique space to express his experiences
which he does not often encounter.
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The psychological structure of Samuel’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed over the next several paragraphs. Based on his
responses, his descriptions were organized into six essential themes: (a) multiple barriers to
accessing care; (b) characteristics of suicide risk; (c) the impact of training deficits on clinician
responsibilities for client safety; (d) approaches to suicidality evolve through direct clinical
experiences; (e) sources of support as a clinician; and (f) emotionality varies through stages of
working with suicidality.
Multiple Barriers to Accessing Care
Samuel identified several ways in which he saw barriers working against his clients’
abilities to seek help for suicidality can impact how they access mental health services. For
example, he stated that having access to the internet is an important resource to reduce barriers
for clients who are seeking help for suicidality; however, he noted that many clinical services
seem to avoid offering digital access to care via telehealth or crisis text lines due to a fear of
liability. In response, Samuel shared strong beliefs that liability should never be a reason to not
offer support that could save a client’s life. Another barrier that Samuel mentioned was the
negative impact of involuntary hospitalizations on the willingness of his clients to seek out
treatment in the future. Similarly, he identified that stigmas and negative views of mental health
treatment may cause some clients to delay seeking treatment until they are in crisis.
Samuel: Clients will often say, “I'll remember to shut up next time. I won't disclose that
the reason why I'm in this hospital is because it was a suicide attempt. I don't want to be
locked up again. I don't want to be put on a medical hold. I don't want to be put in the
institution.... really the issue was all this other stuff.”
Samuel identified ways in which clinicians also sometimes contribute to stigmas that can
create barriers to care. He condemned a stigmatizing response that he often reported hearing
from clinicians in which they categorize client disclosures of serious suicidality as being
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manipulative or “treatment savvy.” To Samuel, it is rare that a client expresses suicidality in
order to manipulate others. To counter this misperception, he identified that clinicians need
training to better gauge the genuineness of their clients’ expressed suicide risk and thus prevent
such stigmatizing responses.
Samuel: …There's a stigmatized term called “treatment savvy.”… I wanted to make a
statement about treatment savvy and how that's frankly wrong. There is an acknowledged
or unacknowledged power dynamic between gatekeepers and individuals who want to
access services. And the gatekeeper says: “Well, I am the expert. I determine what's the
appropriate level of care.” … And oftentimes then a clinician would say, “Well, you're
treatment savvy. You're manipulating.” … It's tied into stigma.
Samuel described other ways in which various clinical systems can inadvertently create
barriers to care. He specified that one example is when clinicians attempt to refer a client to a
specific level of care, but they are blocked by administrators. Samuel stated that on one hand
clinicians need good policy as a guide for resource allocation and protection from liability.
However, they also require some flexibility within the policy to respond to their clients’ unique
treatment needs.
Samuel: The administration took a stance of “just and equitable care.” So, the idea was:
“We're thinking of the masses, and if we treat this person differently, then we are not
equal, equitable, and just in the service we provide.” And the conflict was with the
frontline workers, who would make the statement: “Are we not doing individualized,
personalized care? Because in that, we treat the person that's in front of us- regardless of
a statistic, within policy.”
Finally, Samuel shared his observations of differences in treatment approaches across
specialties that he believed can impact one’s access to care for suicidality. Specifically, he noted
that if a client’s first experience of support for their suicidality is with a medical professional as
opposed to a mental health professional, they tend to express having negative experiences which
subsequently impact their future desire to access care for suicidality. Samuel identified that
mental health professionals can offer suicidal clients better support than can medical
professionals. According to Samuel, medical professionals seem to focus more on the physical
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risks of suicidality (e.g., bodily harm) which to him lacks a “human element” and misses
opportunities to address hopes, desires, meaning, and purpose.
Samuel: Given nonjudgmental space, unconditional positive regard, the clinical side or
behavioral side or the mental side [of client work] is able to provide a space in which
people can genuinely express the very experience – their narrative – and what led them to
contemplating ending their existence.
Characteristics of Suicide Risk
Per Samuel, there are many internal characteristics and external experiences that may
increase a client’s risk for experiencing suicidality. He reported having identified many
situational factors related to client suicidality risk that may not be readily apparent to clinicians
since they are not those that he has seen taught in training programs. These included
environmental factors such as (a) socioeconomic concerns; (b) homelessness, especially among
youth; and (c) losing a close loved one to suicide. Samuel identified several additional
intrapsychic risk factors for suicidality, such as (a) existential struggles, (b) feelings of
helplessness, (c) passive suicidal ideation, (d) experiences of social disconnection, and (e)
loneliness. Finally, he further noted patterns of co-occurring mental health concerns that he saw
as increasing a client’s suicide risk, including (a) undiagnosed severe and persistent mental
health concerns; (b) treated and untreated substance use disorders; (c) active intoxication; and (d)
engaging in high-risk behaviors, both related and unrelated to intoxication.
Samuel: If it's not at the surface, if we don't see it, then it's not an issue. I believe just the
opposite – that it's the unseen hurt, the unarticulated expressed hurt, or experience that is
the issue. So, we all need to be archeologists.
Samuel elaborated on how he uses client behavioral patterns to support how he chooses
to approach working with client suicidality. One such pattern included finding that it is rare for
clients to maintain a very high risk of suicidality over time. Typically, in Samuel’s experience,
client risk gradually increases along a predictable trajectory and does not often get stuck at a
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high, physically dangerous level. He further highlighted how he conceptualizes client suicide risk
by assessing for buffers, such as social support and spirituality, that he sees as being protective
against suicidality.
Samuel: Social natural support is a buffer that I see again and again. People feeling
disconnected from community, people feeling lonely, people seeking love relationships
because in that there is meaning. And there's actually a solidification of self-identity and
self-concept in the relationships we keep- in the relationships that we maintain and foster.
The Impact of Training Deficits on
Clinician Responsibilities for
Client Safety
Samuel shared his dismay that there is limited graduate school training specifically for
conducting suicide risk assessments; he shared that he finds this lack of training to be
disheartening as it is incongruent with the need for such training due to the high prevalence of
suicide he has seen clinically. Initially in his career, he expressed having almost no graduate and
formal continuing education training in suicide risk assessment and intervention despite working
in areas with pervasive suicidality. He shared that he found that clinicians often need to
independently pursue training on treating suicidality with little incentive to do so. He identified
that this is problematic to him since when clinicians are not prepared to work with suicidality it
can cause them to fail to broach the topic of suicide or freeze in response to suicidality since they
have not had the right training and exposure. He identified feeling responsible as a clinical
supervisor to help new clinicians to access similar types of training and experiences that have
allowed him to work more competently with suicidality. Samuel further shared his opinion that
many clinicians who work in the substance use field tend to believe that suicidality is not within
their scope of practice. He highlighted that he finds this concerning since he has seen how deeply
related substance use and suicidality can be. He indicated wanting to see clinicians approach
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suicidality in a more open and exploratory way, which he feels is not typically how risk
assessments are taught in training programs.
Samuel: We engage in that narrative so that it's not so prescribed – there needs to be a
genuine human element to it versus, “I'm going to ask you a series of questions and you
are to answer them honestly, and then I'm supposed to just make the assumption that you
do answer it.” It's too proceduralized [sic].
Samuel identified several other ways in which clinicians hold responsibility to address
certain client care issues and to enhance their safety. For example, when clients have had prior
negative mental health treatment experiences, he stated that we have a responsibility to address
these negative experiences and apologize for such experiences on behalf of the profession by
offering a validating space for them to express criticisms of the mental health field. He further
indicated that knowing appropriate referrals for clients is a part of his ethical duty and that
clinicians should establish working relationships with referral sources and check back in on
clients after referring them out.
Samuel: And it shouldn't just be- "I have a directory. I go to the directory." You start
calling them up, getting to know them, establishing relationships, seeing what their
waitlists are like. I have done tours, interviewed intake staff, talked to marketing.
Finally, according to Samuel, distinguishing desire to die from actual intent to kill oneself
and knowing how each relate to risk are aspects of suicidality that are important and often
misunderstood. From his point of view, clinicians need to better understand this and provide
psychoeducation to their clients so that clients can more accurately report their suicide risk level
to other future providers.
Samuel: I find that psychoeducation has to occur around desire and intent because those
are often conflated. It's not just the responsibility of the clinician to be aware of the
distinction, but there has to be psychoeducation in order for the client to report it, because
if they are confused, they're going to conflate or invalidate the assessment.
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Approaches to Suicidality Evolve
through Direct Clinical
Experiences
Samuel identified how working directly with suicidality is essential to developing
effective techniques and approaches. He shared how he has established specific opening
questions that he uses to start his suicide risk assessments such as, “As you're looking at me right
now, do you plan on killing yourself? Do you have intrusive thoughts about killing yourself?”
These, he stated, came from his realization in his clinical work that he should not use vague
terms such as “suicide.”
Samuel: Kill seems… people excluded it only to homicide. When you change the
direction and say that your intent to kill yourself is killing someone, period, then it
touches on your own humanity and compassion. And, and oftentimes I find that clients
have separated that. "I do not have value. Society has told me. My relationships have told
me I don't have value. So, I'm not a person.” You depersonalize yourself to the point
where you’ve taken that away. So now you can kill yourself or commit suicide. But then
when you change it, then it's like, “Oh, wait, hold on. I'm still a human, I'm still a person.
Would I kill another person?” It provokes that thought.
Overall, when conducting risk assessments, Samuel stated that he takes a non-defensive
position, focuses on the therapeutic alliance, and engages in collaborative care. He also shared
that he never closes himself off to essential information by adopting an expert role. His
understanding and approaches to suicidality also evolved out of reading Viktor Frankl’s Man’s
Search for Meaning.
Samuel: “I do not feel a sense of belonging to a community. I do not feel a sense of
belonging to my family. I do not feel like I have a place within society. I do not feel
valued by society. I do not feel valued by my employer.” You go through the litany and
what it boils down to is: an individual doesn't feel like life is worth living, or that life is
too painful… [Suicide] is the last empowering act you can do to take back control in a
time and place in which you do not feel like you have power… thriving through
surviving. That is the purpose of life. And in defiance against, that’s empowering.
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Sources of Support as a Clinician
Samuel identified ways in which he seeks out professional support that helps him to
practice within his competence of treating suicidality. He identified using collaboration,
supervision, and mentorship to help himself feel more supported in terms of his awareness of
client legal and ethical concerns regarding suicidality treatment. He indicated that he relies on
such professional supports more than he relies on research and tools for assessing suicidality,
such as the Columbia-Suicide Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS; Posner et al., 2011) which he
considers to be a suicide treatment tool. Samuel also expressed that he works collaboratively
within an integrated care team to prevent himself from shouldering client care for suicidality
alone. He shared that working within an integrated team also helps to ease his concerns related to
client suicidality such as losing his license, having a client file a complaint, or losing a client to
suicide.
Emotionality Varies through the
Stages of Working with
Suicidality
When conducting suicide risk assessments, Samuel described himself as feeling
emotionally distanced with no strong internal emotional responses and a more cognitive,
investigative, and procedural mindset. He attributed his limited emotional connection at times to
“male socialization,” which he described as dictating that he should not feel and express
emotionality. He shared that he has observed similar responses among his male supervisees that
suggest to him that they may be affected by a similar experience. He also expressed that he leans
on his personal life experiences and perspectives to stay calm in the face of crisis.
Samuel: It isn't at the forefront where I feel blocked because I’m scared about my life. I
have been face-to-face with individuals with guns to their head and never felt my life was
in danger. I think that's an important internal distinction. And oftentimes when I support
my supervisees, that's the thing that I tell them: “Where's the gun pointed? Remember
that. It's not pointed at you. So, maintain calm and maintain perspective.”
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Samuel went on to describe his experience of an emotional shift that he tends to make
when transitioning from the suicide risk assessment to the suicide risk intervention processes,
wherein he sees himself as becoming more emotionally present with his clients as he begins to
take actions to promote their safety. He explained that this shift comes from his belief in his need
for a human connection to foster his ability to be able to express compassion and use empathic
reflection. He explained how he then uses his compassion and empathy to help himself to better
understand the hurt, dissatisfaction, and hopelessness of the client while intervening. Through
this process, he recounted helping numerous clients to shift their own perspectives from hopeless
to more hopeful. Samuel clarified that empathizing with one’s clients does not mean that a
clinician needs to have suicidality in their own past, but he believes that it instead involves
informing intervention decisions with one’s own similar experiences of perseverance,
determination, despair, hopelessness, and helplessness.
Emily
Emily identifies as a White female in her late 20s. She has a master’s degree in
Psychology and holds licensure as both a professional counselor and an addictions counselor in
Colorado. Her training also took place in Colorado, and she has held a license to practice in the
mental health field for approximately two years. She has had prior experience working in
residential settings and at the time of her participation was working at a community mental
health center. Primarily due to her time working in residential settings, she estimated having
intervened with approximately 100 clients experiencing suicidality. She further estimated having
had roughly 10 clients who attempted suicide while under her care; however, she never
experienced the loss of a client to suicide.
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Emily engaged in the interview process with enthusiasm, noting often when she liked a
question and taking the time to think about her responses before speaking. She often compared
and contrasted the differences she has experienced and observed when working with client
suicidality across settings. Her answers to the interview prompts were typically direct and brief,
requiring extra follow-up questions on my part to obtain richer descriptions. Her responses were
focused on describing her experiences with atypical client situations that stood out in her mind as
being unique in her career. She also did not express any observable change in her emotional state
when recounting her experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions.
The psychological structure of Emily’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed below. Based on her responses, her descriptions were
organized into the essential themes of (a) stigma as a barrier to care; (b) the importance of
engaging systemic and social supports; (c) uncertainty, truth, and skepticism about client
disclosures; (d) sources of anxiety, fear, and reduced confidence; (e) direct experiences
improving confidence and treatments; and (f) lessons learned from direct clinical experiences.
Stigma as a Barrier to Care
Emily expressed a belief that stigmas against talking about suicide can lead to reduced
access to care for individuals who are struggling with suicidality. She referenced a general social
media stigma that, “You can't talk about the things that are hurting you.” Emily acknowledged
wanting to normalize talking about suicidality, especially among clients’ teachers, parents, and
family members who otherwise may be hesitant to discuss it. She shared that she continues to
encounter a prevalent belief across society that if suicidality is discussed, it will increase one’s
desire to engage in it. Emily identified that clients also may have fears about being involuntarily
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hospitalized, which could cause them to hesitate to disclose suicidality and can make accurately
assessing for suicide risk more challenging for her.
Emily: Internally, I’m always gauging, “What do I know about this client? This is how
they look when they're lying…” If you say something that contradicts something else
you've said, I will usually – “on one hand you said this, on the other hand, you're saying
this- what's going on here?” Making sure I understand too. I do it as asking for
clarification. “I heard this and this- which one's your truth?” … I don't know if they're
telling me the truth or not, that doesn't always matter, but when it comes to risk
assessment, I think it does.
The Importance of Engaging Systemic
and Social Supports
Emily identified using clients’ social supports to enhance the safety when they are
struggling with suicidality. She described her process of exploring whether her clients have
supportive friends, family, roommates, and even pets who she may be able to incorporate into
their treatment. She explained how it also is important to identify whether other supportive
professionals (e.g., doctors, psychiatrists, and school counselors) are involved in the client’s care
and whether they are aware of the client’s struggles with suicidality. For some of her clients,
their hesitancy or refusal to sign a release of information (ROI) for other providers has hindered
Emily’s ability to take a more systemic approach in treating their suicidality, which has found to
be frustrating. Emily shared that she feels more supported as well when she can collaborate with
prescribers to address their client’s medication needs, consult with a supervisor after each
session, and work with a broader care team to support their clients’ needs. She stated that
generally she feels more comforted and confident anytime that there are other individuals who
can help to monitor a client’s safety.
Emily: There's two main reasons why I get ROI’s. One is to help this person see that
they're not alone. There's something nice- “hey, this person does care about your
treatment. They're going to keep you safe. They want to be a part of this. They don't want
you to die either…” That community support system. And then the other one, to be
honest, it's a liability thing for me. I want someone else to have eyes on this person. I
want to know, are they being truthful with me?... I can't go to your house to make sure…
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That peace of mind for me and safety for the client… It's that two-fold: for safety
planning reasons and also for hope building.
Uncertainty, Truth, and Skepticism
About Client Disclosures
Emily shared how some client presentations cause her to doubt her intuition and worry
whether clients are accurately reporting their suicide risk level. For example, she identified
feeling panic and surprise whenever her clients calmly discuss their suicidality, despite Emily’s
view that their risk level is quite high and concerning to her. She recounted how these feelings of
panic and surprise can cause her to feel uncertainty and confusion about what actions to take in
response. In some situations, she reported also feeling skeptical about the accuracy of the client’s
self-report when their calm demeanor feels incongruent with the severity of their suicide risk.
Emily also expressing feeling similar panic, worry, and anxiety responses about protecting
clients in complex risk assessment situations, especially when inpatient hospitalization is not an
option. She endorsed trying to better understand a client’s motivations for suicide (e.g., to escape
pain, or to end their life). By understanding this, she shared that she can then better tailor her
approaches to address the underlying needs and risk factors of her suicidal clients. She also
endorsed continuously monitoring her own concerns about whether the client could be
minimizing their risk to avoid hospitalization. In such possible situations, Emily described
working to alleviate her anxiety by gathering more information to clarify any concerning
nonverbal information or vague answers she is getting from her clients. At times, she stated that
she delays disclosing that she is considering hospitalization to avoid scaring the client.
Emily: Internally, I believe clients. I tell them upfront, “If you want to lie to me, you can,
but you're really only wasting your time.” I’m pretty blunt. Internally, I’m always
gauging what do I know about this client? This is how they look when they're lying.
Emily stated that many clients tend to disclose their suicidality to her unprompted;
however, she has found that even in such situations, these clients may still hesitate to share any
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further details about their risk for suicide. Emily also shared how her clients typically express
suicide plans that are in the near future. She described that they only rarely disclose plans for
suicide that are set more than a month away. For Emily, regardless of how far off a suicide plan
is, she noted that she always monitors the client’s risk level closely through conducting repeated
safety plans and then re-assessing for their suicide plan and intent when the intended date draws
nearer. Emily noted that she also tries to generate hope for clients through discussing what they
are glad to have been alive for in the past, such as birthdays and graduations. Despite being able
to rely on such strategies, these situations of treating clients with long-term suicide plans still are
more emotionally taxing for her. Emily described an example of the confusion and worry she has
in response to working with a client with a long-term suicide plan.
Emily: In response to the client’s demeanor, I had a lot of internal experiences. My first
one was total panic because I thought, “Oh my gosh, what do I need to do? This isn't
really a crisis, but it's a crisis…” I thought, “Well, I can't put you on an [emergency
involuntary hospitalization] for something in six months. So, what do I need to do in this
moment to protect not only my client, but myself? What's the protocol for someone who
wants to hurt themselves in six months?”
Sources of Anxiety, Fear, and
Reduced Confidence
Emily recounted that there are many sources that can cause anxiety, fear, and reduced
confidence in her abilities and decisions in response to treating client suicidality. She endorsed
that deciding between hospitalizing a suicidal client or allowing them to go home is a major
source of anxiety for her, despite having confidence in her level of experience and in her ability
to make sound clinical decisions. Emily expressed feeling afraid of whether suicidal clients will
stay safe in the future after they leave her care, which can cause her to feel more hesitant when
discharging clients who expressed suicidality during treatment. She identified that her worry here
is not necessarily related to legal ramifications, but rather is focused on feeling conflicted about
her ability to protect a client’s wellbeing. Emily stated that she tries to help herself remain calm,
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trusting that she will feel relief once the assessment and intervention process is completed and
that she can feel confident in her decisions, regardless of the outcome.
Emily highlighted how deficits in her own training have negatively impacted her
confidence in treating suicidality. She stated that her primary training around suicidality was
through her work experience and in learning from her various supervisors, not from formal
training. She shared that, due to this limited formal training, she has felt less confident in her
ability to work with suicidality at different times throughout her career and she worries often that
she is missing something critical when addressing client suicidality. Conversely, she identified
that she believes that clinicians cannot truly understand risk assessment until having direct
experience since every situation is different. She also expressed that even now with a high
amount of experience conducting risk assessments, she may never feel fully prepared and is
continuously honing her approach. She stated, “I am definitely more confident now, but again I
personally could never be 100% confident because that's a crisis.”
Emily also shared some of the challenges she faced in needing to relearn some of her
skills for treating suicidality after changing from a residential setting to an outpatient setting due
to the different resources available for monitoring client safety. She recalled having to learn how
to hospitalize clients since it was not a procedure that was done at her prior facility, so she
sought out supervision to help her work through her resultant anxiety about doing so. She also
had to learn more about available crisis resources and accept the boundaries of the more limited
resources for monitoring client safety in outpatient settings.
Emily: Internally, it was a lot of letting go of control. Because in residential, I can
control everything. I can take your sharps; I can take your strings. I can take all these
things to keep you safe. And you have staff 24/7. So, I had a lot of control. So, then when
I moved to outpatient, I realized how little control I had… it really was very anxiety
producing. That lack of control of, “You can totally lie to my face, go home and do
something and I would be none the wiser.” Whereas in residential, “If you lie to me, I’m
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watching you 24/7.” Definitely, that control piece was an internal battle for me to really
work with.
Lessons Learned from Direct
Clinical Experiences
Emily shared how her experiences with treating suicidal clients have helped her to
increase her confidence and to develop her own unique approach in conducting risk assessments.
For Emily, adapting her own approach over time has been connected to her increases in
confidence. She shared how she used to experience fear when treating suicidality, but that she
now takes a more casual approach, which in turn increases her clients’ comfort with her. Emily
noted that another source of her increased comfort in working with suicidality came from her
residential treatment experience, in which she encountered more extreme cases of acute suicide
risk. She also endorsed having altered her approach to be more respectful of her clients’ cultural
and experiential differences not only to increase the accuracy of her assessments, but also to be
more considerate of taboos and cultural norms that criticize the discussion of suicide.
Emily: Externally, my interventions had to change a little bit too where in residential you
almost got so used to risk assessments that it was just casual conversation… So then
externally, when I went to outpatient, I realized this might be a little more sensitive.
Mary
Mary identifies as a Caucasian, non-Hispanic female in her early 40s. She has a master’s
degree in social work and has held licensure as a Clinical Social Worker for approximately 12
years. Her training took place in the northeastern region of the U.S., and she currently practices
in a community mental health setting. Mary identified having intervened with many clients
experiencing suicidality over the years and has worked with about five clients who had attempted
suicide while under her care. She noted that she has never experienced the loss of a current client
to suicide.
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Mary shared openly throughout the interview. She focused primarily on her clinical
experiences, recounting several different client cases that depicted her various experiences with
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions throughout her career. She also focused
often on a developmental perspective, describing how suicidality is differentially expressed
across the lifespan. Mary also appeared to easily capture and describe the emotional and
cognitive reactions she typically has when working with client suicidality. Overall, Mary
presented as being very confident in her clinical skills and very thoughtful regarding her
perspectives on client suicidality.
The psychological structure of Mary’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed in the next several pages. Based on her responses, her
descriptions have been organized into the essential themes of (a) contextual factors of client
suicidality; (b) sources of fear for clinicians who work with suicidality; (c) sources of support for
clinicians; and (d) learning from past work: experience is the best teacher.
Contextual Factors of Client
Suicidality
Mary identified many common risk factors she sees with client suicidality, as well as
many of the ways in which clients who are experiencing suicidality might present for treatment.
Specifically, she shared how such clients typically will broach the topic themselves, sharing the
intensity of their suicidality and their emotions around it. She noted that clients who express
suicidality often share that they want to die in order to escape their intense emotions, some of
them will even use self-harm as a coping skill to avoid engaging in dangerous suicidal behaviors.
Mary: It's a hard concept, but a lot of times it's like, “Well, other than that, I was just
going to not be able to live anymore.” So, the differences between self-harm and suicide
are definitely something that comes up a lot.
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Mary shared that when she learns that a client has a history of a suicide attempt, this
knowledge impacts her assessment approach by causing her to explore their history of suicidality
more in depth. She recognized finding that some clients choose to stay alive even when they do
not want to because they feel a responsibility to their families, or even to their clinician with
whom they completed a safety contract. She recounted how teens and young adults who promise
others that they will stay alive sometimes adopt an attitude of, “Fine, I'll stay alive, but I don't
want to.” However, she did acknowledge once having a client who had multiple protective
factors in place, had discussed their suicidality openly, had denied any intent to die, yet
nonetheless attempted suicide. Mary shared that she typically would not assess such a client as
being at a high risk for suicide and that usually she is accurate in such an assessment. She made
sense of such a supposedly inaccurate suicide risk assessments through identifying the existence
of other risk factors that can trigger suicidal behaviors more suddenly, such as alcohol use, a
traumatic brain injury, a history of suicide attempts or self-harm, and other sources of
impulsivity. In general, Mary described how contextual in nature suicide risk is which causes
assessments to be difficult, and even inaccurate at times, in ways that she indicated continue to
surprise her.
Mary: If they are thinking about the future, there's a lot of things I’m assessing along the
way: how hyper-focused they are on death, how obsessed they are with it, things like that.
Mary also discussed the suicide risk factors she commonly sees and how she incorporates
them into her assessment and treatment approaches. Mary stressed that she had only seen one
client who experienced symptoms of suicidality as a side effect of medication. She noted that she
found it interesting that this was a rare occurrence among her clients despite the prevalence of
warnings regarding the potentials for increased suicide risk from certain medications. She shared
that she remains vigilant of this potential risk factor but does not see it as a major concern in
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practice. Similarly, Mary identified that, in terms of suicide means and plans, it is rare for her to
hear suicide plans involving jumping from a high place as, most often, her clients’ plans for
suicide have been to overdose on medication. In terms of more chronic suicidality, Mary noticed
that this pattern more often occurs among clients in lower SES groups or among those who are
struggling with a range of disabilities. She further identified that clients with histories of abuse,
trauma, and psychological diagnoses appear to her to be more prone to experience suicidality.
Mary further opined how adults, young adults, children, and adolescents each express
suicidality differently. She shared her observation that adolescents tend to seek out suiciderelated material online, which she believes causes them to think about suicidality more often and
forces her to differentiate in her suicide risk assessments between the impact of social media
exposure and true suicide risk. She stated that, in her experiences, adults express significantly
more shame and a desire for secrecy about their suicide attempts. For younger clients, Mary
stated that shame is less common since such clients tend to engage in suicidal gestures and
symbolic actions more often than “authentic suicide attempt(s).”
Mary: A lot of the behavior in the adolescents and young adults I’ve worked with are
more of a way to communicate their distress as opposed to an authentic attempt to end
their life. So, they didn't tend to want to keep it so much a secret or feel ashamed of it…
Regarding client shame, I recall [a] client [who] was very ashamed of her attempt. The
client thought it made her weak and she had been drinking, so it wasn't something I think
that she would have done if she were sober. She didn't want to talk about it. She didn't
want to really process it, so that's where the shame came in.
Sources of Fear for Clinicians Who
Work with Suicidality
Mary shared how client factors influence her experiences of either fearing more for a
client’s safety or in being able to better trust in their own capacity to stay safe. She described
how she feels concerned about a client’s level of safety when they have expressed having a high
risk for suicide (e.g., strong intent to kill themselves or a recent suicide attempt), but are hesitant
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to consider hospitalization in order to stay safe. Mary also explained how she loses some trust in
her own abilities when she assesses a client’s risk for suicide as being low and then discovers
that they had a history of multiple, serious suicide attempts. After a client attempts suicide, Mary
shared that she addresses her fears around almost having lost a client by dedicating more of their
session time to discussing the suicide attempt and trying to understand what happened.
Mary: I am definitely afraid. I feel surprised that most of these are hard. I [can be] taken
aback by the seriousness of the attempt and the situation around it. This causes some
worry in me – “Oh my goodness, this could have been really bad.” And definitely
elevated my level of concern for the client and my level of focus on the suicidality. My
thoughts when intervening include, “This could have been really dangerous, and I can't
be the only one with this information.” That was the other thing. I even said that to [one]
client, “I cannot be the only one that knows that this happened.”
Mary described that her fear here centers on worrying for her client and that liability does
not cross her mind often. She stated that when such clients do not consider a referral to a higher
level of care, she feels more concerned for their safety and wished that they would be open to
seeing the benefits of other types of treatment programs. She stated that she attempts to assuage
these fears by involving a client’s partner in monitoring their safety. However, in general, Mary
recounted feeling satisfied in her work with suicidality as long as she takes a collaborative
approach in which she tries to ensure that her approaches and decisions are supported by the
client.
Sources of Support for Clinicians
Mary described how personal supports can help clinicians to process their own emotions
regarding the seriousness of suicide prevention work. She identified needing her own supervision
and perhaps more importantly peer collaboration to support her work with suicidal clients. To
meet this need, she acknowledged having incorporated peer collaboration with other clinicians
into her private practice using periodic group meetings and more casual phone check-ins. She
indicated that this provides her with a place to say to other clinicians, “This was such a tough
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case, and this happened.” Such collaboration allows her a space to learn from her experiences
with suicide risk and to determine what she could have done better. Additionally, she shared that
she needs to know the referral resources in her area to provide to clients. However, she stated
that such resources vary by setting. She described feeling that outpatient settings usually are
connected to higher quality resources, like crisis centers and longer therapeutic sessions, but that
inpatient settings having a greater amount of resources, such as in-house psychiatric support.
Mary: This is due to privilege. Basically, that in the outpatient mental health setting
people have commercial insurance. There's less intensity, fewer crises, more time, and
then more money to put into more resources.
Learning from Past Work:
Experience is the
Best Teacher
Mary shared that her past clinical work has informed her current approach to suicide risk
assessment and intervention since she believes that, “Experience is the best teacher.” She
identified that learning from experience has been especially helpful for working with teens and
young adults at risk for suicidality. She described her process of using her past experiences of
conducting risk assessments as benchmarks for evaluating the severity of suicide risks or
attempts. She further noted learning from other clinicians about differences across settings
regarding how and where to set boundaries when working with suicidality. She captured this as
typically involving more boundaries in outpatient settings and fewer in a group home setting.
Mary explained how her own comfort with discussing risk has grown over time from both her
own direct experiences and exposure to different theories of suicide. She stated that she can now
talk far more comfortably and directly with teens and adolescents about suicide due to now
having a clearer picture from experience of what their suicidality often looks and feels like.
Mary: The aspects of my approach that I have developed over time came from maybe
85% experience but is grounded in the stages of development of [Erik] Erikson, and even
the hierarchy of needs. All of those basic theories are there. Sometimes I even do some
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psycho-education about those things to teenagers and young adults. But the rest of it is
the experience of these humans I'm working with actually backs up all those theories I
learned.
Mary shared that attending trainings has also furthered her understanding of and approach
to treating suicidality. While some of her training has been formal through graduate school and
continuing education, much of it has also included self-motivated reading and exploring of topics
related to suicidality (i.e., regarding depression and Borderline Personality Disorder) that she had
observed in her clinical work. Throughout her practice, she also shared that she continues to lean
upon her previous graduate training to guide her to be collaborative in her approaches and to
treat her clients’ needs for social and community support.
Pam
Pam identifies as a White female in her late 20s. She has a master’s degree in counseling
and holds licensure as both a professional counselor and an addictions counselor in Colorado.
She has prior experience working in psychiatric inpatient settings and is currently working at a
community mental health center. She estimated having intervened with approximately 50 clients
experiencing suicidality, but she has never had any clients who attempted or died by suicide
while under her care.
At the start of Pam’s interview, she spoke only briefly and without many descriptive
details in response to the interview questions. Over time, she appeared more comfortable with
speaking at length about her client cases and detailing her reactions to her experiences with client
suicidality. Much of what she shared captured her thoughts and she did not offer much detail
regarding her emotional responses to working with client suicidality. Similarly, she showed
minimal nonverbal responses or signs of having an emotional reaction throughout the interview.
Pam also was eager to share the different challenges in place across settings that she
encountered, especially outpatient versus residential clinics. At times, Pam made broad
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statements that required some clarification on her part; however, she also was willing to provide
corrective feedback whenever I had misunderstood or misinterpreted her statements.
The psychological structure of Pam’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed over the next few pages. Based on her responses, her
descriptions have been organized into the essential themes of (a) sources of client hesitancy to
disclose suicidality; (b) intervening with non-immediate risk and the role of social support; (c)
clinicians’ worries about deciding when to hospitalize; and (d) the importance of continuing to
learn through experience.
Sources of Client Hesitancy to
Disclose Suicidality
Pam shared how her clients often feel hesitant to disclose suicidality due to various
individual factors and concerns they have about possible repercussions. Pam identified that
certain clients who previously have been involved in systems such as social services, or the
justice system for a long time or those who hold certain types of cultural beliefs seem
particularly hesitant to disclose suicidality. She stated that this can be due to various cultural
norms and taboos, or due to a history of engaging with systems that use hospitalization as a
primary intervention or punishment. Pam reported feeling frustrated when she is attempting
assess for suicide risk with a client who is aware of what not to say to avoid hospitalization. Pam
shared that she experiences stress, decreased confidence, and discomfort when clients may not be
truthful with her about the severity of their suicidality.
Pam: So, they know what not to say, especially in corrections. Usually if you express
suicide ideation when you're in jail or prison, you get in a padded room with no clothes
and no sheets. So, their automatic thought is, “I express that I want to kill myself or even
anywhere near that, then I get taken to the hospital. I get locked up… bad things happen.”
Pam endorsed that openness and honesty are necessary on the part of the client and the
clinicians for an accurate suicide risk assessment to occur. She shared that she tries to enhance
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trust through transparently stating that she cannot promise not to hospitalize someone. However,
Pam identified that it is not common for clients to respond to her in a negative or agitated way
when she is assessing for and intervening with suicidality; instead, her clients who are hesitant to
disclose their suicidality are more likely to simply avoid her questions. Again, she noted that this
often may be due to cultural norms that dictate that mental health concerns should not be shared
openly or with “a stranger.” Pam stated her view that it is uncommon for truly suicidal clients to
disclose their suicidality directly to her without her needing to prompt them; however, clients
who are not truly in crisis are more often the ones to make direct, and sometimes even “flippant”
disclosures about being suicidal without truly meaning it. In general, Pam shared that she is often
able to accurately identify the presence of suicide risk early on in treatment by relying upon
formal measures and previously documented treatment histories for suicidality.
Intervening with Non-Immediate
Risk and the Role of
Social Support
Pam highlighted how she intervenes specifically with non-immediate risk for suicide,
including her placing a primary focus on social support both for herself and for her clients. She
shared that she often seeks out consultation and supervision to help her to process her internal
experiences and self-doubt as well as to gain other perspectives on whether she missed anything
in her assessments. When her clients are not endorsing an immediate risk for suicide, Pam stated
that she uses safety planning and provides crisis numbers in case a client’s risk level or
impulsivity were to increase. She noted that she tries to make the client’s environment safer by
helping them to create barriers to suicide and to reduce their access to means to thwart a possible
impulsive suicide attempt.
Pam: I work with clients that don't have support. They don't have a lot of the things that
help risk assessments and safety plans be easy, like supports, physical health
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stabilization, mental health, substance use. There are multiple factors that make it more
complicated.
Pam endorsed that she tries to identify factors that could cause one’s suicide risk to
increase in the future, such as family conflict and mental health symptoms. She promoted
referring clients to a psychiatrist for medication management, especially when their suicidality is
chronic. Pam endorsed a belief that client safety is more supported through social relationships.
To support safety and her own peace of mind, she stated that she involves supportive people in
her clients’ safety plans to provide them with greater emotional support and help follow arrange
for means restriction, such as storing firearms or distributing medications. Pam shared that one’s
religion, spirituality, and negative beliefs about suicide all can be major protective factors for
suicidal clients. She shared that she has found that these factors seem to provide opportunities for
increased social support in addition to offering protection from suicidal behaviors due to the
presence of beliefs that suicide is wrong.
Pam: When I am doing a risk assessment, [religion] is usually one of the reasons pretty
quickly that clients will say. “No, it's against my religion or it's against my beliefs.” It's
one of the first things that they say that makes them not follow through.
Clinicians’ Worries About Deciding
When to Hospitalize
Pam highlighted several ways in which her fear and worry over client safety impact her
approach to using hospitalization as a suicide risk intervention. Specifically, her concerns tend to
be heightened when she discovers that a client is at risk for suicide at end of the week as she will
not be able to support them over the weekend and must rely on their willingness to seek out crisis
services if necessary. Similarly, she expressed worrying about how to help keep clients safe
when they are not in a setting in which a professional is able to monitor their safety at all times.
She noted that, in such circumstances, she is only able to rely on her hope that following their
safety plan will allow them to keep themselves safe. She stated that sometimes her worry and
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desire for clarity around a client’s risk for suicide also will cause a risk assessment to take longer
or to become more complex, which leaves her feeling exhausted and frustrated. She stated that
she also becomes more concerned when working with clients who have a history of a suicide
attempt. Pam described working to ease her concerns by exploring the recency of the attempt,
seriousness of one’s intent to die, how active and potentially lethal the attempt was, and who or
what intervened to stop the attempt. To understand whether hospitalization may be necessary,
she further indicated that she determines what the circumstances were before, during, and after
the attempt to see if anything has since changed to increase or decrease suicide risk.
Pam: My thoughts during the process included: Am I thinking of everything? Is there
something I'm missing? Is there something else I haven't asked? Is this enough of a safety
plan? Especially after the initial risk assessment, it wasn't immediately going to the
hospital, so a lot of it is – is this enough to leave? Do I feel secure enough that I did
everything in my power?
Despite Pam’s desire to have a suicidal client monitored more closely by mental health
professionals, she indicated that she does not like the process of hospitalizing a client, especially
when that means needing to involve the police, as it causes her increased stress, anxiety, and
fear. However, when she decides against hospitalization, she also worries about whether she did
enough to keep the client safe. Pam shared that she works to maintain a trusting relationship with
her clients through the process of hospitalization by letting them know that hospitalization is
meant to keep them safe, not to punish them. However, she indicated fearing that hospitalization
can still harm a therapeutic relationship, especially when it occurs in a first session or when there
is a negative interaction with law enforcement while imitating a mental health hold.
Pam: I’ve had to argue with police to take people on [involuntary detainment] holds
because they didn't feel like it was right. And then you do all of this work, you put your
relationship on the line with a client and they get to the hospital and immediately take
away your [involuntary] hold. And then even though it's not on me legally, I was
concerned enough about the client to put an [involuntary] hold and now they're not in the
hospital, not supported. And there's a chance they might not talk to me… A lot of things
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can go wrong – sometimes it can be really helpful for the client, but sometimes it can be
more damaging.
When she decides not to hospitalize a client, Pam indicated that she often still struggles
with feeling confident in a client’s safety, especially when working with them in an outpatient
setting. She shared that she knows that there is always a chance that a client’s risk level could
change suddenly without anyone else knowing and being able to intervene. She stated that,
sometimes, different guidelines or assessments can help her to better identify non-hospitalization
treatment options, but they may not always be feasible or accessible.
The Importance of Continuing
to Learn
Pam recounted the ways in which her initial formal training did not meet her later needs
in working with client suicidality. She recalled having some suicide risk assessment training in
one course in her graduate program before receiving the bulk of her training more informally via
supervision and observation while on the job. She highlighted that her being observed by others
was a positive learning experience that helped her hone her suicide risk assessment and
intervention skills. She stated that she since has had other formal risk assessment trainings
through her current employer on suicide risk assessment approaches such as the Collaborative
Assessment and Management of Suicidality (CAMS; Jobes, 2012), but that having access to such
formal trainings through her employers has been atypical in her career.
Pam: In other jobs, it's been more that you seek [training] out and try to get reimbursed
for it, which doesn't always happen. There are not a lot of free suicide trainings… I’ve
worked for a lot of smaller companies that don't have their own training department.
Generally, Pam expressed finding that her increased in experience conducting risk
assessments has led to her increased confidence and comfort in asking the necessary kinds of
questions. She shared that while such training is helpful, its utility is limited as direct experience
is vital to develop one’s own way of asking the appropriate questions and in using their intuition
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to intervene more effectively. Pam identified also needing to learn how to approach suicidality
differently across settings. For example, as compared to residential settings, she shared that
outpatient work involves more risk of not being able to keep clients safe from suicidal behaviors
due to the lack of ability to more closely monitor a client’s safety at all times. To combat this
concern, she shared her own standard process of providing many different supportive referrals to
her clients and telling them, “Now we're going to have lots of people check in with you.”
Along these lines, Pam explained that policies can help guide interventions the
hospitalization process in different settings. She endorsed that knowing what steps are involved
in each intervention allows her to better support her clients and prepare them for possible
experiences and outcomes along the way. Pam noted that this is especially important for
predicting when an intervention may be triggering or traumatizing for some clients due to the
involvement of outside systems.
Pam: I also think [telling the client what to expect during the hospitalization process]
demystifies it for the client. This is what I'm asking. This is what we're going over. It
helps for certain clients. Telling clients what to expect reduces the client's anxiety. It's so
important for a client to not be in the dark of what's happening to them. Especially
because either they've had really bad experiences… or they've heard horror stories. It's
important to help a client feel comfortable and safe for if they're ever in this crisis again,
they're going to be more open and honest hopefully because they know what's going to
happen… Because if they're in crisis, it's going to be traumatizing for them, but the more
they understand, the more control they'll have.
Danielle
Danielle identifies as a White, non-Hispanic female in her late 30s. She has a master’s
degree in a mental health field as well as a Ph.D. in Counseling Psychology. She is a Licensed
Psychologist (LP) in a western state that is different from where she was trained. She previously
held a master’s level licensure for several years but switched to holding only an LP license for
the past year. She has spent her time in the profession working in community mental health
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settings and estimated having intervened with approximately 25 suicidal clients; however, she
has never had a client of hers attempt or die by suicide.
Danielle presented during her interview as confident in her clinical skills and aware of
her areas for growth. She often spoke quickly and eloquently, and she checked in to ensure that
she was fully answering each interview question. She appeared to take the interview quite
seriously, remaining focused with consistent eye contact and upright posture; however, she also
provided a lot of affirming nonverbal communications that seemed to be aimed at putting me at
ease. She shared primarily about her own internal experiences of treating client suicidality, using
client cases to highlight her particular thoughts and emotions. She spoke at length and in depth in
response to each interview question, often expanding her answers to include information about
her experiences beyond the topic of the question. Danielle also focused primarily on her current
experiences of working with suicidality, which had been significantly impacted by COVID-19.
The psychological structure of Danielle’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed below. Based on her responses, her descriptions were
organized into the essential themes of (a) factors impacting client disclosures of suicidality; (b)
risk management vs. crisis intervention; (c) the stress of addressing client suicidality over
telehealth; (d) delaying emotional experiences while treating suicidality; and (e) learning and
gaining resources from past experiences treating client suicidality.
Factors Impacting Client
Disclosures of Suicidality
Danielle shared that many different individual and systemic factors can impact how and
when clients choose to disclose their suicidality. She noted that suicidality often feels
overwhelming to clients, and that they may fear how others will respond to their disclosure.
However, clients also tend to feel significant relief once they express this openly with someone
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who is comfortable, willing, and unafraid to discuss it. She described how she has worked with
clients who have disclosed suicidality to gain attention or another benefit. However, she stated
that most outpatient client disclosures of suicidality have generally felt reliable.
Danielle: All those I see I have relationships and rapport with. These are people that are
using that rapport to share something that feels scary or upsetting to them… Assessing
for risk goes a little differently for a client I’ve been working with for a while versus a
new person. For a client I’ve been working with, I already have rapport and will launch
straight in. “That sounds like something we need to talk about. What are you thinking?
What's the thought? Have you thought about how you would do it?” … Where I don't
have rapport and it’s my first session with them, I end up skipping some steps because
I’m not going to do rapport building in the same way that I would with someone on a first
session, due to what appears to be this crisis-oriented piece.
Danielle noted how culture may impact client disclosures of suicidality. According to her,
one’s religion seems to serve as a buffer against client suicide by connecting them to a
community and instilling in them strong beliefs against suicidal behaviors. From a more systemic
perspective, Danielle indicated that residing in a small town or rural area can lead clients to feel
more hesitant to disclose their suicidality to providers with whom they also may have personal or
community connections. Additionally, she noted that clients may also have difficulty accessing
other local services due to financial, mobility, and transportation issues, which may cause them
to seek out mental health or crisis services at a location that is not appropriate for their risk level.
Danielle stated that she experiences this often over telehealth, where she sees clients with high
suicide risk who truly need in-person services. Such factors play a role in how she intervenes and
provides referrals as she aims to give them resources that they can actually access.
Danielle: Typically, when seeing someone in the local area, I know that if I call the crisis
team, I know the name of the guy that's in charge of the unit. I can call ahead and say,
“We have this person that's coming in…” I try hard for my clients to be comfortable.
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Risk Management vs. Crisis
Intervention
Danielle shared how her approach to treating suicidality varies based on each client’s
unique suicide risk level. For most clients, she indicated taking more of a risk management
perspective of watching and tracking their suicidality over time and then switching to more of a
crisis intervention approach when their suicidality intensity spikes. She explained that when she
has an established relationship with a client, she takes a direct, blunt approach of having a
conversation about their feelings and then exploring how to increase their safety through a threestep approach.
Danielle: What's the plan? Do you have intent? Do you have means? I’m looking at that
three-step [approach]. For individuals that have plan, intent, and means, and that's
immediate crisis. Call 911, and get you transported and off we go. But for folks where
they've got maybe a plan or they have some thoughts, but we don't really have clear
intention or means, then I safety plan with them.
Danielle endorsed considering the need for psychiatric hospitalization based on both a
client’s unique treatment needs and liability concerns. She indicated that she explores whether
her clients are willing to return to hospitals that they have been to previously and explores
whether they found that being hospitalized was supportive and effective in reducing their
suicidality. When a client is willing to discuss their history of suicidality, can identify buffers
against suicidal behaviors, and can indicate feeling comfortable in asking for help, she views
their suicide risk as less immediate. Danielle endorsed feeling more confident in her clients’
safety when she can include someone else in the client’s treatment (e.g., other providers or a
family member) who can help with means restriction. Conversely, she shared that her worry
about a client’s safety is intensified when their circumstances related to a past attempt are similar
to their current circumstances. In response, Danielle shared feeling frustrated that it, “already
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feels in some way like a runaway train” when the client delays accessing services. She described
one such scenario in which she experienced such “red flags” around a prior client’s risk level.
Danielle: This is already somebody that attempted, that was ill enough from her attempt
that she actually was medically transported to the hospital and stayed for a couple of
weeks. This is a person who has already shown once that they are not afraid of this. My
internal red flag went up quite a bit…
The Stress of Addressing
Suicidality Over
Telehealth
Danielle shared that using telehealth with clients with acute suicidality causes her to feel
panicked, out of her depth, and uncomfortable. Danielle shared about her experience with
providing telehealth therapy due to the COVID-19 pandemic. For her, telehealth caused
difficulties with deciphering a client’s non-verbal communication, which she typically uses to
inform her suicide risk assessments. She expressed feeling uncertain of how to work more
effectively with suicidal clients over telehealth and feeling pressured to work with clients who
are not appropriate for telehealth due to their high suicide risk. She noted how the COVID-19
pandemic has negatively impacted client wellbeing and exacerbated feelings of isolation that can
contribute to increased suicide risk.
Danielle: The idea of highly suicidal clients is one of the things I was concerned about in
moving to telehealth. What do I do if someone’s there to see me, and also incredibly
suicidal, and I'm not standing in a room with them, and I don't know what their local
resources look like? I was already feeling out of my depth on that, I thought about it and
thought I don't know that this is something I’d be comfortable treating in telehealth.
To Danielle, working in telehealth means working in a vacuum. Outside of telehealth, she
recounted previously working on a clinical team with whom she could readily consult with. She
endorsed missing an accessible practice community that she had through her prior in-person
practice. However, she did note that through her current telehealth practice, she is provided with
a crisis-focused psychiatric nurse on her team to assist with client suicidality. However, Danielle
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highlighted that she struggles with the fact that her telehealth clients are assigned to her
automatically, removing her control over choosing who she is comfortable to see. Generally, it is
not common for Danielle to feel frustrated with her clinical work; however, she indicated that
treating suicidality through telehealth leads her to feel as if she is “flying blind.”
Danielle: Oh, this is the thing that I'm the most worried about. Moving to this platform,
this is the thing that I'm most worried about. I guess we'll see how this is going to play
out… Outside of [telehealth], in the local community I know what the resources look
like. I can call 911 and sit there together if needed. It feels more manageable… I was
thinking I feel rather unprepared. I feel like I just don't have the same type of skills and
resources that I normally would, and I'm not sure what this will look like.
Delaying Emotional Experiences
While Treating Suicidality
Danielle described how conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions impact her
emotionally. She shared that, initially, she focuses on collecting information, validating her
clients, expressing her gratitude to them, and building rapport with them. She indicated that
during this process, she either does not notice her own emotions or instead she shakes them off.
It is only after she concludes her assessment and intervention with a suicidal client that she tends
to notice her increased muscle tension and increased tightness in her jaw and chest. Danielle
explained that she needs to be analytical when intervening so that she can think about the scary
aspects of risk (e.g., client safety, liability concerns, and threats to her license and career) and
make decisions without becoming emotionally overwhelmed. However, once she completes her
interventions with a suicidal client, Danielle stated that she gives herself space to process her
experiences by going outside, exercising, or drinking tea, even if it means that another client
must wait to see her. She noted that often her related internal experiences include feelings of
worry and nervousness, especially in cases where she is more uncertain of what interventions
may have been more appropriate for the client.
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Danielle: There's this strange gray area where there's not enough risk to do something
like send them to a crisis stabilization unit, but I’m also not 100% sure they're going to be
okay at home… For clients that are in the gray area, that makes me feel worried. I'm
thinking, I have no idea if that's something that you're accurately reporting. I have no
idea. So, I think just the general ambiguity of the situation is worrying.
Learning and Gaining Resources
from Past Experiences with
Client Suicidality
Danielle described how she has adapted her approaches to assessing for and treating
client suicidality based on her different clinical experiences over the years. She stated that some
of her clinical experiences included her observing other clinicians and her receiving feedback
from her supervisors about her various approaches. She indicated that such direct experiences
were more helpful to her development than any trainings she attended. From her experiences, she
noted having changed her approach to risk assessment in very concrete ways, such as her
deciding to implement a standardized safety plan. She indicated that without a standardized
safety plan, she had previously struggled with remembering what she was supposed to ask clients
in the process of assessing for suicide risk.
Danielle: Especially for me as a new clinician, it was incredibly overwhelming to have
someone share this and I’m the only person there, and I’m looking around going, “Isn’t
there someone that deals with this?” And the answer is, it’s me… I’m the one that’s
supposed to be dealing with this. I don’t go get someone. This is actually me. It’s helpful
to have structure or a document to be able to do that well.
Danielle has also learned to connect with local crisis resources so that she can facilitate a
“warm handoff” for her clients who need such services by connecting clients directly with
professional contacts she knows in other treatment settings. She indicated that this extra
knowledge allows her to better reassure and guide her clients who need crisis services in order to
stay safe. She shared that she has further learned that knowing what types of basic risk
assessment questions to ask regarding plans, intent, and means is essential for gaining an
accurate understanding of a client’s risk for suicide. She further stated her belief in the necessity
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of using rapport to assist her in getting accurate risk assessment answers and to help her clients
to feel important and heard through the assessment process. She described observing that the
way in which clinicians approach a risk assessment will yield very different client responses and
that clinicians need to receive training and direct experience to figure out what will be effective
strategies for them.
Dee
Dee identifies as a White, Jewish, and agender individual in her early 40s who uses
she/her pronouns. She has a master’s degree in counseling and has held licensure as a
professional counselor in Colorado for five years. She has had experience working in a variety of
settings, including community mental health, private practice, and in a K-12 school. She is
currently working as a clinician in a college counseling center. She estimated having intervened
with approximately 250 clients experiencing suicidality over her professional career, but denied
ever having any clients who either attempted or died by suicide while under her care.
Dee responded to all interview questions, appeared to be interested throughout the
interview, and shared many details about herself both as a clinician and as a person. Dee
primarily spoke from an attachment-focused lens when responding to the interview questions,
which she indicated drives her view of all of her client work. She shared openly about, and often
focused on, her emotional and cognitive responses to working with suicidal clients. She
expressed sadness and worry during the interview, particularly when speaking about the ways in
which she has been personally impacted by many of these experiences. She also appeared at
times to express some apprehension about her past cases and a desire to better understand her
own abilities with assessing for and intervening with suicidality. Throughout the interview, Dee
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was very personable and animated with a casual approach. She appeared relaxed and smiled
often as she spoke.
The psychological structure of Dee’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed over the next few pages. Based on her responses, her
descriptions were organized into the essential themes of (a) initiating client disclosures of
suicidality; (b) addressing clinician uncertainty in the risk assessment process; (c) sources of
burnout impacting clinicians; and (d) direct clinical experience as the primary and most effective
form of training.
Initiating Client Disclosures of
Suicidality
Dee shared that she typically broaches the topic of suicidality with her clients first to
show her comfort with the topic and the value she places on it, which most clients respond to
positively. However, she also described that some clients react to this upfront approach
negatively, appearing to be taken aback and becoming more hesitant to disclose their suicidality.
She acknowledged that she has learned some helpful tips for assessing for suicidality throughout
her career, such as the benefit of her closely monitoring her own nonverbals. For example, she
described that if she were to shake her head when asking risk assessment questions, it may cue
clients to deny suicidality even when present. She also tries to normalize the topic through her
specific approach.
Dee: So, as we were going, I would say, “You know I do this every week. But now I'm
going to check in with you around suicidality. What does it look like? Is it normal? Has it
increased, has it decreased? … If we're just talking about ideation if it's just thoughts…
we're not going to take that many more steps, and that's okay.”
Dee explained her belief that distinguishing suicidal ideation from suicidal intent is
essential to ensure that clients are only referred for crisis intervention when necessary for their
safety. According to Dee, teens seem to hesitate to disclose their suicidality out of fear that their
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parents will react negatively or that their school system will overreact somehow. She highlighted
that to increase client disclosures of suicidality, she needs to care for both the client and those
who are connected to them (e.g., their families or schools) to reduce any fear of or barriers to
disclosing suicidality. She shared an example of how she approaches
Although suicidality typically reveals itself over time, Dee noted that sometimes clients
do not clearly present as being at a high risk. When this happens, she stated that it often means
that younger clients have concealed their suicidality from their parents and from others in their
lives. She shared that typically, by the time that someone is in crisis due to suicidality, they are
more willing to more accurately disclose their risk level.
Dee: If someone gets to the crisis center, usually they're willing to sit and be assessed in
some way or another… I don't usually see someone attempting in front of me. I see the
devastation, the aftermath, the despair. But the action of the attempt is usually very
private for a lot of people… the uniqueness is the publicity of it.
Addressing Uncertainty in the Risk
Assessment Process
Dee identified that, despite honing her process of discussing suicidality with her clients,
she still experiences more uncertainty about whether she is getting accurate information in her
assessments. She stated that in response to her uncertainty, she will often increase the frequency
of risk assessments with ongoing clients, engage in consultation other clinicians, and seek out
feedback from clients regarding her approach.
Dee: You do your assessment, then you go back. Then you talk with a supervisor. When I
was a supervisor, I was the one talking with them. And in consultation would be good
questions that the other person would think to ask, “Have you considered this? Did you
check on psychotic features? Did you check on homicidality? Did you ask about the
systemic or abuse or things that might not pop up when you're in the room?”
Dee shared how she sometimes worries about a client’s truthfulness, causing her to have
her “red flag up” regarding a mismatch between the client’s nonverbals and their denial of
suicide risk. She noted that it can be difficult for her to interpret some clients’ responses to her
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assessment questions, which makes her doubt her intuition and whether her approaches to suicide
risk assessments are effective. She indicated that she also finds that suicide risk assessment
results can be clouded by things such as personality disorder symptoms or attachment concerns.
She shared that not knowing if she can trust a client’s answers is one of the scariest clinical
experiences for her. Although she reported accepting that clients are not always truthful with her,
she wished that they would be when it comes to safety concerns.
Dee: Nonverbally, in my assessments I look for affect – whether it's flat affect or
incongruent, or stoic. On the crisis team, that was a huge part of how they did their
assessment… [One] client would wear long pieces of clothing. I would make sure to
make a note of what they were wearing – were they concealing stuff?
Sources of Burnout Impacting
Clinicians
Dee shared many sources of burnout and stress that she has experienced over the years in
her work with client suicidality. She indicated that a large source of her own burnout began when
working in a crisis setting where she treated client suicidality every day. She identified that
working with client suicidality so often has allowed her to build her confidence in this clinical
area; however, she noted that she also has grown tired over time due to constantly needing to
assuage the fears that clients and others have that discussing suicide may increase symptoms of
suicidality. She also stated that the stress and high turnover of clients in crisis settings has
impacted her emotionally. She described that this impact seems to have limited her ability to
clearly remember the suicidal clients she has worked with throughout her career. She thinks this
may be a trauma response and has since decided that crisis work is not a good fit for her.
Dee: I can't see someone on the worst day constantly… It doesn’t have to be that way.
There's a cliche out there I didn't want to believe, but there might be truth to it: some of
us are firefighters and some of us are builders. I can be a firefighter, but I’m a better
builder.
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Dee reported that assessing for suicide risk while also trying to emotionally connect with
her clients is difficult and exhausting to her. She acknowledged that, while some clinicians are
skilled at consistently remaining emotionally connected to their clients, she struggles to remain
as emotionally present as she would like to be when conducting suicide risk assessments. She
indicated that the feelings of overwhelm that she has are increased in settings where she is
viewed as an expert on suicidality. She shared that she works to combat such pressure and worry
by consulting with her old crisis team coworkers when she needs to decide whether a client
should be hospitalized. Along the lines of determining when to hospitalize, Dee identified that
she also commonly thinks about ethics and legal concerns, considering, “Can I break
confidentiality? And if so, what's the implication and who's involved?” She described that there
is a complex interface for her between clinical work, HIPAA, and other logistics that are unique
to mental health crisis work. Dee reported feeling anxiety and fear of doing the wrong thing,
missing something in a risk assessment, or receiving negative feedback from clients about her
risk assessment approaches. Working in schools in particular, she identified that HIPAA and
FERPA policies dictate who she can consult with, which is limiting. She noted that, additionally,
she worries about how even ethically sharing information with other professionals could break
her trust with her clients.
Dee: I always think, “I need to report this. Or I don't need to report this there.” There are
enough judgment calls where I think it could go either way. And I was regularly facing it
could go either way. I think, “you know what? I could argue this in a case of law because
it could go either way…” I'm going to have confidence in my intuition. And if it goes
badly, I did the best I could. It's comfort with the extreme discomfort of the situation.
Dee further recalled her experiences with doubting her clinical skills when clients do not
return to treatment after she conducts a suicide risk assessment. She shared her understanding
that clients may suddenly end treatment for many different reasons, but that she finds it difficult
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not knowing whether a client ever got what they needed from her to feel safer with their
suicidality symptoms.
Dee: What could I have done differently? How could it have ended differently? Should I
have noticed things sooner and made the referral to residential treatment sooner? Did I try
too hard? Did I not try hard enough? Did I reveal too much? Did I not reveal enough? …
Clients leave – I get that. Sometimes it's not in the way we want them to. This is more of
a fundamental issue. Is she alive? Did things work well? Did they work poorly? Maybe
someone tried totally different approach. And was their approach more effective? I’m
curious and want to know how the story ended.
Dee identified feeling the negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on her practice
and making changes regarding her caseload because of this. She shared that she decided to
reduce the acuity of her caseload while offering solely teletherapy to reduce the intensity of her
work. She indicated that teletherapy limits her ability to assess more nonverbal signs of suicide
risk among her clients, which was especially difficult for her beforehand in the early days of the
COVID-19 pandemic as she transitioned to telehealth. She reported that even prior to this
change, she still had aimed to reduce her caseload’s acuity because she felt burnt out both
personally and professionally.
Dee: I can't just drop everything and go and be with a client right now. And I got a bit
burnt out in the other jobs. Not a little bit; I got a lot burnt out and I want to be honest
about that. It was just two years ago when I moved to private practice.
Dee noted having identified many sources of support that clinicians need in order to work
effectively with client suicidality and to avoid burnout. She shared her own experiences of
having received support from her coworkers and supervision to help in her work with her clients
as well as for her own emotional processing. For Dee, having a supportive team reduced the
pressure she felt in remembering various steps of the risk assessment process, which allowed her
to focus solely on caring for her clients and managing her own worries. She identified that she
also combats more intense stress from working with suicidality, such as secondary trauma, with
increased self-care. For her, she described that this includes taking walks and seeking out peer
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consultation. However, for Dee, when a client is in an acute mental health crisis, her focus
remains on the client and not on her own reactions or needs at that time.
Direct Clinical Experience as the
Primary and Most Effective
Form of Training
Dee recounted the roles that her training and clinical experiences have played in her
ability to work with suicidal clients. She shared that she had limited suicide risk assessment and
intervention training in her graduate program. Instead, she stated that she mostly learned through
clinical placements and jobs. She reported that, through her direct observations of other
clinicians conducting suicide risk assessments, she learned different approaches, types of
assessment questions, and common pitfalls for assessing for and intervening with suicidality. She
endorsed learning from her experiences about the importance of trusting her own intuition and in
maintaining awareness that mistakes in this process can happen to anyone at any experience
level. Dee further highlighted finding out that most clinical sites do not provide good crisis
intervention training, and that formal crisis and suicide intervention training was nowhere near as
informative compared to what she learned while working on a crisis team. She indicated that
when it comes to this line of work, an apprentice-based model of consultation can be necessary
to learn practical strategies, procedures, ways of interacting with clients, and the importance of a
systemic approach.
Dee: I did formal crisis trainings at a crisis institute, a two-day training and another on
suicide prevention. They're both local, but because I had already been on the crisis team,
a lot of the stuff was really familiar to me. You don't know what you're missing [from
training] until you're thrown in the deep end.
Sally
Sally identifies as a White female in her early 40s. She has a master’s degree in social
work and holds licensure both as a professional counselor and a clinical social worker in
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Colorado. Her graduate training also took place in Colorado, and she has held a license to
practice in the mental health field for approximately 10 years. Her primary and current clinical
experience has come through working in a college counseling center. She estimated having
intervened with approximately 40 to 50 clients experiencing suicidality in her time. She has had
one client make a suicide attempt while under her care, but she has never experienced the loss of
a client to suicide.
Sally’s interview involved a great deal of emotional depth and she appeared to share her
feelings about conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions readily, regularly tearing up
throughout. She detailed many of her past experiences with her suicidal clients across multiple
settings, including the various personal and professional impacts that they have had on her. She
also often provided recommendations for helping other professionals to feel and be more
prepared for working with suicidality than she had felt at different points in her career. Sally
appeared to be quite invested in this interview, maintaining a serious demeanor, speaking in a
more formal manner, and leaning forward toward the camera.
The psychological structure of Sally’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed over the next few pages. Based on her responses, her
descriptions were organized into the essential themes of (a) individual and systemic
characteristics of suicidality and safety; (b) assessing the need for, and repercussions of,
hospitalization; (c) addressing the emotional impacts of treating suicidality; and (d) the need for
clinician comfort, willingness, and flexibility with client suicidality.
Individual and Systemic Factors of
Suicidality and Safety
Sally shared the myriad of factors that she looks for when assessing a client’s risk for
suicide and how she works to use such factors to enhance their safety. She highlighted how one’s
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degree of impulsivity can trigger suicidal behaviors at any moment, making it difficult to trust
that a client will stay safe even with the presence of increased social support and substantial
reasons for living. She indicated that those clients who do kill themselves are often those who
never had disclosed their risk. Sally shared that all people are susceptible to suicidality and that
clinicians should be prepared for it to be mentioned at any moment, even in the absence of
depression or other mental health concerns. She noted feeling that it can be a natural for one to
contemplate their own existence and demise.
Sally: Most times a suicide plan is, “I just wish I wouldn't wake up. Or I can take a bunch
of pills or just drink and maybe I won't wake up the next day”… Those [are] types of
what I consider passive ideation. The thing about suicidality and suicidology is we need
our mind to play. We are seeking relief. So that's where we go to. Let's play our demise.
“I think therefore I am and it's okay. I could also not think.”
Sally stated that she has learned through her experiences to consider the impact of
otherwise less noticeable stressors on one’s suicidality, such as family discord, clients who are
more self-critical, and access to any type of weapons. She noted that, even when referring out
clients, she still aims to alleviate some of their discomfort by addressing their stressors with them
prior to discharge. Sally highlighted noticing an increase in suicidality among her clients in the
past few years and that she has had to intervene with suicidality and utilize inpatient
hospitalization to keep her clients safe more than ever in her career. She attributed this to
untreated mental health concerns, an increased lack of access to services, and impacts of the
stigma against discussing suicidality, all of which she stated seem to have gotten worse in the
past few years. She identified that clients with suicidality tend to have several common traits
such as being severely depressed, hating themselves, feeling overwhelmed, having limited
coping skills for trauma, and desiring relief from emotional pain. Sally stated that she focuses on
trauma and family relationship stress as suicide risk factors in her assessments due to her
background of working with family discord and family trauma that can maintain and even
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increase ongoing distress years later. She further identified that clients who experience increased
isolation due to self-criticism and anxiety also may be at a higher risk for suicide. Sally noted
that she worries particularly when clients express specific plans for suicide and have access to
weapons, even if these weapons are not a part of their suicide plan. Despite so many potential
sources of one’s suicide risk, she reported that impulsivity is perhaps the most concerning factor
for her.
Sally: The chronicity of suicidality shows up for many people whether they'll talk to you
about it or not, or whether it's the focus of the counseling or the treatment episode or not.
The thing that scared me the most, it still does for any person I come across when they
have this ideation but they're not that high intent, is the impulsivity. At any moment they
could be off on their own, get impulsive or be under the influence or get triggered in
some way. And there's no personal safety factor. That's what gets my anxiety the most.
Sally shared that she also believes that abusing substances often coincides with
suicidality. In response, she also focuses on substance use symptoms more often than moodrelated symptoms when assessing for risk. She stated finding that suicide risk increases
particularly when clients are becoming sober as they may be losing their primary means of
coping while also possibly experiencing painful physical and mental withdrawal symptoms.
Additionally, she explained that clients often reach sobriety, but then are discharged back into
difficult family environments that reignite the factors related to their suicidality. Conversely,
Sally highlighted the importance of remaining open minded about how the more supportive
connections in clients’ lives and their reasons for living may come from more unexpected places
such acquaintances and pets.
Sally: Some of the experience of recovery, the lifestyle of recovery – I’ve seen so much
progress with those, that individually they will seek recovery and they will get to a point
of being sober, getting a lot of aspects of their life in order. But then they go back to their
family and those aspects have not received help, education, or support. That’s where an
individual will fall apart.
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Sally also noted believing that there are many cultural identity concerns that can impact
one’s risk for suicide. She shared that she recently noticed that identity development struggles
(particularly regarding gender and sexual identities) can be major suicide risk factors. Culturally,
she reported that when emergency services are needed in response to one’s suicidality, there can
be negative impacts for clients with cultural backgrounds that are traditionally mistreated by
certain systems. Moreover, she stated that the stigma that one feels for seeking such services is
maintained or increased when systems, such as schools, then overreact to expressions of
suicidality. Similarly, she noted that some environments may espouse harmful beliefs about how
to address suicide, such as college campuses that promote the idea to, “Pull yourself [up] by your
own bootstraps.” Sally indicated that clinicians should work to counter stigma and harmful
beliefs about suicidality while also being aware of the reality of the negative impact that
emergency services can cause for some clients.
Assessing for the Need for and
Repercussions of
Hospitalization
Sally stated that she carefully considers the level of depression, current or past self-harm,
mental status concerns, or a recent suicide attempt to determine whether to hospitalize someone.
She indicated that when a client does not agree to contract for safety or cannot identify someone
to look after them or transport them to a higher level of care, she feels she has no choice but to
arrange for involuntary hospitalization. She explained that she promotes client autonomy
whenever possible by matching interventions to client preferences and by looking for ways in
which they can support their own safety. She also stated that she addresses external aspects of
risk, such as social support and career satisfaction, to help her clients experience future-oriented
thoughts that can buffer against suicide. Often, she focuses on helping her clients to just survive
a little bit longer to get through their suicidal crisis.
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Sally: I try to promote [hope] for my own sanity. I fall back on the fact that he came in,
he said, “Help [me].” I really focus on that in my own language in the session to just
validate that they came… I’m always looking for where's the strengths? And not for it to
be my hope, but it's their hope… What do you hope to get out of this?... That's what we’ll
work on.
Sally stated that clinicians are responsible for their clients’ wellbeing and safety. She
endorsed that communicating with other providers, working collaboratively with each other,
taking steps to repair the therapeutic relationship after hospitalization, and exploring their
experiences of hospitalization can lead clients to return to see her after their hospital stay.
Conversely, Sally described that when clients do not return to her or become angry at the need
for hospitalization, it causes her to wonder, “Was it my reaction? Was it me tapping into my own
anxiety or fear?” She shared her worries that her decision could have caused trauma or harm, or
that it was unnecessary. Sally asserted that involuntary holds are a last option and that she tries to
predict potential repercussions, such as causing someone to avoid mental health therapy in the
future.
Sally: I have had a bit of a shift in my paradigm around thinking about that and when
holds are the way to go. I have challenged myself these last few years because I see so
much suicidality come through the counseling center for young adults that hospitalization
is not the option. It's harmful, it's scary, it can be just as impactful and traumatic as
anything else that a person would do to themselves. They are in need of a listening ear,
support. There are still going to be those moments that you have to protect them in the
moment, but it is not the gold standard to do hospitalization or secure environments.
Addressing the Emotional Impacts
of Treating Suicidality
Sally shared many ways in which working clinically with suicidality has had an
emotional impact on her over the years. For example, she indicated experiencing fear and
pressure around legal repercussions from state board or clients. She highlighted how she works
to combat this fear by getting supervision and personal counseling both regularly and as needed
in response to intense clinical experiences. Sally identified needing to take care of herself and
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accept that she cannot control what her clients do on their own time. She endorsed personal
therapy for clinicians who work with suicidality stating that, “If you're going to preach it, you
have to walk the walk.” She noted that working with suicidality “is an inside job,” since
clinicians are often affected by and exposed to suicidality in their personal lives as well. She
explained that although she does not believe that she has to be “cured of everything” to help her
clients, she expressed wanting to be aware of her own struggles and then have the necessary
support.
Sally: You’ve got to have the internal belief that you're doing the right thing. At some
point, we have to accept that we did all we could and there's still free will out in the
world. We still have that. People are going to use it. If we signed up to be in the
behavioral health field, we signed up for some of these aspects and we just hopefully do
no harm. That's a big goal of mine now: just do no harm.
Sally became sad and tearful when thinking about clients who struggle to love themselves
despite being able to support others. She indicated that she has a personal drive to help her
clients believe that there are people out there who care enough to help them. She shared that she
holds hope that she can get these clients to practice the love that they give to others with
themselves. When clients with histories of being abused seek out validation from those who have
hurt them, Sally expressed that she feels sad in response to their experiences of feeling depressed
and worthless.
Sally: This depression is what's getting in the way of their ability to think straight, to
make these connections. Behaviorally, to know that all that effort that they put into
building these great relationships outside of themselves, that they could turn that in
inward or that they could find some self-esteem from that connection of, "Because I am
good to others." The unique part is when I do come across these really difficult cases, it's
great people, forgiving almost to a fault.
Although Sally has been able to use her clinical observations to enhance her suicide risk
assessment abilities over the years, she noted that learning about new factors related to
suicidality also causes her to worry about what she may have missed in her past work. For
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example, she stated that the potential for client impulsivity to strike at any moment causes her
anxiety. She expressed that she tries to reassure herself that her clients are likely safe, but that
she can never be completely certain about whether a client is actually safe.
Sally: I helped him in a moment in time and that's what I can stand on. I hope he's still
out there, but that's the fear too – what happens after. As a clinician, it has always in my
practice for as long as I’ve been a social worker, to look at the news, read the paper and
the local story… I’ll be looking at the names thinking, “Oh God, do I know that person?
Oh man, I do. I have a history with that person.” … I hope that it was a good interaction.
The Need for Clinician Comfort,
Willingness, and Flexibility
with Client Suicidality
Sally expressed how her academic and clinical training has impacted her risk assessment
approach over time. She indicated that she received minimal training on suicidality in her
graduate program, with most other raining occurring on the job. She stated that following
procedural manuals can be important, but that she also values flexibility in her approach and that
she learns best from watching other clinicians. Sally described that learning how to assess for
and intervene with suicidality has involved a “watch, learn, and then practice” approach. She
highlighted her belief that clinicians working with suicidality need training and a willingness to
confront clients’ suicidal concerns, sit with someone who is unhappy in their lives or with the
clinician, and give compassion and empathy to someone who is combative. She stated that fears
of liability and a lack of competence can cause discomfort for both the clinician and the client,
which is unhelpful and gets in the way of supporting the client through their suicidal crisis. Sally
shared how clinicians must manage their own personal reactions to provide hope for the client.
Sally: Clinicians should always look for the hope and for the hope for yourself in being a
therapist working with [suicidality]. No matter what your focus is, no matter what your
training is, or whether you think that you can say you don't work with suicidality or not –
it's going to show up… You're not immune from it because it's part of the human
condition. It’s okay to say you don't want to work with it, but it's still knowing that it
could come up at any moment… You don't have to be the one to treat it. It's hope for also
the client. Try to find that way to instill hope if possible or help them find it.
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Jay
Jay identifies as a Hispanic female in her mid-30s. She has a master’s degree in
counseling and holds licensure as a professional counselor in Colorado, where she currently
works in a group private practice setting. Her training also took place in Colorado, and she has
held her licensure for approximately seven years. She estimated having intervened with
approximately five clients experiencing suicidality but has never had any clients who either
attempted or died by suicide while under her care.
Jay shared openly about her experiences with working with client suicidality; however,
her answers were often brief and to the point. She appeared to approach her answers from a more
cognitive understanding, though she was able to express her emotions when prompted. She
appeared to feel at ease throughout our conversation, sitting back in her chair and taking her time
to answer each of the interview questions. At times, she became distracted by her child who she
was caring for during the interview, and she would need more time to fully answer the questions.
She appeared relaxed, sitting back comfortably throughout the interview. She smiled often,
spoke casually, and displayed a good sense of humor whenever her child would interrupt or
require her attention.
The psychological structure of Jay’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed over the next few pages. Based on her responses, her
descriptions were organized into the essential themes of (a) client hesitancy to disclose
suicidality; (b) the impacts of COVID-19 on working with suicidality; (c) the need for personal
and professional support; (d) clinicians’ emotional experiences of working with suicidality; and
(e) the importance of training and experience.
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Client Hesitancy to Disclose
Suicidality
Jay described her experiences of how and why clients tend to express hesitancy to
disclose their symptoms of suicidality. Although Jay shared that she believes that suicidality is a
common human experience that people do not need to be afraid of discussing, she nonetheless
finds that hesitancy around this topic is common. She stated that clients often fear discussing
their suicidality due to potential negative outcomes, such as hospitalization and a sense of losing
autonomy. Jay expressed finding that most people are aware that their disclosing suicidality can
lead to involuntary hospitalizations. She reported that the fear of hospitalization can cause
patients to rarely state outright that they feel unable to keep themselves safe from suicidal
behaviors. Jay shared that she also usually sees clients who are not imminently at a high risk for
suicide, but instead are in, “the thoughtful throes of it,” leading them to only allude to their
suicidality instead of clearly endorsing it. In response, Jay noted that she broaches the topic
directly with her clients. When determining how to best intervene, Jay described that she
considers, “What are they willing to do?” to help keep themselves safe. She expressed a desire to
avoid using interventions with which her clients have had prior negative experiences and instead,
tries to help them support themselves and collaborate to identify interventions.
Jay: When clients say those things [like] “I feel hopeless,” I identify it. But typically, it's
more that I’m seeing it in how they're describing things. That there's no point, or why
would they keep doing this. Typically, it's interwoven in how they talk about situations
and less, “I feel hopeless about life.” … That hopelessness indicates a lot for me when
I’m thinking about is this something that I need to take next steps in doing a safety plan
and doing anything more formal – making sure they have outside resources, like the
suicide hotline and access to an emergency room.
The Impacts of COVID-19 on
Working with Suicidality
Jay shared how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted her approach and her ability to
support her clients who express suicidality. She stated that she usually takes a solution-focused
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approach to increasing client safety through connecting them with community resources;
however, the COVID-19 pandemic has greatly hindered her ability to intervene due to limited
access to and availability of community resources and supportive relationships. She expressed
that her goal is to reduce hesitancy for clients with suicidality to access resources, to recognize
their cycle of isolation, and to take actions to break such a cycle. For some of her clients, Jay
described how the COVID-19 pandemic has made the experience of isolation unavoidable and
increasingly intense. She stated that she has had a new experience of needing to consider calling
emergency services to check on these clients solely due to the presence of severe social isolation
and the risk it poses to suicide risk. While she noted that she has researched alternative resources
for her clients in such situations, she has still found it generally difficult to address their social
isolation concerns.
Jay: Clients are fearful of if they fully tell me what's really going on that then they won't
have any control over being hospitalized or something like that… I checked in about
suicidal ideation and it took some prodding and some pulling information out over a
couple of sessions, but they finally disclosed that they were struggling with suicidal
ideation and that the isolation [from the COVID-19 pandemic] was really too intense for
them and they didn't know what they might do.
The Need for Personal and
Professional Support
Jay expressed how working with suicidal clients can be personally and professionally
impactful for her. She described that she uses supervision when working with suicidal clients,
especially when their risk level is high to obtain feedback on how to address clients’ hesitancy to
disclose their symptoms of suicidality, as well as to check in with someone about her own
personal reactions to ensure they are not impeding her clinical work. In terms of her personal
reactions, Jay explained that every time she treats client suicidality, she experiences the same
types of emotions and thoughts. She shared that she experiences pressure to be intentional and
diligent about feeling responsible for protecting her clients. Jay expressed that her fear of losing
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a client to suicide also causes her to think that she is unprepared to help them. Although she has
had some training in suicide risk assessment in the past, she stated that she does not consider
herself an expert, so she is cautious and usually does not seek out working with suicidal clients.
Jay: I had training [in] formal assessments with clients, but it was minimal- “Make sure
you read through this and then if it's this number on the scale, that's when you go to the
next level of intervention.”
With more acutely suicidal clients, Jay indicated that she immediately seeks out extra
support from peers and supervisors and is certain to closely monitor her own personal reactions
as a signal of how high the level of risk is. For instance, she specifically noted that she often will
experience a physical twitch in her eye as a sign of her anxious reaction to a client’s high level of
risk. She also highlighted that when she notices herself thinking about a client outside of work
hours or becoming frustrated with a client who is hesitant in the assessment process are also
signs that she is uncomfortable with the client’s high-risk level for suicide. She explained that
she consults with a past supervisor in these instances to double-check that she is fully addressing
the client’s needs and fully addressing their risk factors for suicide.
Clinicians’ Emotional Experiences
of Working with Suicidality
Jay shared how working with suicidal clients can impact clinicians’ emotions and
boundaries in both their personal and professional lives. She noted that, when a client expresses
suicidality, she often feels drawn to lower her boundaries and connect with such clients more
deeply. However, she described that lowering her boundaries then leads her to increasingly
worry about her clients, often outside of work. She expressed that it feels difficult to uphold her
personal boundaries when her clients are directly asking her for more support. Conversely, Jay
shared that when resources are limited and clients are hesitant to take steps toward formulating a
safety plan, she then feels frustrated with having to struggle to increase her clients’ safety.
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Although she notes that this is not a common experience for her, when it happens it causes a
great deal of pressure for her to focus more thoroughly on safety planning. When a client avoids
discussing their suicidality, Jay expressed feeling concerned and needing to remind herself to be
more aware of her personal reactions. She stated that sometimes her stress and sense of
responsibility can positively impact her approach by ensuring she is being diligent and creative.
However, she established that her anxiety more commonly can cause negative impacts, such as
focusing too much on finding solutions for the client.
Jay: My frustration certainly influenced at times my choice in what I was suggesting, and
then I would have to rein that in. They're frustrated too. How do I pull back from this so
that this is their process, not my process? Then I would encourage myself to let this be
their session. This is not just about risk assessment. I also had my rapport to maintain and
their buy-in to maintain.
Jay stated that, as compared to when she began her career, her fear levels about losing a
client to suicide have reduced. Yet she expressed that, in some ways, working with suicidal
clients feels even scarier now because of the intense amount of responsibility she feels she has to
reduce her clients’ symptoms of suicidality. Jay highlighted that she still wants to approach client
suicidality in a smoother and less anxious or pressured manner. When she is providing therapy
with her established ongoing clients, she explained that she does not put this kind of pressure on
herself to do things any certain way; she can just focus on connecting with the client. She shared
that her worries about client safety cause her to feel less authentic and more cautious.
Jay: When suicidal ideation comes up in this true sense, I feel myself switching from
super-empathetic to, “Let's get down to business. This is not an area that I can [mess] up
in. I need to be on my game, do this the right way.”
Once the risk assessment and intervention processes are complete, Jay described how she
then makes room for herself to feel relief. She can then see the ways that her interventions were
effective and express to her clients her pride in them for working so hard to increase their safety.
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Regardless, Jay repeated that she remains on guard about suicide risk levels of her clients even
after she intervenes, being cautious to not assume that their risk will stay low in the future.
Jay: I felt my anxiety decrease a lot, as is typical. Thoughts geared toward now they're
presenting like a sunshine and roses kind of presentation. Making sure I stayed on top of
checking in regularly about suicidal ideation and not letting this fall off the radar because
they're now feeling better today.
The Importance of Training
and Experience
Jay explained how training and experience are necessary for clinicians to work
effectively and comfortably with client suicidality. She stated that she first was exposed to the
idea of suicide risk assessments as an undergraduate student and that she then received such
formal training in her graduate program. She described that suicide treatment was mentioned to
varying degrees across the many graduate courses she took. She indicated that she was taught
repeatedly to engage in a process of looking at one’s means, intent, and plan and then to decide
whether to hospitalize.
Jay: It was more that, “Go over these three things and if they have these things, then you
call 911 or you get them to the hospital.” It was way less focused on the informal. How
do I explore this with a client? How do I help them through the gravity of these feelings?
It was, “Document the hell out of it and hand them off to somebody who can be more
helpful in protecting them in that moment.” That’s how it felt to me.
Since working in the field, Jay stated that she has gone to many trainings on suicide risk
assessment and intervention strategies and finds that they have enhanced her ability to process
and to treat more chronic suicidality, which was not addressed at all in her graduate school
training. Her formal suicide risk assessment training primarily focused on scoring measures and
following steps to determine the level of intervention needed. However, she highlighted that it
did not prepare her for all aspects of working with client suicidality, such as what clients may
experience on a 72-hour hold. She learned from her clients that involuntary hospitalization can
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be, “cold, unhelpful, and scary,” but she remains uncertain about what the process is to initiate
hospitalizing a client.
Jay: I wish I had more access to that information. I vaguely know I can help with that
process by being in touch with the hospital. My license can be the one that allows for a
hold, but I’ve never had to do that, so I don’t fully understand the process. I’m imagining
the hospital would guide me. If that's not true, then I wouldn't be as helpful…
Jay shared that each time she works with a suicidal client, she adds to or alters her
screening and assessment process to include new aspects of risk based on her experiences.
Earlier in her career, she noted receiving feedback from her clients that her use of formal
assessments felt cold and incongruent with her typical therapeutic style. She stated that in
response she changed her approach and stopped using formal risk assessment measures, but that
this left her feeling unsure about how to ask the right kinds of risk assessment questions. She
described how she now is more specific and direct while also remaining informal in her
approach.
Leo
Leo identifies as a White male in his late 30s. He has a master’s degree in clinical mental
health counseling and a Ph.D. in Counselor Education and Supervision (CES). He holds
licensure as a professional counselor and as a marriage and family therapist in Arkansas. His
graduate training also took place in Arkansas, and he has held his licenses for approximately 10
years. He has worked in multiple outpatient mental health clinics. At the time of the interview,
he was working in a college counseling center as a supervisor and educator while also
maintaining his own private practice. He estimated having intervened with approximately eight
clients who he considered to be acutely suicidal and in need of extensive risk assessments and
interventions; he denied having any clients who attempted or died by suicide while under his
care.
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Leo provided very brief answers to the interview questions, and often detailed his more
external processes of what steps and actions he took in response to his clients’ disclosures of
suicidality. Although he shared some of his personal reactions to working with suicidal patients,
he required more prompting to do so. Leo also focused often on his experiences as a supervisor
and how these have impacted his experiences of his clinical work with suicidality. He expressed
great confidence in his abilities to work effectively with suicidal clients throughout the interview
and appeared pleased to be able to share what he has learned throughout his career. Leo spoke in
a very professional manner and appeared to consider his responses carefully before and while
speaking. He would glance around while answering questions, which appeared to be more of an
indication of him being thoughtful. He also expressed a good sense of humor and would laugh
gently when discussing some of the unusual clinical experiences he has had.
The psychological structure of Leo’s experiences with conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions are detailed over the next few pages. Based on his responses, his
descriptions were organized into the essential themes of (a) common observations of clients who
express suicidality; (b) sources of clinician stress and uncertainty; (c) distinguishing treating
suicidality from other clinical work; and (d) sources of essential knowledge of suicidality for
clinicians.
Common Observations of Clients
Who Express Suicidality
Leo described how, across his career, he has come to observe that his clients typically
express and experience suicidality in common ways. He shared that he sees embarrassment as a
common feeling for suicidal clients, which causes them to hesitate, become uncomfortable, or
experience shame with discussing their suicidality. Leo also stated that he has noticed a tendency
for his clients to express suicide plans that are concrete and specific, such as “I'd run my car off
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the road, I'd cause a wreck, or I'd shoot myself,” rather than more vague plans such as, “I’ll just
take too much medicine.” He highlighted that his clients’ plans for suicide also have been often
related to those that Leo has seen to be more commonly discussed in the media, such as shooting
oneself or overdosing. Leo further stated that it is rare to see a client with intense thoughts of
suicide paired with an intense desire to not die, as to him these seemed to be opposing.
Leo: I think maybe just the juxtaposition or paradox of the intense thoughts that [this
client] had and the intense desire not to do it and just how those were polar opposites, but
both were very intense. Normally, it's more intense on the – “I have these thoughts. I
might want to do it, but I'm not really sure why I don't.”
Leo indicated that he has seen his clients’ suicidality stem from many causes including
family concerns, financial struggles, or a fear of failure. He recalled that he may be alerted to the
presence of suicidality in many ways, including (a) clients seeking therapy specifically for
suicidality, (b) him asking his clients about their experiences of suicidality directly in session, or
(c) his supervisees uncovering suicidality while working with their own clients. He indicated
that, in general, there is no single cause or expression of suicidality as each client is unique.
Sources of Clinician Stress and Uncertainty
Leo indicated that there are times in which he feels uncertain working with suicidal
clients, which for him can be caused of exacerbated by different factors. For example, he
described that following a clinic’s policy causes him to feel more pressure from having to be
concerned that his interventions are following procedures appropriately. In his private practice,
Leo explained that he does not use any forms to guide his suicide risk assessments, but instead he
just takes notes afterward about what assessments and interventions he conducted. He indicated
that he has memorized the model for these procedures, so he feels confident that he will be
thorough enough. He noted that some clinicians seem to be comforted by structure and policy,
but that he finds following someone else’s plan to be more stressful.
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Leo: [With policies,] I need to make sure that I do all these steps right for what I'm
supposed to be doing. I still teach, but also see clients in a private practice where I’m
more in charge. I can decide what I want to do and don't have to follow all these to make
sure I do what I need to. That was my first thought – I need to go get this [document],
need to get the copy, need to make sure I have all these papers that I'm supposed to have.
Leo indicated that, when he is in a supervisory role stepping in to help his students, he
assesses for and intervenes with suicidality in the same way that he does when working with his
own clients. However, he went on to say that he does have to rely on following the steps of a
suicide assessment model when he lacks the client history needed to connect his supervisee’s
client’s suicide risk to other themes from their clinical work. He stated that he finds conducting
suicide risk assessments in front of supervisees to be more stressful, thinking “I need to make
sure that I demonstrate this correctly because I have a student sitting in here watching me. I
know they're going to do this in the future.” He described that once he determines what
interventions are necessary and that the immediate crisis had been addressed, he then turns the
client’s care back over to his supervisee and must trust that they are following up thoroughly.
Leo: The only thing that was different is when I go in and assess [as a supervisor] – I
watched their sessions, but I don't do [the] session. So, I don't have this great sense of
where I can pull in. Like, “Remember when we talked about this? This time it seems like
it's connected to that.” It's more like just doing the model, going through the steps.
Leo stated that his feelings of uncertainty about working with suicidal clients are also
related to the unknowns of where a suicide risk assessment may lead and whether he is making
the right clinical choices. He indicated that at times he feels unnerved and uncertain that he is
gathering the right information and not missing something so that he can best help the client. He
highlighted that he feels the pressure of responsibility for determining what interventions might
need to happen to keep a client safe. Leo described his fear around sending a client into inpatient
treatment, despite this being a rare event, as he does not often consider it to be a good outcome
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for a client. However, he clarified that hospitalizing clients can at times offer himself relief from
worrying about their safety outside of sessions.
Leo: I’m always having a lingering question of where's this going to end? What's going
to happen? It's opening Pandora. I don't know if this is going to end with an inpatient or if
this is going to end in a place that's good. So, there's always this big unknown thing for
myself.
Leo indicated that he typically feels calm and confident when assessing for and
intervening with suicidality as he has gotten more confident in this process over time in his
career; however, he feels more uncertain when a client’s risk or distress level is higher than he
expected. He described that even after successfully intervening with client suicidality, he always
feels some unease around their ability to stay safe long term. He stated that, at times, he may
even dwell on the case afterward and think back through it to see whether he might have missed
anything. Conversely, when he feels fully confident about a disposition, he may not ever think
about that experience again.
Leo highlighted some of the specific impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on his working
with client suicidality. Despite primarily only causing him logistical challenges, he did disclose
that wearing masks sometimes causes him to feel more uncertainty about a client’s safety since
he then is missing some nonverbal facial expression information that he otherwise usually uses to
inform his risk assessments. Leo also considered that he might not have as full of an emotional
connection with some clients because they are wearing masks during treatment. However, he
expressed feeling grateful that this limitation is specific to only some settings in his work area
that require masks due to limited session room space and requirements of social distancing.
Leo: [Wearing masks] may have increased uncertainty a little bit. I've never really
thought about it until now, but it may have messed with that uncertainty a little bit
because I can't see a full facial expression and I can't get the full sense of… what the
emotional connection with some of this is.
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Distinguishing Treating Suicidality
from Other Clinical Work
Leo expressed his realization that he does not have time to do suicide risk assessments
within the context of a clinically focused session. Specifically, he described that when he
conducts a risk assessment, he must move away from the clinical work and instead focus solely
on addressing that client’s level of suicide risk. He indicated that shifting the content of the
session to focus solely on the client’s suicide risk helps him to better manage his time and
prevent himself from ending the session with any lingering uncertainty about the client’s risk
level. Leo stated that, in order to accomplish this switch from clinical work to assessing for
suicide risk, he experiences both an internal and an external shift. More specifically, he detailed
that he goes from focusing on responding empathically to the client’s internal and emotional
experiences to working more as an assessor or investigator, gathering information through asking
questions. Leo highlighted that he makes this transition as soon as a client discloses potentially
suicidality, but that he can shift back into a typical clinical mindset if he determines that their
suicidality is not an imminent concern.
Leo: I usually work more from an existential, kind of non-directive kind of counseling.
So, it's more like I get in their world and then when it becomes a suicide assessment, it's
like I get out of their world. And now I'm not in their world being empathic and
connecting with them; I'm outside their world as an assessor gathering information… I'm
trying to gather their experience, but not from being empathic and feeling with them. I'm
trying to get their experience by gathering information and asking questions.
Sources of Essential Knowledge of
Suicidality for Clinicians
Leo shared how his limited prior training in suicide risk assessment and intervention did
not prepare him enough for working with such crises, but that he was able to overcome this over
time through learning from his own direct clinical experiences. He noted that he did not have a
crisis-focused course in his clinical training, but that he did have an internship early on in his
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training within an inpatient crisis unit where he learned how to assess risk through a “trial by
fire” approach. Nevertheless, Leo established that his clinical training did not fully prepare him
to work with suicidality, but that it did give him an initial awareness of the necessity of further
such preparation, which he later found in the field.
Leo: We didn't have a crisis class and I'm trying to think where that would fit in… it was
kind of sprinkled in, in different classes… But then my internship was on an inpatient
crisis unit, so I did a lot of learning trial by fire kind of thing… so I got some good
experience that way too. And then the rest of it's been through trainings. I've done safe
talk in general, and then I've done this other assessment training… I don't know that it
fully prepared me. I think it gave me at least an awareness of, “Hey, this is out there and
you're going to have to deal with it.” I think the real experience came with actually doing
it because we didn't have a class focused in crisis at the time.
Leo further shared his beliefs about how clinicians should approach suicide risk
assessments with their clients. He shared that they need to keep calm and not become panicked
or nervous so that they can remain focused and take an organized approach to the risk
assessment. He also stated that he learned from experience about the importance of knowing how
to access different intervention and referral options to better support these clients. Finally, Leo
concluded that in his experience anyone can assess and treat suicidality if they have some
training in doing so. However, he identified finding that it is essential that clinicians at all levels
understand the research behind factors related to suicidality. He shared that he learned these
factors himself from experience and independently studying it.
Cross-Case Analysis
A cross-case analysis was conducted to determine whether there were commonalities
across the participants’ responses that could describe a more general structure of the
psychological phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. This
analysis yielded (a) shared descriptions of the participants’ experiences of engaging in this study,
(b) shared descriptions of the content and structures of commonly used suicide risk assessment
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and intervention procedures, (c) seven main themes of their experiences with conducting suicide
risk assessments and interventions, and (d) several additional subthemes for each theme.
Participant Experiences
of this Study
To begin, the inclusion of participant descriptions regarding their experiences with the
interview are not necessarily directly related to the phenomenon of study; however, they do
provide essential insight into these participants’ reactions to engaging in the interview, which
may have impacted what they shared. Throughout their interviews, each participant was asked to
think of a client or clients with whom they worked who had expressed suicide risk, which was
intended to help them to more richly recall their experiences with the phenomenon at hand. It is
important to note that while details about their clients were not included as a part of the
phenomenon, all participants referred to cases that were highly unique, complex, and
emotionally salient to them, which likely set the stage for how they later characterized their more
typical experiences with the phenomenon at hand.
Across the participants, a commonly stated motivation to participate in this study was due
to their interest in the topic area, their belief in the importance of discussing suicidality, their
hope that such research would contribute to the body of knowledge about suicide, and their
desire to offer support to this researcher. However, the participants differed in their levels of
expertise in this area, with some expressing having high levels of expertise, and others noting
that working with client suicidality was an under-developed part of their skillset. Many also
shared that their experience in working with suicidality across different clinical settings allowed
them to feel that they might have a more unique perspective to offer to this study. In general, all
participants expressed wanting to discuss client suicidality due to their feeling passionate about
the topic in some way.
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Samuel: My motivation to participate is multifaceted, but it's been my experience and
experience of those that I have trained with… that nationally there's a shortage of
academic and professional training when it comes to suicide prevention, risk assessment,
and intervention. So that lack of academic and professional standards led me to want to
participate in a meaningful way.
Sally: At the point that I’m at in my career now… it's where my inspiration is if I can
raise awareness, dispel stigma, and realize the experience of suicidality and how to best
treat it.
Upon completing their interview, many participants expressed having learned something
new about themselves or their risk assessment approach. For some, such as Dee and Jay, the
interview elicited emotional responses, such as tearfulness or anxiety, which they found to be
similar to some of the emotions that they felt when actually working with the clients that they
discussed with me.
Dee: Discussing my experiences reminded me why I’m not [treating suicidal clients] as
much anymore. Like with trauma, there's just been a fuzziness… This year I was hoping
to recover from that experience [of working with suicidality]. And then of course, the
pandemic hit. I’m dealing with my own trauma coming up, but it's making me realize
how I haven't processed it.
The Content and Structure of
Suicide Risk Assessments
Although it was not a part of the participants’ descriptions of their experiences of the
phenomenon at hand, they each shared their practical procedures for conducting suicide risk
assessments. While these details were not captured as shared themes, they help to illustrate the
actual clinical work that the participants engage in when assessing for their clients’ suicide risk.
Below, these are broken down into the factors that the participants indicated they address during
suicide risk assessments and the content of the suicide risk assessments they are conducting.
Important Factors to Address
in Suicide Risk Assessments
Each of the participants shared the main factors related to suicidality that they believe are
important to address when conducting suicide risk assessments, including both protective and
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risk factors. Some of the most common protective factors that they identified included having
future plans, having a sense of responsibility to someone or something in their lives, or having a
willingness to include supportive others in their treatment and safety planning. At times, the
participants also expressed that exploring their clients’ social supports during the safety planning
process helped themselves to feel less concerned about their clients’ safety and their own
liability.
Sally: …I have an awareness of what are the resources and the support systems who
could be one person that I could somehow utilize in the person's support network or their
bubble to just be a support. It might not be a significant connection and it might not be
the most favorite person, but it's going to be somebody. Trying to include that not only in
the record… But also, just to say there's somebody out there.
Jay: I’d say true risk is a client who is actually struggling with finding meaning in their
life, doesn't feel connected. Doesn't have any hope.
Many participants also noted religion or spirituality to be protective against suicide risk
due to the potential creation of beliefs against suicide and the likely presence of a supportive
community. About half of the participants also shared how different coping skills could serve as
buffers to suicide risk. Many of the participants also shared that how their responses to their
clients could become a protective factor by demonstrating their openness to discussing
suicidality.
Jay: I want to express my openness to discussing it with clients so they can speak freely,
feel relief, and know that they have someone they can discuss their SI with.
The participants noted several areas in which a client’s co-occurring symptoms and
disorders also could increase their risk for suicide. Such concerns included (a) increased
substance use, (b) access to excess medication that could be used in a suicide plan, (c) limited
access to needed mental health medications, (d) negative side effects from prescriptions, (e)
increased depression, (f) a history of trauma, (g) having an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
diagnosis, (h) increased symptoms of psychosis, and (i) experiences of dissociation. Many of
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these risk factors were identified by the participants independently and over time through their
clinical work in various settings.
Dee: And you know when you're in it. You think, “Okay, now I know what I have to ask
about.” I always ask about psychotic features now because people don't tend to, but
they're so common.
Sally: Commonly, I see untreated mental health. In the young adult population, I’m
seeing now a bit of dissociation, significant depression. Possibly with the university that I
work at. I work at a [type of school] that sees a lot of students that come in because
they're high achieving, very smart, but they might also be on the autism spectrum, either
diagnosed or undiagnosed. I’m starting to find out about a lot of family trauma and
history of trauma. That can exacerbate this questioning of their capability. They're
overwhelmed, stressed, and they lack the coping skills. They don't know how to
communicate about what's going on for them.
The Core Content Areas of Suicide
Risk Assessments
All participants identified that they often try to broach the topic of suicidality with their
clients before covering the core areas of suicide risk assessments (e.g., suicidal ideation, plan,
means, and intent). Some shared how they have improved their approaches by adding nuances to
their suicide risk assessment approaches based on client contextual factors and individual needs,
such as them exploring their clients’ level of desire to die, capability of killing themselves,
access to means, warning signs and triggers for suicide risk, preparatory actions for suicide, and
severity of suicidality symptoms. The participants generally also identified wanting to determine
the timeline of risk for their clients, which they captured in terms of the immediacy of their intent
for suicide or their level of impulsivity to act on their suicidal ideation with or without a plan to
kill themselves. Some highlighted that clients who wish to die to escape intense emotions or pain
may be at a high risk for suicide. Pam discussed her experiences of assessing for the timeline of
risk with her clients.
Pam: I think just reflecting on all of the specifics of [my client’s suicide attempt] being
impulsive… of it happening a few days ago, and the seriousness of it. It wasn't just, “I
just want to go to bed and not wake up, or I took like an extra pill.” The fact that it
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seemed to be a plan that was impulsive, but pretty thought out. All of those combined felt
more like a risk.
On the whole, the participants described that they look to differentiate several factors as
they assess for suicide risk level of suicidality with their clients. First, shared that they want to
distinguish suicidal ideation from suicide intent, as intent indicates a higher risk for suicide. They
stated that they also typically gather additional assessment data by communicating and
collaborating with care coordination teams or with other providers who work with a particular
client. The participants shared some ways in which they approached this aspect of treatment.
Emily: Care coordination was really helpful. I encouraged [my client] to talk with his
primary care doctor about the antidepressants he was on, to talk to them about the doses
or how he was feeling. He had expressed, “I feel way different now that I'm on these.”
So, I really encouraged him. And then I got [a release of information] to talk with the
doctor, “Hey, did he talk to you about these things?”
Dee: I kept consulting. Luckily, [the client was] in a DBT group at the same group
practice. I was consulting with the person who was in charge of the DBT group
constantly. That was really helpful. We were agreeing- this person's acuity is too high.
But we kept wanting to give this person another chance- well, this does seem to be
helping. That was the collaboration right there.
In terms of their overall approach to conducting suicide risk assessments, most
participants valued taking an informal, relational approach to suicide risk assessments; all of
them also specifically utilized their existing rapport, or developed new rapport, with their clients
during the suicide risk assessment process to enhance their buy-in.
Sally: Most, even though they have ideation, they might even have a plan, they might
even have some intent. Building that rapport with them can do a lot to just get them to
say they’ll try some sessions. Even sometimes that they’ll go to the hospital… When you
have somebody it's really just trying to build rapport. “What can we do? How can I help
you?” “Checking” myself. The thing that I might change from my experiences is just how
much do I listen, how much I reflect back to them.
Jay: There's a lot of pressure to do it right. Maybe it's positive pressure that it makes me
make sure I go through all the steps of an informal assessment, potentially a formal
assessment if it got to that point.
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Several participants also mentioned incorporating evidence-based practices into their
suicide risk assessment approaches, including CBT, DBT, or other similar theories. All of the
participants had a background in using structured risk assessments and safety plans, either by
choice or as a standard protocol at a site; however, the participants’ opinions varied more on
their reactions to using such formal assessments and about the ways in which they feel most
comfortable assessing for suicide risk.
Pam: In my assessment process, normally I would use measures… I used the Columbia
[Suicide Severity Rating Scale] suicide risk assessment. I didn’t use it line by line, but I
did use that.
Samuel: [My supervisor] really helped to provide that the ability to capture the lived
experience and support people from that humanistic standpoint is more important versus,
“We have limited research, and our research says we should do this.” Like, we should not
do the Columbia and [my supervisor] advocated against the Columbia.
Dee: With my clients, it's more of a talk through safety planning- less formal. I still do
formal ones with current clients, but not as frequently.
Sally: I have used [the Collaborative Assessment & Management of Suicidality (CAMS)]
model with a few others in similar situations. It's very effective. It raises the awareness.
I’m a big believer in the CAMS – the evaluation at least. I do not usually need something
as measured and stringent [as the CAMS]… Most times it'll work out that way, but the
CAMS is what I pull out when I think I can't budge this person.
Danielle: I do evidence-based treatments, so I typically do screeners or something like an
[Outcome Questionnaire 45 (OQ-45)] unless there's something internal to the agency or
the clinic. I always use screeners and watch that go up and down. I know I can't always
just use screeners cause people don't necessarily feel comfortable talking about it… I do a
safety plan. I have a standard – it's Brown and [Stanley]. It's a standard one that comes
out of literature. It’s the six-step safety plan. I have those in person on a file on the wall. I
could pull out everything that I needed right now, they're digital… I need some kind of
document, some kind of safety plan that I’m working on. Something in front of me to
make sure that I’m hitting all the pieces.
Leo: Using the Columbia was unique to this case because of the clinic that I was in.
That's the policy to use that. Normally I would do the same thing as a Columbia, but in
my head not on a paper. I would hit on all the same places, just not as structured… These
are the things that I’m going to hit and it's not robotic- that's not a good word. But it's
confidence in that I know what I’m doing. I know how to do this. I don't have to follow
someone else's plan of I should do this. I follow my plan.
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Despite feeling more drawn to informal approaches, some participants highlighted the
need to remain open to switching from a more informal suicide risk assessment approach to a
more formal assessment in certain circumstances (e.g., assessing for acute vs. chronic suicidality,
following a suicide attempt, during a first contact with a suicidal client, or when wanting to
screen ahead of time for client appropriateness for treatment). They indicated that this was
necessary often to ensure that they were accurately tracking levels of suicide risk across time and
seeing reduced suicide risk following interventions aimed at enhancing safety.
Mary: It was not an intense situation, so I actually did not see a ton of risk when I would
do regular informal assessments and I didn't see a ton of risk prior to their attempt. But
after the attempt, I shifted to identify the presence and level of risk… [My risk
assessment approach] is more of an automatic process as opposed to an intentional effort.
I can do things that I’m not even sure I’m doing until afterwards. Assessing the
suicidality – it's extremely important, but it's also much more woven in so that I can say
afterward, “Yes, I did that.” But it's much less formal – unless it needs to be formal.
Jay: [Seeing a client who was in need of a higher level of care for their suicide risk]
made me more diligent about the screening process upfront. [Treating suicidality] is not
an area that I feel like an expert in, and this client was unwilling to work with another
provider at that point. I felt a little bit stuck. I definitely have increased that [screening
process] in general since this particular client.
Clinician Approaches to Suicide
Risk Interventions
Just as the participants commented on their suicide risk assessment processes, they also
outlined their typical approaches to intervening with suicidality. Although this again was not a
part of their descriptions of their personal experiences of the phenomenon at hand and thus are
not necessarily shared themes, it helps to demonstrate the actions and choices they face in their
clinical work. Below, these are broken down into the suicide intervention options they have to
consider in their work, as well as the approach they take to increasing the safety of their clients.
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Making Intervention Decisions
The participants shared their considerations for how to best intervene with suicidal
clients. Typically, the first intervention that any participant considered was whether to refer their
clients out to another provider, to a higher level of care, or to initiate involuntary hospitalization
procedures. Although several participants expressed having never had to initiate involuntary
hospitalization thus far, they widely expressed fear and worry at the prospect of having to do so.
The participants generally endorsed the need to secure a release of information (ROI) whenever
possible as a part of their suicide risk intervention processes in order to communicate with their
clients’ physicians to address any underlying medication and other health concerns that may
contribute to suicide risk concerns. Most participants also indicated that a part of their
preparations for intervening with client suicidality involves touring crisis centers, researching
local resources, and connecting with other providers to secure “warm handoffs.”
Leo: The Director over [at the voluntary crisis center] was my internship supervisor. She
comes and talks to my crisis class every year about what the crisis center is or what they
do. I’ve been there and toured it. I felt more relieved knowing if there is a client and they
don't need complete inpatient or an involuntary thing, that they can leave.
Danielle: When the person gets to the crisis unit, they will be greeted by name and say,
“Danielle called to let me know what's going on,” so they get that warm hand off piece…
If I do have to do something like switch a provider or go to a crisis unit, I try hard to be
present and to do a warm hand off for those things, as the person gets continuity of care.
Utilizing Safety Plans
Although all participants stated that they use some version of a safety plan regularly, they
varied on the type they prefer. Similar to their approaches to suicide risk assessments, some
participants acknowledged using formalized safety plans, while others identified doing informal
written or verbal safety plans. Most shared a belief in the importance of educating clients during
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the intervention process to help them better understand their own risk factors for suicide. Mary,
for one, indicated that she even educates her clients on suicide theories.
Mary: [My understanding of suicidality] is grounded in the stages of development,
Erikson, and even the hierarchy of needs. All of those basic theories are there. Sometimes
I even do some psychoeducation about those things to teenagers and young adults.
To address their clients’ needs for social support, which is often a large component of the
safety planning process, the participants indicated that they tend to work with their clients to
involve a family member or another trusted person in their treatment. Sometimes the goal is
simply to have someone else also monitor the client for increasing suicide risk, or to have them
be present as a deterrent to a client’s suicidal behaviors.
Emily: I also look at social supports. Do they have a job? Do they have friends, family?
Do they live alone? Who do they live with? Pets is a big one too, pets are family. I can't
judge and 100% believe in that. If I have someone who only has a dog, I want to make
sure if that dog dies, that they have some other support kind of going on too.
Shared Themes Among
Participants
The following section includes the themes and subthemes revealed by the cross-case
analysis of the data obtained in this study. The descriptions provided help to illustrate the essence
of the phenomenon that was shared across these participants, which may provide a more
objective understanding of the phenomenon at hand. They are also intended to answer the
research questions of the current study regarding the descriptions of the internal and external
experiences of clinicians conducting both suicide risk assessments and interventions. The main
themes were: (a) belief in the benefits of viewing suicidality through a systemic lens, (b)
concerns over the accuracy of client disclosures of suicidality, (c) the role of fear in clinical
decision-making with client suicide risk, (d) the emotional and personal impacts of treating
suicide risk, (e) the impact of training and experience in treating client suicidality, (f) the
negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on treating client suicidality, and (g) essential
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sources of support for clinicians treating suicidal clients. Each of these themes are presented
below along with their subthemes (see Table 2).
Table 2
Summary of Themes
Main Theme
Theme 1: Belief in the Benefits of Viewing Suicidality
Through a Systemic Lens

Subthemes
Subtheme 1: Noticing
Inconsistent Care Across Settings
Subtheme 2: The Necessity of
Having a Philosophical
Understanding of Suicidality

Theme 2: Concerns Over the Accuracy of Client
Disclosures of Suicidality

Subtheme 1: Managing Client
Hesitancy to Disclose Suicidality

Theme 3: The Role of Fear in Clinical Decision-Making
with Client Suicide Risk

Subtheme 1: A Fear of Liability
Subtheme 2: When Laws and
Policy Limit Suicide Risk
Interventions

Theme 4: The Emotional and Personal Impacts of Treating Subtheme 1: The Impact of SelfDoubt on Effectively Treating
Suicide Risk
Client Suicidality
Subtheme 2: Fear and Anxiety as
the Primary Emotions of
Clinicians Working with
Suicidality
Theme 5: The Impact of Training and Experience in
Treating Client Suicidality

Subtheme 1: Struggles with
Seeking Out Additional Training
for Treating Suicidality
Subtheme 2: Adapting
Approaches from Experiential
Learning for Treating Suicidality

Theme 6: The Negative Effects of the COVID-19
Pandemic on Treating Client Suicidality

No Subthemes

Theme 7: Essential Sources of Support for Clinicians
Treating Suicidal Clients

No Subthemes
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Theme 1: Belief in the Benefits of
Viewing Suicidality Through
a Systemic Lens
All of the participants described the utility of taking a systemic view of and approach to
client suicidality during their suicide risk assessment and intervention processes. Most
participants shared their belief that social connection is a potential buffer against suicide. They
stated that societal pressure, their clients’ involvement in stressful systems, and systemic barriers
are important risk factors that can exacerbate or even cause suicidality. Several participants
pointed specifically to financial and transportation barriers as major impediments and
complications to care. Most of the participants went on to say that it is their responsibility as
clinicians to assist their suicidal clients to overcome such barriers to care in order to enhance
their safety. To address these concerns, the participants shared that they often must identify
systemic factors impeding care and safety and then take steps to help reduce such barriers.
Sally: From the agency standpoint, there was a bit of restriction around not doing
[involuntary hospitalizations] because then [the clients will] never return, they'll get mad
at us. Then they won't come back and pay for the services there. That was where there
had to be a lot of resourcing of the family saying we've got to keep this person safe.
Which was good because I had to have releases of information and did have collaborative
care there. It doesn't mean it always worked out well, but at least that's a protective factor
if you can include the family a support mechanism there- support people in the person's
experience, whether it's treatment or counseling. You're providing that extra service, that
extra buoyancy.
Theme 1, Subtheme 1: Noticing
Inconsistent Care
Across Settings
Within the notion of taking a more systemic approach with treating client suicidality, the
participants often identified many of the challenges they faced due to inconsistencies in client
care across settings in terms of the quantity and quality of resources available. For example,
Samuel highlighted how the limited suicidality training among physicians in hospital and
emergency room settings often results in clients experiencing unpredictable care when in crisis.
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Substance use settings were also indicated by some of the participants as causing clinicians to
have a sort of tunnel vision around treating only substance use concerns and thus neglecting to
fully address other types of safety concerns, such as suicidality. Similarly, several participants
further identified discovering that correctional settings have limited flexibility and supports for
clients, sometimes to the point of becoming punitive toward suicidality and leading the
participants to feel pressured that they must make up for their clients’ past invalidating
experiences.
Sally: [The Department of Corrections] was the only place that there wasn't a whole lot
of flexibility. They had a one-way ticket which was to incarcerate, revoke parole or
probation. A parole or probation officer or an officer of any type is going to show up at
your house. And you're going back to jail or to prison.
Danielle: Also, people in [correctional] settings don't have access to things like the
National Suicide Hotline and private means of talking about these things outside of
mental health. But if it's a facility that doesn't have 24-hour mental health, then they have
to deal with whichever correctional officer is on overnight. If they wake up at 2:30 in the
morning and really want to kill themselves, there's nobody to talk to except the officer
that's on duty.
In response to the existence of some less effective and helpful treatment approaches and
settings for suicidality, the clinicians shared how they have had to adapt their knowledge and
skills to the setting in which they were working in. For some, this involved learning to shift their
suicide risk assessment focus toward the types of suicide risk factors that were more prevalent in
different settings. Additionally, they shared needing to develop knowledge that was more setting
specific, such as how to conduct hospitalizations when in an outpatient setting and how to
conduct risk assessments and use interventions via telehealth. In general, the participants
expressed that the inconsistencies in suicidality treatment approaches across settings resulted in
more pressure being placed on them to adapt to both the needs of their clients and the
requirements and limitations of their clinical settings.
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Theme 1, Subtheme 2: The Necessity
of Having a Philosophical
Understanding
of Suicidality
For some participants, a subtheme emerged around how to better understand the systemic
and individual phenomenon of suicidality from a more philosophical perspective. Those who
spoke to this indicated that suicidality is an understandable and valid human experience, one that
clinicians and society should be less afraid to discuss. By taking a philosophical perspective, the
participants described feeling comfortable by an enhanced ability to more easily discuss
suicidality and anticipate the needs of their clients. Samuel and Sally captured their personal
philosophical understandings by describing suicidality as a natural reaction to the human
experience.
Samuel: …All [that] life is is moving towards – thriving through surviving. That is the
purpose of life. And in defiance against – that’s empowering. You're taking a position of
power in [killing yourself]. So that has to be honored. That the incongruency and that
perspective is because you feel disempowered. So how do we allow you to reclaim your
power and your position? Your station, your sense of belonging, meaning?
Sally: [Suicidality] does not discriminate based on any of the things we could
discriminate with. The suicidality, ideation, the contemplation of being a sentient being.
The human condition is that we will contemplate our demise – in all age groups. I’ve
seen that either under the influence or not, when things are good, when things are not…
Nobody is [immune to suicidal thoughts] at the end. And it doesn't just correlate with
being diagnosed as depressed. You do not need to come along with a DSM diagnosis. I
have seen healthy, thriving people that you wouldn't necessarily start checking off the
symptoms for a psychiatric issue. They contemplate their demise.
Theme 2: Concerns Over the
Accuracy of Client
Disclosures of
Suicidality
All of the participants in this study discussed worrying about whether their clients’
disclosures or denials of suicidality were accurate. They also shared that one major hurdle to
their feeling more confident in their suicide risk assessment results was the client’s level of
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hesitation to disclose the presence and specific details of their suicidality symptoms. Several
participants expressed struggling to balance client safety needs with the need to be sensitive to
the negative impacts of past and future involuntary safety holds.
Pam: With holds, it's hard not to worry that it's going to ruin a relationship… It will
break trust, that's the main thing. But also, sometimes the interactions. If the police do
have to be called, it's always a push-pull of, “I need to make sure this client is safe.” But
also, it's just sometimes harder to work with the police and the ambulance – all these
other systems – and make sure your voice stays.
Samuel: Discussing past experiences with providers is my responsibility as a point of
contact within this entire continuum of care – to apologize for experiences that were less
than ideal. I think that's important not just in parts of the rapport building, but it's
important to the profession because just like in any situation in which you have contact
with people who are service workers… not every single experience is going to be
pristine, excellent, amazing.
In response to client hesitations in disclosing their suicidality, several participants
described feeling concerned about their clients’ truthfulness. Dee shared that she finds it hard to
address such client dishonesty because confrontation is not her strength, while Sally described
how she tries to accept that she may never truly know the level of a client’s suicidality. Some
participants noted that choosing a more direct or indirect assessment approach at times can help
to more accurately reveal a client’s actual level of suicide risk. Many also acknowledged having
used their risk assessments to gauge whether a client’s risk for suicide is a true risk.
Jay: Many clients express [suicidal ideation] in an “untrue risk” [way] at times in
therapy. They've identified that in the past. They've had thoughts of, “Wouldn't it be
easier if I wasn't here?” Or a particular situation influences their thoughts and they're
more negative than usual.
Danielle: In the incarceration facilities, you have to think a lot more about – what are the
primary and secondary gains of statements? You don't necessarily have to do that in
outpatient settings… In outpatient, client disclosures are more reliable. In some cases,
we're still thinking about is there some kind of secondary gain for this, but it's not nearly
at the same way that it is for people that are in incarcerated settings, because they have so
little control that mental health is one way they often think they can gain more control.
To better determine whether a client’s disclosures of suicidality symptoms are true and
accurate, the participants shared their views on what actually constitutes suicide risk. Most
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participants highlighted the importance of the presence of one’s intent to die as a determining
factor around whether a high risk for suicide is truly present. Specifically for Samuel, he
described that true risk involves desire and intent, but that non-fatal suicide attempts do not
necessarily imply a lack of seriousness or an attempt to manipulate providers. According to Pam,
suicide risk is related to intent and that suicidality is sometimes stated in a more hyperbolic
manner that is not always indicative of one’s actual physical risk of suicide. The participants
indicated that they at times may feel skeptical about how their clients answer their suicide risk
assessment questions, wondering if the intensity and immediacy of their clients’ suicidality is
actually higher than what they are disclosing during the suicide risk assessment process. This can
cause much worry among the participants who shared their experiences of feeling uncertain or
finding out that they misidentified a client’s risk level after they attempted or completed suicide.
Emily: I do a scan of – “That was kind of very vague. Why was it vague? Should I ask a
follow-up question?” Not because I’m trying to catch them in a lie, but more to make
sure I’m getting the information I need to know to keep them safe. Internally I’m always
checking the cues for lying. Following up with, “Hey, that's not what you told me last
time. What's different?”
Sally: One of [my clients who died by suicide] I knew was suicidal, followed all the steps
and he got help. Parents knew and they got involved – pulled him out of school for a
while and he still completed suicide. With the other [client who died by suicide], he never
said a thing about being suicidal. He said it was against his religion. He didn't want to do
it. He was going to figure it out – and he died, he hung himself four months later. That
impulsivity- that's everything. Watch out for the impulsivity. We just never know… If
clients don't want you to know – I tell people it's the ones that actually most of the time
follow through with it, you never knew it was coming up to begin with.
Theme 2, Subtheme 1: Managing
Client Hesitancy to Disclose
Suicidality
In addition to experiencing the emotional stress of worrying about whether their clients
are being truthful about their suicide risk, the participants explained that they think often about
why their clients are hesitant to disclose their suicidality and how they themselves can best
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respond to encourage more accurate client disclosures of suicidality. They reported that such
hesitations often seem to stem from a fear of repercussions (e.g., scaring the clinician, the fear of
not knowing what will happen next, or worry over feeling a loss of control). They highlighted
that it is thus important to know a client’s history of hospitalizations, whether it helped or
exacerbated their symptoms, and whether they are willing to return to the hospital if they become
imminently suicidal once again. All of this information, they indicated, can help them to better
guide their clients toward engaging in treatments that are more likely to be effective in reducing
their suicidality.
Emily: Let's make this feel comfortable for you so you're not scared that you're going to
scare me, because I’ve noticed a lot of clients said, “I can't tell you that. It's scary. [But]
you're not going to scare me. Let's talk this through together.
Danielle: I wanted also to see if she would be open to going to the same hospital where
she had been hospitalized. I wanted to know more about her experience there. Did she
find it helpful? Did she feel out of place there? Does she feel like she could go there and
get help again if she needed to? She lived in a fairly rural area so there was not a lot of
options. She didn't want to go to that hospital.
In addition to a fear of repercussions and past negative experiences with disclosing
suicidality, the participants further shared the importance of being aware that clients may be
uncomfortable with discussing suicide due to cultural reasons. The participants indicated that the
presence of stigma or taboo against discussing suicidality seems to reduce their clients’
willingness to disclose their suicidality. The participants also shared that they have personally
witnessed parents and others overreacting to disclosures of suicidality due to the fact that many
people outside of the mental health profession are less comfortable with and accustomed to
discussing suicide. For some clients, they stated that this causes them to avoid disclosing more
about their suicidality out of concern that others in their lives cannot handle such information.
Dee: Overreaction – that if it's more normalized at schools, if it's normalized in family
mental health, they won't have to get to that big stage. I don’t think people realize how
common [suicidal] ideation is.
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Jay: As I check in with them about their suicidality and it ever comes up – in general,
people know this because it's known in society that you could get put on a 72-hour hold.
Or that there could be other measures taken. I’ve seen that hesitancy come out. Or they're
like, “I don’t how much I can tell you.”
In addition to needing to recognize the potential driving forces behind client hesitancies,
the participants described how they scan for signs that their clients are holding back regarding
their suicidality symptoms. They shared that such hesitations to disclose suicidality are expressed
in different ways. Sometimes, clients may disclose their suicidal intent to others in their lives, but
then deny feeling suicidal to their clinician. Other times, clients may disclose their suicidality to
their clinician, but then will immediately retract such statements. The participants generally
identified that when clients share vague statements or just allude to suicidality, it may indicate
that they may be downplaying their actual risk levels. To combat this, the participants noted
ways in which they encourage their clients to make more accurate disclosures about their
suicidality.
Samuel: …Youth are accessing things like Safe Talk, like school systems, the [crisis]
text line, and these are extremely important. The shroud of anonymity helps individuals
access services, and it's important.
Danielle: For people that this is the first time they've shared [their suicidal thoughts] with
someone, sometimes the response can be overwhelming. This actually is a big deal. For
someone that's been struggling with that in their head for a long time, sometimes the
magnitude of the response can be a bit overwhelming. I tried hard to couch it as – even if
you're just having those thoughts, it's important that we make sure that if something
happens with those thoughts, if they get worse, if they feel unmanageable, that we've got
something in place to keep you safe. So, that's what we're going to do. I hear you that
right now you're not saying I want to kill myself. I hear you. And we want to make sure
that if anything ever does change and you're not sitting here with me, but you've got a
plan – that we can put something in place to keep you safe. In my experience, framing it
as part of care and safety planning and management is really helpful.
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Theme 3: The Role of Fear in
Clinical Decision-Making
with Client Suicide Risk
The participants indicated that they often experience internal conflict regarding the
decision about whether or not to hospitalize a suicidal client. Common emotional reactions that
they described included increased stress, pressure, anxiety, and fear. Similarly, they indicated
worrying most about making the right decision for the client, not making a legal mistake.
Specifically, they highlighted a shared fear of the that hospitalizing a client may harm their
relationship with them of cause them trauma due to the intense nature of being in a psychiatric
hospital. Moreover, the participants mentioned that such negative experiences could cause these
clients to avoid future disclosures of suicide risk with them or other mental health providers.
However, they also explained that they also hold a competing fear that overlooking the need to
hospitalize a client could lead to their physical harm or death. Although most of the participants
expressed their wanting to uphold their clients’ autonomy in treatment, at times they recalled
also working to encourage some clients to cooperate with hospitalization by transparently
explaining their great need for and potential benefits of hospitalization. Often, however, the
participants expressed may feel that hospitalization is needed, but that they lack the legal and
ethical rationale to do so, which causes them to worry even more.
Danielle: There's this strange gray area where there's not enough risk to do something
like send them to a crisis stabilization unit, but I’m also not a 100% sure they're going to
be okay at home. There's a weird gray area there. For clients that are in the gray area, that
makes me feel worried.
Most participants identified that they fear for their clients’ safety when they express
suicidality in outpatient settings as it means that they are not in a secure environment where they
can be constantly monitored by a mental health professional. The participants acknowledged
worrying about their suicidal clients once they leave the therapy session, at which point the
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clinicians no longer can be sure that they will stay safe at home. Several of the participants
expressed wishing that they could monitor their clients at home because of their uncertainty and
intense worry about their safety.
Jay: But revisiting them, I can tell how intense it was emotionally during those times,
because I can feel that worry coming up as I was thinking through what I did in those
moments and how relieved I was when they were scoring themselves higher on the scale
of being able to keep themselves safe.
Theme 3, Subtheme 1: A Fear
of Liability
The participants explained that their decisions to hospitalize their suicidal clients are
made even more complex and difficult due to liability concerns. When conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions, most participants noted that they consider the role of liability at
some point in the process. Some explained that such thoughts do not occur until after an
intervention is completed, while for others it is part of their initial response to the presence of
suicide risk. Fear of liability for the participants occurs in tandem with fearing for their clients’
safety, but they nonetheless must work hard at times to not let their liability fears dominate their
focus over client care.
Samuel: I know there are agencies that feel like there's a liability in not being able to
capture specific PHI [patient health information] in order to support an individual or do
rescue. I think that agency agenda should not be prioritized over saving someone's life.
Danielle: There's always a liability question. It's my license and malpractice. I’m always
thinking about liability pieces. But I try not to let that be the primary focus of what I’m
doing.
Jay: From my perspective, the common response for me is needing to be very intentional
and feeling responsible for protecting a client in these moments. My diligence, although I
always try to be incredibly diligent when working with clients, it goes up exponentially.
This is the one area that I feel never really fully prepared for.
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Theme 3, Subtheme 2: When Laws
and Policy Limit Suicide
Risk Interventions
Another aspect related to the fear of liability shared by the participants concerned the
stress of needing to follow setting specific policies regarding client suicidality. While some
participants stated that they take comfort in having such policies to guide them, many others
described instances in which said policies impeded their natural approach or forced them to work
with clients who they felt were an inappropriate fit for their expertise or setting. The participants
also identified many instances in which their client’s level of suicide risk appeared to be severe
but did not meet the immediacy requirement to mandate hospitalization due to legal, ethical, or
site policy requirements. The participants described feeling worried and afraid for client safety
when they are prevented from following their clinical intuition in such scenarios. Some even
noted times in which legal and ethical rules dictated their response in a way they felt to not be in
the best interest of the client.
Leo: The presence of a policy to follow gave me pressure because I’m more free with the
way I do things… Just a little more pressure because that's not typical. I’ve heard some
people say that having structure and policy makes them feel better, but it stresses me out.
I think I’d rather – I know what I’m supposed to do, just let me do it.
Theme 4: The Emotional and
Personal Impacts of Treating
Suicide Risk
For all of the participants, working with suicidal clients involved many emotional
reactions. About half of the participants indicated experiencing a distinct delay in their own
emotional reactions during the risk assessment process. This involved feeling initially
emotionally detached and instead more focused on their own though processes and information
gathering during the risk assessment process. They described that this allows them to follow a
procedure and to stay more focused on completing a suicide risk assessment and interventions.
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They also stated that doing so helps them to create an increased sense of calm that prevents their
anxiety from interfering.
Danielle: With typical risk assessments and interventions, I try to keep emotion out of it
as much as I can. I’m trying to quickly collect as much information as I need and trying
to validate clients… If it's a situation where it's more of imminent risk, I don't notice it as
much in the moment, but afterwards, when the person has been transported, I can feel my
jaw and chest are tight.
Leo: I felt calm during the assessment and intervention… There was maybe a little
uncertainty and – where are we going with this? I didn’t remember feeling nervous. JustI'm not sure what's going to happen here… Once the process concludes, my experiences
depend. If they don't need to go inpatient, I’ve gathered information, then there's always
that uncertainty. But if I felt certain about it then I usually feel – calm's not the right word
– assured? Maybe. That I did the right thing and made the right decision… When my
uncertainty is higher, I tend to dwell on it more.
Other participants identified typically feeling a range of emotional reactions throughout
the assessment and intervention process. For some, compassion and empathy tend to emerge to
allow them to better understand their clients’ needs. Others indicated that their emotions were
more focused on intuiting the client’s risk level via “alarm bells,” “red flags,” or alerts on their
own personal “risk meter.” Each participant described how different factors or client
presentations tend to alert them more immediately than others, with some participants even
having more physiological reactions to concerning levels of their clients’ suicide risk.
Jay: But if I’m assessing for intent and means and am feeling a personal reaction, like the
eye twitch starts or I’m thinking about it outside of work hours, that's when I’ll usually
add in extra support.
Theme 4, Subtheme 1: The Impact of
Self-Doubt on Effectively Treating
Client Suicidality
The participants resoundingly expressed having concerns over whether they had missed
inquiring about a critical aspect of suicide risk following their suicide risk assessments and
interventions. They stated that they often remind themselves to remain vigilant in the process of
treating suicidality.
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Jay: I don't know which one comes first, but the fear associated with working with such
life-or-death situations really makes me feel unprepared. I’ve been semi-prepared but am
not an expert in suicide ideation or suicide intervention. Because of that, I always feel
like being extra careful and that it's just so important.
The participants explained there to be several sources of their own self-doubt, including
the pressure of being considered an expert in addressing suicide risk. They shared that this can
also be exacerbated with complex or unusual client presentations or when they are the most
experienced clinician onsite at their clinic. They noted that such self-doubt is also intensified
when they have limited access to a client’s background information and are left feeling uncertain
about their true level of suicide risk. Finally, they expressed feeling self-doubt in response to the
taxing cognitive and emotional tasks of assessing for suicide risk while trying to maintain and
grow rapport with their clients.
Dee: The other thing about suicide assessments that I found really tricky. For clients in a
crisis setting, there's both the assessment and the emotional attunement piece. Some
people are really skilled at that. I can do it, but it exhausts me trying to get all the
information while I’m trying to be present and get all the cues. For an ongoing client, it's
way easier because we know each other. But for someone who I’m just trying to build
that trust with and get all this information, it's so easy to miss a question or two in the
constellation.
Theme 4, Subtheme 2: Fear and
Anxiety as the Primary
Emotions of Clinicians
Working with Suicidality
The participants overall identified fear and anxiety as the primary emotions that they
experience when conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. They indicated that their
fear is often quite pronounced in outpatient settings due to their inability to monitor a suicidal
client’s safety outside of their therapy sessions. Several participants described their own process
of needing to come to terms with the limited control that they have in such less restrictive
treatment settings.
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Emily: I want to know, are they being truthful with me? They say they don't have guns in
the house; I want to know for sure that they don't have guns in their house because it's
pretty easy to lie to a therapist.
The participants also noted that, even when they feel confident in their risk assessment
approach, they may still feel anxious about their ultimate decisions. They indicated that this is
often related to either the pressure of feeling responsible for client safety or never feeling fully
prepared to treat suicidality in the first place. The participants also explained that there seems to
be a general fear among clinicians regarding addressing client suicidality in general, which can
cause new clinicians, or those with less training in suicidality, to avoid this topic altogether.
Theme 5: The Impact of Training
and Experience in Treating
Client Suicidality
The participants overwhelmingly endorsed having not received adequate training on
treating client suicidality in their graduate school programs. Instead, they stated emphatically that
they learned primarily from their own direct clinical experiences, which provided rich learning
experiences that have helped them to hone their unique assessment and intervention approaches.
The participants noted that, even if they had received enough formal training on treating
suicidality in graduate school, they could not have become skilled in doing so without more
direct experiences. Moreover, the participants often described that their graduate training focused
mostly on the structure of risk assessment and safety planning, minimally exploring more longterm treatment approaches to suicidality.
Pam: The more you do them, it helps [with confidence]. Trainings will only get you so
far if you've never done [risk assessments]. Continuing to know what it looks like, what
the process looks like, just helps.
Samuel: There's a lot of master’s degree-level clinicians, and in the entire nation there's
only one program that offers risk assessment training as an elective… it's once a year that
it's even offered. So that demonstrates really this lack of consistency and absence, which
makes no sense given national prevalence rates of suicide
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Several participants identified feeling particularly aided by their experiences working in
settings with high frequencies of suicide-related crises. Through these and their other direct
experiences, the participants indicated that they have been able to develop their own unique
approaches to suicide risk assessment that are more contextual in nature.
Jay: Each time I have an experience with true suicidal ideation or intent, I add something
more to my screening process or to the next time I’m assessing. It adds to my experience.
I feel a little more able to identify pieces that I couldn't have seen before, wouldn't have
seen before.
Theme 5, Subtheme 1: Struggles with
Seeking out Additional Training
for Treating Suicidality
The participants also shared the ways in which they thus far have been able to further
their education regarding conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions once in the field.
They indicated having done so by attending formal trainings through their employers; however,
they shared that these were often cursory in nature or just focused on following agency policies.
For most participants, extra trainings also have not been a part of their job requirements and thus
have not typically been funded by their employers. Nonetheless, many of them stated that they
still sought out suicide risk assessment training on their own to become more skilled in this area.
Mary: I pull from different areas of my training in my approach to suicidality, not just
suicide-specific training… I also need trainings on suicide prevention and continuing to
learn materials. Really importantly, I need the resources that are out there in my state and
in the area. So, a lot of times the trainings have current resources and things like that that
I can offer to clients.
Samuel: There's a lack of incentive in order to increase your scope of practice. On top of
that, the clients are not being served because it is a prevalent issue. [Some clients are] not
being invited to even talk about [their suicide risk with their clinicians].
The participants also described some of the negative impacts of having limited training
on suicidality early on in their careers. They highlighted this to have been a main cause of their
feelings of low confidence in working with suicidality early on in their respective careers.
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Although many of them noted that they then engaged in self-motivated learning via reading
books and articles, reviewing policies, and connecting with local crisis resources.
Emily: Internally [my training experiences] made me less confident of if I’m missing
something. What if this happens and I don't know what to do? The lack of training led to
a lack of confidence. At the same time, I realized that you can't really know until you're
in it. Every situation is different. It caused internal conflict of – I feel so unprepared yet
I’ve done this a hundred times… But the lack of real formal training at the beginning of
my career played a huge role not feeling confident in it.
Theme 5, Subtheme 2: Adapting
Approaches from Experiential
Learning for Treating
Suicidality
The participants highlighted that their comfort level, confidence, and trust in their own
intuition regarding client safety has increased over time with having more direct experiences
working with suicidal clients. By honing their skills in suicide risk assessment and intervention
over time, they indicated that they have felt decreased anxiety and fear when presenting with
suicidal clients. They also shared that they learned through experience how to personalize their
assessment and intervention skills in several ways, such as (a) increasing flexibility in their risk
assessment and intervention approaches, (b) using both formal or informal assessment and
intervention methods, (c) matching their assessment process to their own therapeutic style, (d)
altering their assessment and intervention methods to fit their setting, (e) responding to the
different needs of new vs. returning suicidal clients, (f) taking a more direct approach, including
using more direct language to ask about suicide symptoms, (g) knowing how and when to ask
risk assessment questions, and (h) assessing and intervening with suicidality more efficiently.
Pam: I also aimed to – this is related – try to build some rapport. The client really wanted
for me to see their apartment. I let them do a tour, trying to get to know him a little bit
and make him feel more comfortable. General rapport building so that the client felt more
comfortable to talk to me.
Samuel: … taking the four facets approach is something that I had to learn and refine
through engaging with clients. That gives me a path, so I know what direction to take.
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But I think even before that, how [past experiences] supported me is opening the
question. Asking the question, “As you're looking at me right now, do you plan on killing
yourself? Do you have intrusive thoughts about killing yourself?”
Jay: In the beginning, I was much vaguer with questions as I would assess. The formal
assessments had felt really cold and scary from a client's feedback, several clients back. I
don’t tend to use that because it makes it feel very different than my typical interactions.
Despite learning much about treating suicidal clients through their experiences, the
participants also shared that they can never fully be competent with conducing suicide risk
assessments and interventions. They described their ongoing need for training here despite their
increased confidence in working with suicidal clients.
Emily: There are times when people freeze up, so I’m definitely way more confident
than I was. I’ve done it so many times, but there's always going to be a little bit of anxiety
that comes with it ‘cause it’s someone's life.
Sally: I rely on scored assessments – not completely in the moment. I may not have all
those tools available, but I still believe in getting trained and practiced as much as
possible to be able to [conduct suicide risk assessments].
Theme 6: The Negative Effects of
the COVID-19 Pandemic on
Treating Client Suicidality
All of the participants who mentioned the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic stressed
the ways in which it negatively affected their ability to assess for and intervene with suicidality.
Since the widespread adoption of telehealth modalities due to COVID-19, the participants
attested to the difficulties they have had in assessing client nonverbal information that they view
as necessary for effectively conducing suicide risk assessments. They also indicated that the
pandemic has limited their ability to consult with other clinicians and to locate resources for their
clients due to their treating clients now across a wider geographic area than is usual. Working
with suicidal clients was also generally viewed by these participants as being more stressful and
labor-intensive during the COVID-19 pandemic. Many participants expressed that, in response to
their increased stress, they have reduced the size and acuity of their caseloads now, declining to
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treat clients with higher suicide risk levels. The participants also shared that they would never
have chosen to use telehealth in their work in that it causes them to feel more isolated and to
have more limited access to consultation with other mental health professionals.
Danielle: I’ve only been doing telehealth for not even a year. I really went that way
because of COVID and the pandemic, trying to figure out how to continue to see clients
in the current environment… I’m more in that situation [of practicing alone] now because
with telehealth you don't have that practice community in your setting as much. For me,
it’s less common to be doing these assessments and treatments and not having the
community around it.
Theme 7: Essential Sources of
Support for Clinicians
Treating Suicidal Clients
The participants also provided guidance on the personal and professional supports that
they believe are needed for more successfully working with suicidal clients. Many participants
described informally incorporating some general counseling theories into their suicide risk
assessment and intervention methods, including (a) attachment theory, (b) Maslow’s (1943)
hierarchy of needs, (c) motivational interviewing (Miller & Rollnick, 2002), (d) Erikson’s (1963)
developmental stages, (e) person-centered theory (Rogers, 1951), and (f) existential theory
(Frankl, 1967). In terms of clinical skills, they expressed that it has been essential for them to
have a foundational knowledge of the suicide risk assessment process, including more familiarity
with structured, formal risk assessment procedures as a guide.
Dee: To work with suicidality, clinicians need the skills. People talk about the funnel:
you start off letting the person just talk. And you funnel it down to get the information
specifically that you need. So, there's the clinical skills. And then consultation, which is
invaluable. I don't feel like there's much more than that that you need. You can do it
anywhere.
Danielle: Clinicians need to understand the questions that you need to ask – looking for
plan, intent, means. I need to understand the actual information that I have to get, but also
have to know how to ask for that information in a way that gets what I need. That’s more
of a rapport issue with people. I could technically give a sheet of paper to anybody in a
hospital and say, “Go ask them these questions.” But they’re not all gonna get the same
answers. They’re going to get all different interactions. For people to do this kind of
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assessment competently, not only do you need to know the information you have to get,
but you have to be able to understand how to get that information without a person
feeling like they’re just a form or they’re not important. We need to be able to do that
warmly and supportively and in a rapport way and also get the information needed.
The participants further expressed how knowledge of different client contextual factors
and local resources also can aid them in conducting accurate suicide risk assessments and then in
intervening appropriately. For example, the participants shared how understanding a client’s
social supports and personal resources can further indicate their actual safety level and support
their treatment. They described how this can be accomplished through obtaining releases of
information or by discussing who the client feels comfortable talking to about their suicidality
symptoms. They further shared that having more knowledge of local crisis resources and the
process of obtaining such services can help with increasing client comfort through being able to
walk them through how to access external resources related to their safety planning.
Methods of taking care of oneself also emerged as a major need for the participants. They
expressed engaging in such self-care through obtaining their own emotional support or therapy,
determining their personal-professional boundaries, and finding ways to limit the personal
impact of working with the intense topic of suicidality over time. To limit the personal impacts
of treating suicidal clients, the participants suggested several strategies including: (a) letting
emotions and worries go after completing the suicide risk assessment and intervention process,
(b) reducing the size or acuity of one’s caseload, and (c) taking breaks between sessions to
recover from heavy risk-focused sessions.
The participants further identified that peer collaboration and consultation are necessary
sources of support to them feeling more confident in making appropriate decisions and providing
care to their suicidal clients. They indicated that informal, casual, and readily available
consultation with other mental health providers can be especially helpful for getting the type of
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immediate support that can help prevent increased stress and fear among clinicians. Finally, they
identified that receiving clinical supervision is also essential for processing their experiences
with working with suicidal clients, obtaining feedback to learn from their mistakes, and for
asking complex legal and liability questions.
Sally: Clinicians need good supervision and a good supervisor that can hold space for
you personally, professionally. Hopefully, give you a soft place to fall, but also some
constructive feedback. I’ve been so thankful to have that through most of my career.
Conclusion
This chapter contained a comprehensive report of the participants’ descriptions of their
experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. It included both
individual participants’ descriptions as well as a cross-case analysis of common themes across
the participants. These themes together provided an understanding of the essence of how
clinicians experience the phenomenon at hand and included: (a) belief in the benefits of viewing
suicidality through a systemic lens, (b) concerns over the accuracy of client disclosures of
suicidality, (c) the role of fear in clinical decision-making with client suicide risk, (d) the
emotional and personal impacts of treating suicide risk, (e) the impact of training and experience
in treating client suicidality, (f) the negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on treating client
suicidality, and (g) essential sources of support for clinicians treating suicidal clients. The next
chapter will provide a thorough analysis of these findings as they relate to psychological
theories, research, training, and practice regarding client suicidality.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, I provide a summary of the current study and discuss the results of the
within-case and cross-case analyses from Chapter IV. The results presented here were gathered
through the descriptive phenomenological process (Giorgi, 2009), which involved interviewing
nine participants and analyzing the transcripts of the interviews to identify the psychological
structure of their experiences with the phenomenon of conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions. Demographic information and field notes were also used to inform the analyses.
Several steps were taken to promote trustworthiness in this research. Credibility was
enhanced by engaging in member checking with the participants, by using a peer reviewer to
attest to the accuracy of the findings, and by maintaining a reflexivity journal in order to support
my own bridling process. Dependability was established by using an audit trail that detailed the
steps taken throughout the study. To increase confirmability, I engaged in a thorough interview
process to give participants the time and space needed to fully describe their experiences.
Member checking and the peer review process were also used to support confirmability. Through
member checking, six of the participants decided to respond to confirm and provide feedback on
the descriptions found in the analyses. Finally, transferability was enhanced by providing rich
descriptions and participant quotes, as well as by using an audit trail and engaging in maximum
variation sampling. Ultimately, the following seven themes emerged from the data analysis
process:
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•

Viewing suicidality through a systemic lens is Beneficial

•

Concerns over the accuracy of client disclosures of suicidality

•

The role of fear in clinical decision-making with client suicide risk

•

The emotional and personal tolls of treating suicide risk

•

The impacts of training and experience in treating client suicidality

•

The negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on treating client suicidality

•

Essential sources of support for clinicians treating suicidal clients

In this chapter, a summary of this study as a whole is presented along with my
interpretations of the data in the context of other past research findings on this topic area. These
interpretations are also presented in the context of a constructivist lens, which allowed for the
participants to create and describe their experiences while also allowing me to synthesize
multiple interpretations of events that they described (Morrow, 2007). Additionally, these
interpretations are presented in the context of a humanistic lens, which includes an assumption
that the participants were engaged in making choices (Bugental, 1964) that involved both
internal (i.e., emotional and cognitive) experiences as well as external (i.e., actions and
behaviors) experiences. The results of this study are also presented along with a discussion of
how they relate to the extant literature. Included are also several implications and associated
recommendations from the findings as they relate to clinical practice for mental health clinicians,
theoretical understandings, future areas of research, and methodological approaches. The
limitations of this research are also discussed.
Overview and Purpose of the Study
Over the past several years, the threat that suicidality poses on the health and wellbeing
of the U.S. population has been increasing (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC],
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2018) to what some have categorized as epidemic proportions (McCance-Katz, 2019). Mental
health clinicians are in a position of being the primary providers treating suicidality; however,
research suggests that their preparation to do such work may be inconsistent due to poor training,
varying levels of comfort in working with suicidality, and a lack of supportive resources
available to them (Mackelprang et al., 2014). This poses the question of how clinicians
experience the struggles, successes, barriers, and supports to conducting suicide risk assessments
and interventions.
Suicide risk assessments can be formal or informal procedures that can provide structure
to the process of identifying clients’ risk factors and overall risk levels for suicide. Informally,
suicide risk assessments often involve identifying intrapsychic, interpersonal, and environmental
factors that have been shown through research to be related to an increased risk of suicide (Rudd
& Joiner, 1999). Such risk factors that may be included in a suicide risk assessment are (a)
whether a client struggles with having enough social support (Stulz et al., 2018), (b) having
experienced difficult or adverse life experiences (Cureton & Fink, 2019), (c) feelings of
hopelessness and struggles with impulsive behaviors (Rudd & Joiner, 1999), (d) and general
environmental factors such as poverty or living in more violent neighborhoods (Pepper, 2017).
Although formal suicide risk assessments also typically assess for the same researchsupported suicide risk factors, they also include more formalized approaches that have often been
validated as sound measures of suicide risk through further research. However, despite these
measures often being researched and validated, there are many different versions of these
assessments which are still somewhat inconsistent in terms of their focus and breadth of risk
factors covered (Lang et al., 2009). Similarly, different types of assessments require different
levels of training for administration and may have distinct rules about one’s ability to use all or
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parts of them flexibly (Lang et al., 2009). Additionally, both formal and informal suicide risk
assessments seem to be used inconsistently across settings. Specifically across settings, different
risk factors appear to be considered as more essential and salient, and there are varied
requirements and policies regarding how much structure and formal measurement is considered
to be necessary for the client population (Chu et al., 2015; Hom et al., 2016; Lang et al., 2009).
Similarly, suicide risk interventions may also be more or less formal in nature depending
on client needs, clinician training backgrounds and preferences, and setting policies. Some
common suicide risk interventions include using formal or informal safety plans; utilizing safetyincreasing interventions from more general evidence-based treatments; engaging in longer term
manualized treatment programs specifically for treating suicidality; and referring the client to a
higher level of care, including voluntary or involuntary hospitalizations (Chu et al., 2015; Hogan,
2016). While these interventions are often chosen based on both client needs and the results of
their suicide risk assessment, there still remain few guidelines to aid clinicians in making the
most helpful and appropriate choice of treatment approach for their clients (Chu et al., 2015).
Within the mental health field, some standards exist around what constitutes an
appropriate and thorough response to client suicidality. Such standards are supported by legal
and ethical guidelines and are disseminated through both research and within training programs
(Chu et al., 2015). Based on research by Chu et al. (2015), using a clinical interview is often
considered the standard of care for conducting a suicide risk assessment, even when other
assessment tools will also be used to aid in the process (Chu et al., 2015; Roush et al., 2018).
Beyond this standard of ensuring a clinical interview is completed, clinicians are often able to
have a high degree of agency in choosing which approaches to use when assessing for and
intervening with client suicidality. Granello (2010) indicated that the approaches that clinicians
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choose appear to be influenced often by their type and level of clinical training, what clinical and
referral resources are available to them, or the standards set forth by their work setting. With
such a high degree of choice being available to clinicians themselves when treating client
suicidality, clinicians undoubtedly play major roles in this process and can greatly influence
client experiences. Thus, it is essential to better understand clinicians’ internal emotional and
cognitive experiences; their external actions, reactions, and behaviors; and their needs for
support and resources when treating client suicidality in order to more fully understand the
suicide risk assessment and intervention process.
Past research has further highlighted how clinicians are internally impacted by working
with clients who express suicidality. Discomfort, fear, and empathy were noted as common
clinician responses when working with client suicidality (Cramer et al., 2013). Such responses
have been found to stem from concerns about not feeling adequately trained in suicide risk
assessments (Lang et al., 2009), concerns about the safety of their clients, and worries about their
professional liability, all of which can impact their clinical decisions (Hedman et al., 2016; Jahn
et al., 2016). Based on these findings, the current research aimed to provide clinicians with a
platform to describe such internal experiences in more depth, to discuss their needs and areas of
struggle in working clinically with client suicidality, and to explain how they manage their
personal discomfort and make clinical decisions with suicidal clients.
The training and support needs of clinicians in working with suicidal clients have been
touched on in research. Such research, however, primarily presented the shortfalls of clinical
training for treating client suicidality (Lang et al., 2009). In terms of resources, most research has
focused narrowly on the resource needs of suicidal clients, not the needs of their clinicians
(Groth & Boccio, 2018). Similarly, past research has also failed to provide enough contextual
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information about how or why clinicians make decisions related to client safety and treatment
(Muehsam, 2019). The limited attention paid to these topics in the past highlights how necessary
it is to study clinician experiences of working with suicidality in order to improve their clinical
training and supports so that they can better serve these clients.
My aim in this study was to gather information directly from clinicians about their needs,
experiences, supports, and decision-making processes related to conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions. I aimed to accomplish this through examining both their internal
(cognitive and emotional responses) and external (actions, behaviors, decisions, and responses)
experiences when conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. A descriptive
phenomenological approach was chosen for this study due to its focus on identifying the
complete psychological structure of participant experiences (Giorgi, 2009), which could capture
both internal and external experiences accordingly. The following research questions guided this
study:
Q1

Q2

How do clinicians describe their experiences of conducting suicide risk
assessments with clients?
Q1a

How do clinicians describe their external experiences of conducting
suicide risk assessments with clients?

Q1b

How do clinicians describe their internal experiences, if any, of
conducting suicide risk assessments with clients?

How do clinicians describe their experiences of determining and conducting
suicide risk interventions with clients?
Q2a

How do clinicians describe their external experiences of determining and
conducting suicide risk interventions with clients?

Q2b

How do clinicians describe their internal experiences, if any, of
determining and conducting suicide risk interventions with clients?
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Summary of Findings and Relationship
to Current Literature
Within this section is a discussion of how the findings of the current research study relate
to the extant literature regarding suicide risk assessments and interventions. Generally, the results
of this study both confirmed and expanded upon existing research findings and provided
important implications in the areas of theory, clinical work, training, and future research as
described below. This section begins with a discussion of how the participants described
approaching suicide risk assessments and interventions in general and how that aligns with past
research findings. Following that, the themes resulting from the cross-case data analysis are
presented alongside relevant quantitative and qualitative research related to suicide risk
assessments and interventions.
The Content and Structure of
Suicide Risk Assessments
Although this study’s participants’ descriptions of how they structured suicide risk
assessments did not generate any actual themes, these descriptions still yielded highly useful
information about how clinicians approach these efforts. All of the current participants identified
assessing for suicidal ideation, plan, intent, and means, which aligns with the recommendations
for standard practice made across the literature (e.g., Chu et al., 2015). However, many expanded
upon this list to include inquiries about one’s level of impulsivity, the circumstances regarding
any past suicide attempts, their desire to live, triggers for increased suicidal thoughts, warning
signs that one’s suicidality is increasing, coping skills that clients use to prevent suicidal
behaviors, and buffers that protect clients from engaging in suicidal behaviors. These additional
categories demonstrated how these participants have used their knowledge and experiences to
develop practical risk assessment approaches that perhaps would also be helpful to add to current
best practice recommendations.
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Research has shown that, when conducting suicide risk assessments, clinicians most often
focus on risk factors rather than sources of resilience for clients (Murray, 2016). However, the
participants in the current study overwhelmingly countered this idea by describing screening for
a wide range of reasons for living, protective factors, and barriers to suicide. Cureton and Fink
(2019) provided additional research-based support for the importance of asking about barriers to
suicide, such as coping skills, hope, reasons for living, lack of access to means, support systems,
beliefs against suicide, and collaborative mental health care. These buffers were all endorsed by
the participants in this study as being components of their typical risk assessment for suicide risk,
indicating that they are in line with newer recommendations for a more strengths-based risk
assessment approach.
The current study revealed many factors that other clinicians may benefit from
considering when conducting suicide risk assessments. Existing research suggests that clinicians
often do not ask about suicidality unless the client somehow broaches the topic first (Roush et
al., 2018); however, the participants in the current study indicated that they do tend to broach the
topic of suicidality first via screeners, during the informed consent process, or as a standard
intake or first session topic. Nonetheless, they also endorsed having witnessed other clinicians
hesitate, freeze, or avoid the topic of client suicidality altogether.
While the participants in the current study noted some factors related to acquired
capability for suicide (Joiner, 2005), they did not happen to mention all of the areas found in
other studies. Specifically, they primarily focused on how one’s own history of suicide attempts
and their desire to avoid psychological pain could increase their risk for future suicidal actions.
However, they did not mention other causes of acquired capability for suicide, such as chronic
pain, self-harm, or trauma exposure (Anestis et al., 2016). In fact, some of the current study
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participants even noted that they have not observed self-harm as being a risk factor for suicidal
behaviors. This may indicate that many clinicians are not aware of the research findings in this
area, or such data may not happen to coincide with their clinical experiences. Thus, there is
likely great utility in further researching the connection between acquired capability and suicide
risk as well as how to integrate it further into suicide risk assessments.
Previous research has indicated that, when clinicians engage in risk assessments, they
may struggle to identify whether the risk level is low, moderate, high, or severe (Chu et al.,
2015). About half of the current participants indicated that they use screening tools or measures
to assist them in identifying their client’s level of suicide risk. However, most of the participants
did not identify using discrete low, medium, and high-risk categories. Instead, they thought in
terms of whether a client is at risk for suicidal behaviors and if they may require hospitalization.
Additionally, the participants seemed to conceptualize suicide risk level in terms of the type of
intervention needed (e.g., brief safety planning and then treatment as usual, increased treatment
frequency or contact with additional providers, referral to a higher level of care, or immediate
hospitalization). This highlights how categories of risk levels may not have direct clinical utility,
and perhaps would be more useful if they focused instead on identifying the type of intervention
response needed to enhance client safety. This seems more in line with the system put forth by
Chu et al. (2015) involving a decision tree for clinicians to use to identify risk factors and
treatment needs. The holistic approach of Chu et al.’s (2015) decision tree also coincides with
these participants’ descriptions of preferring to use their intuition regarding client safety needs
rather than focusing more narrowly on identifying individual risk factors and an overall risk
level.
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Within the extant research, major depressive disorder (MDD) has been well-supported by
research as a significant risk factor for suicide (Stulz et al., 2018). While several participants
endorsed MDD as a major risk factor, most of them focused on substance use and personality
disorder diagnoses more so than MDD as major risk factors for suicide. Sally also noted more
specific risk factors for suicidality that have been found in past research, such as having a history
of abuse (Cureton & Fink, 2019), being high achieving (Chatard et al., 2017), and having poor
sleep hygiene (Ellis, 2017). Additionally, the participants also described the relationship between
severe suicidality and hopelessness, impulsivity, social isolation, and having fewer reasons for
living, all of which have been supported by past research findings (Rudd & Joiner, 1999). Thus,
the descriptions provided by the participants in this study demonstrated that there are many risk
factors found in research, beyond just MDD, that are highly applicable for them in their direct
clinical work.
As stated above, impulsivity and the immediacy of one’s suicide risk were repeatedly
seen as major risk factors for suicide. While some research suggests that suicide is still often
viewed as an act of compulsion driven by the presence of mental illness (Joiner et al., 2016),
these participants largely took a gentler stance on this and used the word “impulsivity” rather
than compulsion. Instead, they typically cited that some individuals experience suicidality
despite having no diagnosable mental health component. Some also highlighted how suicidal
intent can, for some clients, be solely related to one’s temporary state of mind influenced by
substance intoxication or withdrawal, acute medical concerns, or mental status issues, all of
which are supported by previous research results (Berman et al., 2015). Nonetheless, the current
participants did agree with past research findings that suicide attempts typically involve
impulsive behaviors with little to no prior planning (Stulz et al., 2018).
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These participants highlighted how they structured their suicide risk assessment
approaches by using formal and informal approaches, including always using a clinical
interview. In line with research findings, they were split somewhat evenly on whether they
preferred formal screening instruments and whether their clinical work setting required the use of
formal screening instruments (Lang et al., 2009). Those clinicians who did endorse utilizing
formal screening tools agreed with the research findings that some clients will deny suicidality
during informal questions in session, but then might still endorse suicidality when given a
checklist, or vice versa (Cureton & Fink, 2019). This highlighted the differences between
informal and formal suicide risk assessment approaches and the importance of using them in
combination. Such a combined approach also serves to address the research finding that clients
often respond differently to various assessment approaches (Hom et al., 2016), indicating such a
need for multiple datapoints in assessing for suicide risk.
Participants did endorse feeling anxious regarding the wide range of acceptable options
of how to react to suicide risk assessment results, especially when there are concerns about client
truthfulness or a grayer area of one’s risk level. Researchers have recommended in response to
this anxiety that there should be more of a developed consensus about how to assess for suicide
risk (Berman & Silverman, 2017). However, many participants also expressed wanting to remain
flexible and use their own intuition to assess for suicidality rather than have to implement more
structure. Coinciding with Roy et al.’s (2017) findings, these participants clarified how formal
assessments were often too long, too rigid for context-specific client situations, or not helpful
enough for guiding intervention decisions. This finding was similar to Granello’s (2010)
conclusion that clinicians generally are against the standardization of the suicide risk assessment
process. This creates a dilemma around whether to increase standardization to reduce clinician
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anxiety levels, or instead to decrease standardization to allow for more individualized
approaches. However, the fact that these participants identified having familiarity with only a
few structured risk assessment tools may indicate that training exposure to a wider range of risk
assessment tools could help clinicians to find standardized measures that fit more with their own
unique styles. Nonetheless, despite the effectiveness of tools like the Collaborative Assessment
and Management of Suicidality tool (Comtois et al., 2011; Jobes, 2012), those participants who
were familiar with it described it as being too rigid and complex for use with their typical
suicidal clients. Even those who did endorse using the CAMS shared how they had to modify it a
bit to fit their unique clinical setting.
Clinician Approaches to Suicide
Risk Interventions
These participants endorsed a wide range of intervention responses that are backed by
research, such as monitoring client risk, providing resources and referrals, conducting safety
plans, or using hospitalization (Chu et al., 2015). They also valued using a collaborative
approach and avoided involuntary treatments unless essential, which coincides with some of the
national risk assessment recommendations put forth by SAMHSA (2010). Collaborative
approaches and giving clients more choice over their treatments have also been indicated in
reducing suicidality (Ilgen et al., 2009). Similarly, past research has shown that suicidal clients
feel more supported when provided with suicide-specific therapies, mental health medications,
and increased social support (Hom et al., 2019). These participants tended to align with these
findings as they often aimed to refer suicidal clients to prescribing clinicians and tried to use
interventions that hopefully would increase client social support. However, most of them did not
endorse typically using suicide-specific therapy modalities such as the CAMS (Jobes, 2012),
Dialectical Behavior Therapy for Brief Suicide Intervention (DBT-BSI; Ward-Ciesielski et al.,
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2017), and Cognitive Behavior Therapy for Suicide Prevention (CBT-SP; Stanley et al., 2009).
According to the research, clients may struggle when clinicians use inadequate risk assessment
strategies, when they inadvertently cause increased feelings of stigma, when they do not
demonstrate respect for client autonomy, and when they do not provide appropriate resources
(Hom et al., 2019). The participants in the current study appeared to be aware of how vital these
components are to conducting accurate and effective suicide risk assessments and interventions
and instead described working to prevent such negative impacts by taking a more flexible
approach and soliciting client feedback as often as they could.
The current study participants shared how they tend to determine what type of
interventions to use with different clients based on their levels of suicide risk. Existing research
has shown that clients who express suicidality are typically referred to higher levels of care than
are those with similar symptom presentations who do not disclose suicidality (Muehsam, 2019).
However, the same study by Muehsam (2019) also found that clinicians tend to prefer referring
suicidal clients to many types of treatments before considering involuntary hospitalization as an
option regardless of their suicide risk level (Muehsam, 2019). The current study’s participants
addressed this topic in a few different ways. Primarily, they expressed that they look to refer
higher risk suicidal clients to a range of acute treatment settings, such as residential settings,
partial hospitalization programs, and intensive outpatient programs before considering
involuntary hospitalization. They further described that when they must utilize hospitalization for
a suicidal client, they first aim for voluntary hospitalization rather than initiating an involuntary
hold in order to emphasize client autonomy and a more collaborative approach.
Despite research indicating that “no suicide contracts” are not empirically supported
(Rudd et al., 2006), some participants stated that they still do use them in practice. However, it is
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unclear whether they were referring to traditional “no suicide contracts” versus using this term
generally to describe more modern safety planning (Stanley & Brown, 2012). Nonetheless, all of
the current participants described using research-supported safety planning interventions. While
no participants endorsed using the crisis response plan (CRP; Rudd et al., 2006), some did
describe using their own approach that closely mirrors that, such as writing out safety plans
informally on an index card. Most clinicians, however, did endorse using either the Safety
Planning Intervention (SPI; Stanley & Brown, 2012) or a less formal written or verbal approach
that they stated was based on the SPI.
Generally, these participants followed the main recommendations of using the SPI
collaboratively, reviewing internal and external coping strategies, locating supports, and
restricting access to means (Stanley & Brown, 2012). In particular, reducing access to means was
described by these participants as a way of reducing the likelihood of suicide and thus for
increasing their own comfort levels, which also coincides with past research findings (Anestis &
Houtsma, 2017). Despite many participants expressing some discomfort about their own lack of
control over means restriction in outpatient settings, none of them described engaging in means
restriction interventions in which clinicians can guide or even assist clients with removing
various means for suicide from their home (Jin et al., 2016; Turvill et al., 2000). However, based
on their descriptions, this may have been due to certain limitations having been placed upon
them by their respective work settings.
Theme 1: Viewing Suicidality
Through a Systemic Lens
is Beneficial
All of these participants spoke to some degree about how societal systems impact
suicidality, disclosures of suicidality, and their actual treatment approaches. Research has
suggested that clients are willing to disclose suicidality to mental health professionals more often
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than they are willing to disclose it with other professionals such as physicians (Hom et al., 2017).
This finding was highly supported by the participants in the current study who noted that they
were often the first person to whom their clients disclosed their suicidality. They also explained
that this may be due to a common worry that their clients’ families and friends will overreact by
taking them to the emergency room or ignore their statements with a hope that their suicidality
will dissipate. These participants also identified witnessing the negative impact of stigma,
taboos, and fear about discussing suicidality. Specifically, they shared how these factors may
prevent or delay clients from disclosing suicidality, an observation that is supported by the
findings of other research studies (Berman & Silverman, 2017; Lang et al., 2009). Some
participants, however, indicated that clients seem to have more positive experiences when their
first disclosure of suicidality is with a mental health professional rather than a physician, which
may suggest that having mental health providers available across healthcare settings and in
positions to provide training to other providers could aid in encouraging clients to disclose
suicidality more readily thus keeping them safer.
Regardless of their general approach, all participants in this study used psychosocial
interventions in response to client suicidality. The benefits of taking a more psychosocial
approach, such as involving supportive people in one’s treatment and encouraging their clients to
connect more with social resources, is well-supported by existing research (Hogan, 2016).
Although other research has found that hospitalization can provide suicidal clients with a social
environment that reduces immediate distress (Schechter et al., 2016), the participants in the
current study generally considered hospitalization to be a negative treatment outcome that they
aimed to avoid. Instead, they appeared to side with other past research showing how
hospitalization can be a temporary solution that may result in clients being discharged back into
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stressful social environments that then can reignite their suicidality symptoms (Schechter et al.,
2016). Thus, these participants indicated that they prefer to more systemically address various
environmental risk factors for suicide instead of just temporarily removing the client from the
situation if at all possible. Regardless, the participants in the current study indicated that they
experienced many barriers to taking such systemic approaches (e.g., client reluctance to sign a
release of information), which highlights the need for further training and research on how to
more effectively intervene systemically with client suicidality. This theme overall illustrates how
clinicians must use their knowledge of cultural and systemic factors, critical thinking, and
interpersonal skills to better identify and problem-solve complex situations with suicidal clients.
Theme 2: Concerns Over the Accuracy
of Client Disclosures of Suicidality
All of these participants discussed having concerns about client truthfulness and its
impact on their own clinical decision-making processes. Some researchers have found that
clients and clinicians may experience some disconnection around differing communication styles
(e.g., direct versus indirect approaches), comfort levels with discussing suicidality, and beliefs
about suicidality (Rogers & Russell, 2014). The participants in the current study expressed a
great awareness of this, indicating that they often wonder whether clients are being as truthful
and forthcoming with their disclosures of suicidality as they could be. In response, several
participants discussed needing to adapt their risk assessment approaches (e.g., being more or less
direct at times) to meet the comfort level of clients while also being sensitive to the possible
impact of stigmas, taboos, and cultural norms related to their clients’ willingness to discuss
suicidality.
These participants also expressed an awareness that many clients may refuse to disclose
their suicidality even despite their conducting a thorough suicide risk assessment with them
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(Rogers & Russell, 2014). They described many reasons why clients may appear hesitant to
disclose their suicidality to them. In past research, two of the most common reasons for such
client unwillingness to disclose suicidality were (a) fear of hospitalization and (b) fear of
embarrassment (Hom et al., 2017). These participants endorsed observing and inferring these
reasons in their work with suicidal clients. Additionally, they added that they have worked with
clients who are hesitant to disclose their suicidality due to a fear of possibly overwhelming their
therapist. These participants noted that they aim to approach any concerns upfront by labeling
them for the client and offering reassurance against them to increase client comfort. These
participants further described having helped to ease some clients’ concerns by expressing their
own comfort and lack of fear with discussing suicidality, and by promising clients that they will
not overreact to discussions of suicidality. These strategies that were shared by the participants in
the current study once again can help inform how to train and prepare other clinicians to identify
and respond effectively to client hesitancy with disclosing suicidality.
These participants also described having certain experiences that are in line with the
research finding that clinicians are not always very accurate with predicting suicidal behaviors
and that they instead may tend to underreact to higher risk scenarios while also being overly
concerned with lower-risk suicidality (Reyes-Portillo et al., 2018). They endorsed that they never
truly know if a client ultimately will stay safe. Some also acknowledged that they had lost a
client to suicide despite that client either having never disclosed any suicidality whatsoever or
only ever having expressed a low risk for suicide. One research-backed approach to help with
this concern is to assess the client’s level of distress and consider within the assessment whether
suicide might feel to them like a reasonable way to end their physical or emotional pain (Cramer
et al., 2013). This approach was also described by the current participants who were certain to
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engage in collaboration, rapport-building, and exploration of presenting concerns and client
mental health history before jumping into suicide intervention approaches. However, they still
endorsed generally struggling to effectively enhance their clients’ truthfulness in their
disclosures of suicidality. Research has also suggested that this is also a major area of concern
for clinicians working to intervene effectively with suicidal clients (Hom et al., 2017). While the
participants verbalized trying to elicit client truthfulness through empathy, risk assessments, and
supportive interventions, they nonetheless expressed fear that they may be missing crucial
information about their client’s safety, indicating the need for further research and training in this
area.
In line with these participants’ views that hospitalization is not necessarily an effective
suicide intervention, they instead appeared to endorse the decades-old view, argued for by Szasz
(1986), that hospitalization is a potentially punitive or coercive intervention. For them, this belief
seemed to stem from their own direct conversations with clients who had negative experiences
when they were hospitalized for suicidality. Most of the participants also expressed feeling
responsible for client safety, which Szasz (1986) instead believed was the responsibility of the
client. However, they did also express a belief that there is a limit to their responsibility since
there is very little that they can do to monitor their clients’ wellbeing outside of sessions. In
response, the participants outlined how they try to share responsibility for client safety with
others by involving their family, friends, and other providers in their care to help them better
enforce safety measures. Taking these steps were helpful in lowering their worry and in reducing
the personal impact that treating suicidal patients had on them. This may indicate that taking the
perspective of having more limited responsibility for client safety and sharing the workload of
keeping clients safe could enhance self-care and prevent burnout among clinicians.
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In further describing their views on hospitalization as a treatment for client suicidality,
these participants also seemed to follow other aspects of Szasz’s (1986) advice in support of
client autonomy. Specifically, they described the ways in which they aim to avoid pushing
clients to enter a restrictive treatment setting against their will. They noted that part of their
rationale was that hospitalization could exacerbate mental health symptoms, which aligns with
past research findings that clients may be negatively impacted when their autonomy and control
is removed via hospitalization (Hom et al., 2019). Nonetheless, they identified that not all clients
have such negative hospitalization experiences. Samuel even clarified that some clients actively
seek out such controlled environments to ensure their safety when they are not able to keep
themselves safe. This then serves as a counterpoint to Szasz’s (1977) wholly negative view of
hospitalization for suicidality and instead aligns with research that indicates that hospitalization
for suicide risk can be a source of stability in certain situations (Hom et al., 2019).
Despite Szasz’s (1977) great efforts to command for the mental health field to better
define how and when involuntary treatments are to be used, the participants in the current study
indicated that such concerns still impact them in several ways. They generally highlighted
struggling to identify how and when to use involuntary holds with clients, as well as what impact
it will have on their clients’ wellbeing. In response, they expressed worrying that hospitalizing
their clients may result in them not returning to treatment with the clinician who hospitalized
them, in damage to their rapport, in trauma from the hospitalization itself, in refusal to get future
treatment, in denying suicidality to avoid future hospitalizations. However, despite these beliefs
against hospitalization, these participants also expressed that they grappled with a deep fear that
missing the need for hospitalization could be catastrophic to client safety. In general, they
seemed to typically err on the side of avoiding involuntary holds whenever possible, leaving
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them to have to manage their own self-doubt and distress in response to knowing that their
suicidal client is in an unsecured environment. This indicates a strong need not only for clearer
guidance within training programs and from legal and ethical boards on the standards for when
involuntary hospitalizations are appropriate, but also a better understanding through research of
the impacts of such hospitalizations on the client and the impacts of this decision-making process
on clinicians.
Some answers to the question of when hospitalization may be necessary and helpful can
be found in past research which has indicated that hospitalization can be useful for severe
suicidality, substance detoxification, and acute psychosis (Schechter et al., 2016). These findings
specified that these client presentations often impede their ability to engage in less restrictive
forms of treatment, thus necessitating involuntary hospitalizations (Schechter et al., 2016). These
participants echoed this belief when they described certain risk factors that often cause them to
identify a client as being at a high risk for suicide and potentially in need of hospitalization (e.g.,
psychosis, active substance use or withdrawal, impulsivity, immediacy of suicidal intent, or other
mental status concerns). The agreement between these participants and extant research in this
area provides some reassurance that the mental health field is currently united in many ways
about how and when to use involuntary hospitalization effectively. Nonetheless, this needs to be
a continued, evolving conversation in order to support clinicians working with clients with more
unique risk factors for suicide.
This theme generally illustrates the multitude of complex internal cognitive processes
that clinicians are considering in their work with suicidal clients. Specifically, they seem to have
to balance their professional (and likely at times personal) views on suicide, client autonomy,
client truthfulness, and their own boundaries and responsibilities. Further, these participants
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appeared to endorse a process of continuously learning and updating their views and approaches
to be effective at addressing client suicidality. This demonstrates how clinicians are both
impacting the outcomes of treatment for suicidal clients as well as being impacted by their
choices and experiences in return.
Theme 3: The Role of Fear in
Clinical Decision-Making
with Client Suicide Risk
These participants expressed extensive fear and anxiety in response to suicidal clients
who do not quite meet criteria for placement in monitored or restrictive environments, such as in
a hospital. They shared that their worry about their own professional liability, especially in “gray
areas” of suicide risk, negatively impacts their confidence in deciding how to intervene
appropriately with suicide risk. Such fear and worry were also named by Szasz (1986) as driving
factors in the decision of whether or not to hospitalize suicidal clients. This likely suggests that
this issue of fear and doubt persists as a primary determinant of treatment outcomes for suicidal
clients and has not been adequately addressed in the training of newer clinicians. One solution
may include providing more peer consultation and supervision support on assessing for and
intervening with suicidality throughout and especially early on in one’s clinical training. These
supported this idea in their descriptions of using consultation and supervision to help them feel
more confident in their clinical intuition and to help them better understand the range of
responses they can take to keep clients safe even when their suicidality risk falls into a “gray
area.”
The participants identified following the research-recommended guidelines of thoroughly
documenting client suicide risk and their specific assessment and intervention steps (Chu et al.,
2015). However, their motivation to do so primarily came from their concerns over liability,
which counters the more altruistic view of researchers who suggested that documentation should
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be used as a means of enhancing client treatment (Chu et al., 2015; Stanley et al., 2019). In fact,
these participants indicated that they rarely use documentation to capture important information
for use in future treatment interventions. This indicates that documentation of risk in the field
may be primarily a tool used primarily to limit risk to the clinician rather than in support of client
care. They also identified that it takes energy for them to tune out these liability worries,
indicating that their use of documentation may be more in support of their own wellbeing and
self-care than in support of the clinical needs of suicidal clients. These findings suggest that
client care may at times become secondary to fears of liability and clinician emotional needs
when suicide risk is present. Perhaps, client care can then be supported through greater legal and
ethical protections and increased guidance for clinicians so that they can feel more reassured of
their compliance with laws, thus allowing them to focus more on treating clients.
Based on the role that fear may play in this particular clinical decision-making process, it
is clear that clinicians who are conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions have
internal cognitive and emotional experiences in response. The levels and types of internal
responses seem to be contingent upon the details of the presenting client situation as well as its
circumstances (e.g., treatment setting, local laws and ethics codes, and available resources) upon
which the clinician is being called upon to intervene. This finding overall highlights how
clinicians’ personal emotional and cognitive responses must be considered as important factors
likely to impact the outcomes of treatment for suicidal clients.
Theme 4: The Emotional and
Personal Impacts of Treating
Suicide Risk
While the fear, anxiety, discomfort, and self-doubt that was expressed by these
participants have been found often through past research on clinicians who work with suicidal
clients (Regehr et al., 2015), some other internal experiences shared here are novel findings or
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have been less sufficiently captured by the extant research. Based on prior research, the personal
identities and experiences of clinicians (e.g., clinician and client similarities, clinician
posttraumatic stress symptoms, and clinician negative mood states) can impact the outcomes of
their suicide risk assessments (Regehr et al., 2015). Specifically, these factors have been found at
times to cause clinicians to underemphasize client contextual factors during the risk assessment
process, to interpret a client’s level of hope differently than if they were looking more
objectively at the situation, or to avoid conducting a suicide risk assessment altogether (Regehr
et al., 2015).
In the current study, several participants noted how they had to address differences
between their own intersecting identities and those of their clients to more fully understand their
suicide risk and treatment needs. Samuel most directly addressed the impact of his own identity
when he described how his experience of being socialized as male-identifying has led him to
approach suicide risk assessments with minimal emotionality. Other participants, such as Dee
and Danielle, also discussed how they have experienced trauma symptoms in response to
working with acutely suicidal clients that caused them to feel less capable of working with high
acuity suicidality in their clients. They further confirmed having witnessed some clinicians avoid
conducting suicide risk assessments due to their feeling afraid of not knowing how to intervene
with suicidality or having low confidence in conducting suicide risk assessments. Perhaps most
concerning, though, was that most of the participants described that these emotional impacts
seemed to happen at times outside of their own awareness or of the clinician that they were
observing. Such findings have implications for both the necessity of ongoing personal and
professional support for clinicians throughout their careers, as well as for clinical training aimed
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at increasing cultural awareness and self-awareness specifically as it relates to suicide risk
assessment and intervention.
Regarding the impacts of mood states of clinicians on suicide risk assessments and
interventions identified in past research (Regehr et al., 2015), most of the current participants
also noted an opposite relationship as to what had been previously found. Instead, they reported
that their professional experiences working with suicidality had negatively impacted their
personal experiences, not the other way around. Although the personal impacts of working with
suicidal clients on clinicians seems to be an area that has not yet been addressed in the extant
literature, it has profound implications for how clinicians experience burnout and vicarious
trauma, their ability to work with highly acute clients, and the potential longevity of their careers.
It may be vital for clinicians to receive increased guidance and support on maintaining
appropriate personal-professional boundaries. Additionally, further research seems necessary in
order to more fully illustrate the apparently bidirectional relationship between clinician internal
and external experiences when working with suicidal clients.
The role of emotional contagion (i.e., profound empathy leading a clinician to experience
a client’s intense emotions) in negatively impacting clinicians’ comfort with and willingness to
treat suicidality is an intriguing past research finding (Almaliah-Rauscher et al., 2020). While
increased empathy was described by many of the participants in the current study as a necessary
part of working with suicidal clients, some did note that those client cases that somehow become
too personal for them, or that caused them to experience heavy internal reactions or burnout,
hypothetically could lead them to avoid future high-risk cases. Almaliah-Rauscher et al. (2020)
also found that emotional contagion was more common for female-identifying clinicians than for
male-identifying clinicians. This notion was also tentatively described in the current study as the
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two participants who described themselves feeling the most confident and emotionally
unaffected by client suicidality both self-identified as male. However, this was too small of a
sample size to draw any conclusions; further, the current study also included some femaleidentifying participants who also expressed feelings of high confidence and low emotionality in
their work with suicidal clients. Nonetheless, such findings introduce a potential line of further
research assessing for differences in empathy and confidence in working with suicidal clients
across clinician identities. It also may be helpful to investigate whether certain clinician
characteristics are related to either risk of burnout in response to working with suicidality, or the
risk of feeling overconfident in their suicide risk assessment and intervention skills.
Self-doubt regarding their suicide risk assessment and intervention skills was an
experience shared by most of these participants; however, the role and impact of clinician selfdoubt on treatment outcomes for suicidal clients has not been thoroughly researched. Although
some studies have examined the role of clinician comfort in working with suicidal clients
(Rogers & Russell, 2014; Roush et al., 2018), self-doubt among such clinicians has not been
frequently addressed. Another study reviewed the extant research on the experiences of
clinicians who lost a client to suicide (Sandford et al., 2020), finding that the primary internal
reactions among these clinicians in response were shock, anger, blame, guilt, and sadness.
Sandford et al. (2020) indicated that these responses likely were related to their feeling more
self-doubt, cautiousness, and defensiveness in regard to their professional abilities post-client
suicide. These closely mirror the descriptions provided by the participants in the current study
who expressed feeling hesitant, uncertain, afraid, and worried about their potential to lose a
future client to suicide.
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The current participants’ feelings of incompetence and lack of preparation when faced
with client suicidality, which they described as being especially profound at the start of their
careers, is further supported by prior research findings that early career clinicians often struggle
with similar aspects of self-confidence (Thériault & Gazzola, 2010). However, most of these
participants endorsed continuing to have these feelings of self-doubt well into their careers as
well. Self-doubt typically manifested for them as asking themselves repeatedly whether they had
all of the information that they needed to accurately assess for suicidality, whether they made the
right decisions with their suicide intervention choices, wondering what the outcome will be for
their clients, and questioning whether they might have been inappropriately influenced by their
own emotions. This suggests that managing self-doubt may be a career-long experience for most
clinicians who work with suicidality. It also indicates the importance of ensuring that more
personal and professional supports are put in place to address the emotional needs of even expert
clinicians who work with suicidality. Additionally, the needs of clinicians may be important to
further investigate as it seems likely be tied to their general well-being and their capacities to
work long-term with suicidality. This was expressed most directly by those participants who
shared that they recently limited their work with acutely suicidal clients after finding that their
personal reactions to such cases were dominating their thoughts and emotions even outside of
work.
The participants in this study expressed that there was an even greater emotional impact
for them after a client’s suicide or suicide attempt. One study that focused on clinical social
workers indicated that even clients’ non-fatal suicidal behaviors can lead clinicians to experience
secondary trauma, anxiety, and persistent thoughts about the client’s safety (Ting et al., 2011).
Though the intensity of these experiences may diminish over time, the authors also found that
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some clinicians only experience relief from such symptoms after completing their own grieving
process. It is important to note that the participants in the current study felt very similar internal
responses of secondary trauma, anxiety, and rumination even with cases of moderate suicide risk,
mild yet complex suicide risk, and other non-suicidal behaviors as well. This serves as a strong
indicator that the intensity of clinician internal reactions to suicidality is not necessarily
dependent upon the severity of client suicide risk level. Instead, it seems that clinicians may be
constantly experiencing a wide range of secondary trauma responses that can vary based on a
number of personal and emotional factors. Such a finding is extremely important as it indicates
that clinicians are likely in need of far more emotional support than perhaps previously expected,
even when they only may be treating low-level suicide risk.
The current study participants noted that working with suicidality can be quite
exhausting. One existing quantitative research study (Yaseen et al., 2013) explained that
clinicians may have conflicting emotional reactions to suicidal clients which can be confusing
and tiring to them. Such responses may include feeling simultaneously hopeful for a client as
well as personally overwhelmed and distressed, which may in turn lead to a decreased desire to
work with suicidal clients in the future (Yaseen et al., 2013). This echoes some of the current
participants’ descriptions of feeling increasingly distressed and personally impacted over time
due to working with client suicidality. As was discussed earlier, both past research studies as
well as the current participants expressed fears regarding client safety, liability and legal
consequences, and decision-making (Chu et al., 2015; Jahn et al., 2016; Stanley et al., 2019;
Szasz, 1986; Ting et al., 2011). Based on the current participants’ descriptions, their fear and
anxiety about client safety impacted their abilities to make decisions, trust themselves as
clinicians, and balance clinical and assessment roles. These feelings also tended to linger with
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them even after the immediate risk concerns had been addressed. Such experiences are once
again concerning due to the potential for them to negatively impact client care and clinician
willingness to treat suicidality.
This main theme of the emotional and personal impacts of treating suicide risk, perhaps
more than any other theme, directly answers the research questions of the current study. From
the discussion here, it is clear that clinicians who work with client suicide risk are constantly
navigating intense and confusing internal cognitive and emotional responses that are caused by,
and in turn effect, their clinical work. Similarly, such internal experiences also appear to be
impacting their external actions, responses, and decisions about how to treat suicidal clients.
This is a clear indication that those who work with suicidal clients must navigate intense and
confusing internal cognitive and emotional responses and that these responses in turn impact
their decisions and actions when treating suicidal clients. Thus, further research and clinical
guidance in this area is essential to ensuring that clinicians are appropriately addressing their
cognitive and emotional responses so that suicidal clients in turn receive effective care.
Theme 5: The Impact of Training
and Experience in Treating
Client Suicidality
These participants wholly expressed feeling that graduate-level training that they received
in suicide risk assessment and intervention is too broad, basic, and minimal. Feeling that one’s
training in working with suicidal clients was inadequate was also directly linked by the
participants to their own early and lingering feelings of incompetence and fear when treating
suicidal clients. This finding is in line with past research indicating that most clinicians do not
feel that their past training regarding suicide risk assessments and interventions was adequate
(Lang et al., 2009). These participants also echoed the finding that such clinical training is not as
helpful as is direct experience with treating suicidal clients, especially those with more complex
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presentations (Lang et al., 2009). In the current study, the participants described that, although
they had desired more risk assessment and intervention training early on in their careers, direct
clinical experience is even more essential to building the necessary skills for effectively treating
suicidality. Nonetheless, these participants still expressed wanting some more specific types of
training early on and throughout their careers, including more skills for working with chronic
suicidality, earlier education on formal risk assessment tools, and better guidance and exposure
with more complex clinical cases.
Previous examinations of suicide risk training across graduate-level mental health
programs have highlighted pervasive limitations (Cureton & Fink, 2019; Schmitz et al., 2012)
that were described again by the participants in this study. For example, Mirick et al. (2016)
found that over 50% of seasoned clinicians who attended a continuing education course on safety
planning indicated that training in this area was new to them. Although most of the current
participants shared their knowledge of safety planning approaches, several indicated that they
learned these skills outside of their graduate training. Many of them also acknowledged the
illogical nature of having minimal training in treating suicidality upon graduating from a mental
health training program, especially since research shows how pervasive client suicidality actually
is (Rudd & Joiner, 1999). This certainly indicates a need for more attention to be paid to training
in suicidality as a standardized core competency area of graduate-level clinical training programs
and continuing education across the mental health field.
The current participants further described how they attempted to address their training
deficiencies in suicidality treatment by seeking out formal trainings, informal supervision and
consultation, and reading research articles and books on suicidality. However, they lamented the
lack of accessibility of many trainings, highlighting barriers related to cost, time, and lack of
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workplace support. The lack of access to such ongoing training is unfortunate as one study on
competency-based training for suicidality suggested that such trainings would help to increase
clinicians’ knowledge, skills, and attitudes toward working with client suicidality (La Guardia et
al., 2018). Cramer et al. (2013) further outlined the importance of following a set of 10 core
competencies for suicide across all training types. Following something like this guide of core
competencies could help to formulate not only other continuing education trainings, but also
basic and standardized suicide risk assessment training at the graduate level, which is what these
participants seemed to desire. In fact, these core competencies were used to pilot a suicide risk
specific course and half-day workshop which was found to show significant positive gains in
clinicians’ knowledge of suicide risk, self-efficacy, and accuracy in assessing for suicide risk
level (Cramer et al., 2016, 2017).
Most of these participants disagreed with existing research suggesting that clinicians
tended to rate their own knowledge and skills with treating suicidality as moderate to high,
regardless of experience level (Jahn et al., 2016). Instead, these participants endorsed having
lingering feelings of uncertainty and anxiety about their knowledge and abilities here, even when
they had extensive experience working in higher acuity settings. For them, there appeared to be a
distinct correlation between increasing comfort and time spent working with suicidality;
however, there was also an interesting pattern in which comfort level appeared to decrease
whenever they transitioned to working in a new type of clinical setting. Many of them explained
that the skills that they had learned for treating suicidality in one setting often did not necessarily
translate well to another setting. This provides crucial implications for how clinicians need to be
trained not only in preparation for working across settings early in their careers, but also in how
clinical sites need to be prepared to re-train and further support new hires who are working with
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suicidal clients, even if they already are seasoned professionals. Furthermore, this indicates a
need to more thoroughly research how clinicians may gain knowledge and skills in treating
suicidality in order to understand the divergent findings between the current study and past
quantitative research on their self-efficacy in this regard.
Prior research has indicated that, when faced with the same suicidality scenarios,
clinicians tend to vary widely on their clinical responses and rationales (Regehr et al., 2015).
Although the current study did not directly address this finding, it may be somewhat explained
by some of these participants’ descriptions, as they shared an extremely wide range of clinical
approaches based on their unique individual training experiences, clinical styles, and past
fieldwork experiences. Most of these participants outlined that their own approaches had
developed over time and through interactions with different supervisors, from client feedback,
and via their direct experiences with observing how clients respond to different approaches. It is
important to note that their differing approaches all seemed to address client suicidality in
similarly effective ways, suggesting that they nevertheless found numerous helpful and
appropriate ways of approaching client suicide risk. This implies that there is a great wealth of
helpful information about effectively treating suicidal clients that can be gathered from clinicians
working in the field. It is also suggestive of the importance of ensuring that all clinicians
working with suicidality have a network available to them for consultation, supervision,
professional development, and informal discussions to continuously support and learn from one
another. Additionally, between this finding and the prior discussion of the necessity of bolstering
clinician confidence in working with suicidality, it may be that the best intervention that a
clinician can use is one that is effective, and one that the clinician feels most confident in
implementing.
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This theme once again demonstrates the role of internal and external experiences on how
clinicians approach conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. In short, clinicians
appear to often make choices and utilize treatment approaches that align with their past
experiences and training levels and that also allow them to feel most confident in their choices.
This suggests that clinicians are constantly negotiating client needs with their own internal
experiences in their process of taking actions to increase client safety. Thus, client outcomes are
likely affected by their clinicians’ personal and professional characteristics and backgrounds.
Theme 6: The Negative Effects of
the COVID-19 Pandemic on
Treating Client Suicidality
This study’s participants discussed both positive and negative impacts of the use of
telehealth platforms in response to COVID-19. Although they applauded the ways in which
telehealth promoted greater access to services for their clients, they also shared their own
struggles to support suicidal clients in a remote format. While there is limited research on the
impact of COVID-19 on clinicians in working with suicidality, one recent study described the
many considerations and drawbacks to telehealth in general (Racine et al., 2021). One major
finding was that telehealth may not be appropriate for clients who are expressing severe mental
health concerns, including suicidality. This aligns with the current participants’ views that, when
treating suicidality via telehealth as opposed to in-person, they found it to be far more difficult to
coordinate care for their clients, to utilize nonverbal information in risk assessments, and to
connect clients with social supports and treatment needs. Most importantly, however, those who
discussed telehealth approaches noted feeling less comfortable treating suicidality via telehealth
as compared to in-person.
Beyond their expressed discomfort and struggles with engaging in their usual processes
of suicide risk assessments and interventions, these participants described making different
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clinical decisions for clients who they saw through telehealth as opposed to those who they saw
in person. Specifically, they shared that they more often referred out suicidal clients, even those
who they would have ordinarily felt competent to treat in person. This suggests that they are less
willing to treat suicidality through telehealth and may be more personally impacted by such
work. Based on the current lack of available research on working with suicidal patients via
telehealth, it seems that guidance for how clinicians can manage their own stress and translate
their skills to online therapy specifically for suicidal clients is not currently available in graduatelevel training or in the extant research.
On the whole, this theme demonstrates how the internal and external experiences of
clinicians seem to be deeply affected by their own comfort level with the approaches they are
using for treating suicidality, as well as by the setting in which they are practicing. This
interaction then appears to trickle down to impact clients by limiting how many clinicians are
willing to treat suicidality especially through telehealth. It is vital to expand upon the current
emphases of training, research, and theories on increasing clients’ engagement in therapy
services for suicidality and also to underscore the comfort and needs of clinicians as well.
Theme 7: Essential Sources of Support
for Clinicians Treating
Suicidal Clients
The participants in this study cited many areas of knowledge, resources, and skills that
they recommended for all clinicians to have access to when working with suicidal clients.
Regarding resources, they highlighted the need to foster professional relationships with both
local and national referral sources to increase their preparedness for guiding clients on how to
use them effectively. Past research supports this belief; when clinicians do not have access to
appropriate alternative resources, they rely more upon involuntary hospitalizations (Roy et al.,
2017). The current participants similarly expressed that working in areas of low resource
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availability (which at times included using telehealth to serve clients in under-resourced areas)
sometimes made involuntary hospitalization one of their only referral options for higher risk
suicidal clients.
Although existing research indicates that gathering client risk information from multiple
sources is an often-overlooked step in the suicide risk assessment process (AAS, 2010), these
participants highlighted how they value obtaining such collateral data to inform their treatment
processes with all suicidal clients. However, they again lamented how difficulties in securing a
release of information to communicate with other providers or social supports often causes them
to be missing said vital information or to be uncertain about a client’s existing level of support.
They shared how they tended to manage such situations by instead relying upon rapport building
to increase clients’ willingness to disclose their suicidality, by transparently discussing the need
for securing releases of information, or by trying to connect the client to an alternative source of
social support that could increase their safety (e.g., support groups and pets). It is thus
encouraging that these participants did not seem to overlook gathering collateral information as
was found in other studies (AAS, 2010), but instead that they encountered many barriers to doing
so. The ability for them to find creative solutions to make up for a lack of client social supports
and collateral data suggests that there would be a great benefit for clinicians to have more access
to consultation groups to learn from and share with other clinicians some strategies for managing
these situations.
To date, few research studies have addressed the importance of personal self-care for
clinicians who work with suicidal clients. Much of the research on self-care for those treating
suicidality has instead focused more on the importance of professional self-care via processing
their experiences through supervision (Chu et al., 2015; Levy et al., 2019; McAdams & Keener,
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2008). However, other research has also recommended that clinicians better monitor their
personal internal reactions to keep their focus solely on their clients’ needs and enhancing the
therapeutic alliance (Fowler, 2013). The participants in the current study noted that managing
such personal internal reactions can be particularly difficult when faced with fears over client
safety and legal liability. They responded to this with both professional and personal self-care
strategies. In terms of increased professional self-care, they endorsed needing more supervision,
more peer consultation, a more manageable caseload size and acuity level, and more access to
informal peer support.
These participants also provided a thorough list of personal needs that they felt clinicians
should address when working with suicidality and when recovering from the related stress of it.
They identified needing their own personal counseling, a portion of supervision that is dedicated
to discussing their personal and emotional responses to their clients, breaks in their days to walk
and compose themselves, and flexibility in their schedules to take personal time after conducting
difficult risk assessments and interventions. The participants further expressed a belief that it is
also acceptable to decide not to work with suicidality full-time, as long as all clinicians are
prepared that it can likely still emerge at any time with any client. These descriptions of their
personal needs are important as they remind us that clinician self-care is essential to improving
client care particularly when working with suicidal clients. Although these participants were
dedicated to meeting the needs of their clients, they expressed that they must put their own needs
first at times too.
Ultimately, when working with high acuity client presentations such as suicidality, these
participants described that clinician wellbeing and good client care are one in the same. This
demonstrates that clinicians not only impact suicide risk assessments and interventions with their
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in-the-moment internal experiences, but that they also carry these internal reactions with them
across clients. We need to continue to stress the great importance of continuing to identify and
address the needs of clinicians who work with suicidal clients.
Study Implications
This section provides the implications gleaned from the themes derived from the current
study as they relate to the current research knowledge base. These implications are divided into
theory-based explanations and treatments for suicidality, clinical practice recommendations, and
training approaches.
Theoretical Implications
Across the extant literature, there are many theories put forth to explain the existence of
suicidality, its risk factors, and approaches to treating it. While the current study was not
designed to produce a theoretical explanation for suicide, the findings presented earlier hold
implications for how clinical work maps onto existing suicide theories. Additionally, although
most of these participants did not endorse following any particular theories of suicide in their
clinical practice, they all described various approaches and understandings that fit in with certain
theories of suicide and more or less provide support for their continued utility in the field. By
examining the ways in which these participants described using theoretical understandings of
suicidality in practice we can assess the general practicality and applicability of our existing
suicide theories.
Hope-Based Theories
There are two main theories that emphasize the role of the hope and hopelessness as
cognitive constructs. First, Beck’s (1963) theory of hopelessness focuses on how an individual’s
negative evaluations of the future can drive suicidal ideation and suicidal behaviors, especially
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when significant depression is also present. This theory is supported by research that states that
one’s level of hopelessness is a strong predictor of suicidality (e.g., Grewal & Porter, 2007). In
Beck’s (1963) theory, hopelessness as it relates to suicidality is defined as a pessimistic view of
the world and the future. For these participants, hopelessness was identified as a risk factor for
suicidality and a general area of concern; however, it was not described as a singular determinant
of one’s suicide risk. Additionally, these participants also did not label depression as a
fundamental risk factor for suicide, though they did discuss its strong ties with suicidal ideation
in their clients. Instead, most participants cited other intense psychological concerns (e.g.,
serious substance use, psychosis, and brain injury) as the most prominent underlying concerns
that they see as being related to serious suicide risk.
Snyder’s (2002) hope theory, which is another cognitive approach, describes how
individuals may contemplate or engage in suicidal behaviors when all of their other adaptive
goals and efforts have been blocked in some way (Grewal & Porter, 2007). This theory holds that
hope is necessary for survival, but that it is also at risk of being worn down over time by the
additive stress of repeated failures and disappointments. According to Snyder (2002), the
antidote to hopelessness, and thus suicidality, is the increasing of one’s goal-directed thoughts
and behaviors that in turn increase motivation. This theory was more in line with what some of
these participants described. For example, Sally shared about a case in which her client
experienced suicidality that she attributed to their level of hope having been worn down over
time. In line with Snyder’s (2002) hope theory, Sally chose to target her interventions on
increasing goal-directedness and motivation, which she found to be quite successful. However,
despite many participants discussing the role of hope-building in their interventions, Sally was
the only one to specifically name the role of hope in this manner.
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Ultimately, some of the findings in the current study did seem to support the importance
of hope and hopelessness in conceptualizing and treating client suicidality. However, there
descriptions regarding hope did not seem extensive enough to fully support Beck’s (1963) and
Snyder’s (2002) hope-based theories. Instead, it seems that these theories may be more
applicable when a client naturally fits with the theory, such as in Sally’s case, rather than hopebased theories more broadly representing typical suicidal client presentations. Despite this
study’s results not overtly indicating hope to be a single, powerful explanation of client
suicidality, hope-based theories still appear to offer substantial utility by reminding clinicians
that a client’s level of hope can be a powerful source of risk or resilience that should be
monitored and attended to clinically.
The Interpersonal-Psychological
Theory of Suicide
The interpersonal-psychological theory of suicide (IPTS) is another popular suicide
theory that explains suicidality as stemming from an interplay between interpersonal and
intrapsychic factors (Joiner, 2005). This theory holds that suicidality is likely to occur when one
experiences: (a) perceived burdensomeness, (b) thwarted belongingness, and (c) an acquired
capability for suicide (Joiner, 2005; Van Orden et al., 2010). Perceived burdensomeness is the
belief that one is a burden to others and that others would feel relief if that person were no longer
alive. Thwarted belongingness involves a lack of close, meaningful relationships, whereas
acquired capability for suicide regards having personal experiences with physical or emotional
pain that causes a reduction in one’s fear of pain and death (Joiner, 2005; Van Orden et al.,
2010). According to IPTS, such social factors related to increased suicidality can develop
gradually over time or can occur rapidly due to a sudden loss of support.
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These participants often appeared to conceptualize risk in a way that aligned with the
IPTS (Joiner, 2005). While few participants named this theory specifically or endorsed sourcing
their views from it, they nonetheless described its components when discussing their clinical
work with, and conceptualizations of, their suicidal clients. In their descriptions, these
participants captured the social factors of the IPTS when they described how their clients were
often hesitant to ask for support from friends and family or that they felt generally socially
isolated or rejected. Similarly, acquired capability for suicide was described by the current
participants who observed that their clients who had a history of suicidal behaviors or attempts
appeared to have an increased risk for future similarly dangerous suicidal behaviors. Despite
aligning well with all three facets of the IPTS, the current participants did not mention this
theory outright and instead discussed how they had learned of the importance of these types of
factors from their direct clinical experiences. The fact that the participants were drawn to these
same factors mostly independently provides additional support for the validity of the IPTS in
practice.
Past research has further suggested that individuals who experience intense suicidal
ideation often just have strong perceptions of their own perceived burdensomeness and thwarted
belongingness, whereas those who attempt suicide often have much higher levels of acquired
capability for suicide (Anestis et al., 2015). This indicates that acquired capability for suicide
likely is a substantial predictor of suicidal behaviors, distinguishing clients with solely suicidal
ideation from those who are more likely to engage in suicidal behaviors. However, as noted
earlier, acquired capability for suicide did not emerge in the current study as a typical or
particularly vital risk factor that these participants focused on when assessing for and intervening
with client suicidality. This may suggest that increased awareness of the IPTS (Joiner, 2005)
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components and the particularly powerful role of acquired capability for suicide could assist
clinicians in addressing more dangerous suicide risk factors. Increased awareness and integration
of the IPTS into practice could also create more consistent and efficacious suicide risk
assessment and safety planning approaches, perhaps helping to address these participants’
worries over whether they were missing important factors in their risk assessment efforts. In this
sense, using a model like the IPTS (Joiner, 2005) could also assist clinicians to feel more
confident in and comfortable with their ability to delineate higher suicide risk from lower suicide
risk and then respond more appropriately.
The Cultural Theory and Model
of Suicide
In addition to the aforementioned well-known suicide theories, the cultural theory and
model of suicide is a newer research-based theory intended to explain variations seen in
suicidality across cultural groups (Chu et al., 2010). The model holds that suicidality occurs due
to the confluence of: (a) experiences of minority stress, (b) cultural expressions regarding
suicidality and attempts, (c) shame vs. acceptance of suicide, and (d) isolation from social
supports (Chu et al., 2010). The cultural theory and model of suicide is also guided by three
principles: (a) culture contains expectations and norms that can enhance stressors linked to
suicidality; (b) people engage in meaning-making about stress and suicide that is culturally-based
that can impact their suicidal ideation, suicidal behaviors, and tolerance for emotional pain; and
(c) culture influences how individuals express their own suicidality (Chu et al., 2010).
The cultural theory and model of suicide (Chu et al., 2010) has significant overlap with
the IPTS (Joiner, 2005) but also emphasizes additional systemic components that were described
by the current participants as being important suicide risk factors. For one, the precipitating
factors regarding cultural expressions of suicidality described by this theory align with these
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participants’ observations that taboo, stigma, and the lack of societal norms for discussing
suicidality negatively impact client help-seeking behaviors. Shame, embarrassment, and a desire
to not burden others that were also recognized by these participants further aligned with this
theory’s idea of the impact of shame vs. acceptance on client suicide risk levels. Finally,
isolation and a lack of both individual and community social supports were repeatedly identified
by these participants as potential sources of risk or resilience for their suicidal clients.
Despite these participants describing a shared theme of wanting to take a more systemic
approach to suicide risk assessments and interventions, which certainly overlaps with the cultural
theory of suicide (Chu et al., 2010), they rarely mentioned culture by name as an important
variable involved in client suicidality. However, their approaches continued to align with the
cultural theory and model of suicide through their explanations of the importance of
understanding the wide range of contextual factors involved in client suicidality and their
incorporating this into their risk assessments and interventions. It seems that, if presented with
the cultural theory and model of suicide, these participants would likely have agreed with its
three principles and likely would have found it to fit well with their risk assessment and
intervention practices; however, once again it is clear that these participants primarily relied
more so on their direct experiences and observed patterns of client behaviors to inform their
approaches rather than relying upon suicide-specific theory. Nonetheless, such a model could be
helpful if presented to clinicians early on in their careers as well as later in their practices to aid
them in more fully understanding the constructs and patterns they have observed and, hopefully,
increase their confidence that their approaches are backed by research.
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Summary of Theoretical
Implications
In summary, this study’s findings fit well with the extant literature on suicide theory,
especially when those theories account for systemic, cultural, and contextual factors. Despite
overlapping greatly with several theories, these results suggest that it can be difficult for a single
suicide theory to capture all the complexities and variables of our clients’ presentations. From
this, an important lesson emerges about the potential positive impact of exposing clinicians to a
wide range of theoretical perspectives regarding suicidality. Doing so, especially when clinicians
are still in training, may provide them with a greater wealth of knowledge and support for their
conceptualizing their suicidal clients. From this, clinicians may be better prepared to assess for
suicide risk and to determine appropriate interventions across a wider range of presenting
situations.
Additionally, the participant descriptions clearly communicated a need for suicide
theories that are both flexible and multidimensional. Thus, it seems that for new and emerging
theories of suicide to be clinically useful, they must be comprehensive enough and consider a
wide array of intrapsychic and environmental factors in a highly contextual way. While such
theories based on singular constructs, such as older cognitive or hope-based theories of suicide,
can help to describe the importance of a particularly powerful facet of suicide risk or resilience,
they are likely insufficient in guiding clinical decision-making in the field. Based on these
findings, it can be concluded that many of the more modern suicide theories overlap well with
direct clinical observations, clinicians may greatly benefit from learning more about such
theories during their graduate training and as continuing education.
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Clinical Implications
The current study results provided great detail about the work of clinicians in treating
client suicidality and thus include several implications for better understanding and improving
clinical work in this regard. Prior research has found that approximately one-fifth of clients who
die by suicide had sought out mental health support shortly before their deaths (Ahmedani et al.,
2014). Unfortunately, this is not surprising based on the shared descriptions by the participants in
this study. While these participants expressed many different competent, caring, and effective
approaches to supporting their suicidal clients, they still endorsed struggling in many ways with
making clinical decisions for suicidal clients. For example, they expressed many concerns about,
and low confidence with, how to address client hesitancy to disclose suicidality, the negative
impacts of psychiatric hospitalization, and in preventing impulsive suicidal behaviors. These
voiced concerns highlight certain areas of much-needed support that may impact whether
suicidal clients are receiving the type of preventative care that they need to stay safe. Thus,
clinicians may be in need of more tools and approaches that have demonstrated effectiveness for
addressing suicide risk.
One tool that could provide clinicians with increased guidance and a greater sense of
competence to support clients with suicidality is Chu et al.’s (2015) decision tree for risk
assessment and treatment. This decision tree aligns with what these participants identified
needing to help them feel more confident and supported in their clinical decisions with suicidal
clients. They reported preferring flexible approaches to guide them that are client-focused rather
than focused on legal, ethical, or policy-driven guidance. The decision tree developed by Chu et
al. (2015) provides a guide of how to determine suicide risk level across a wide range of client
presentations followed by a list of intervention ideas depending on the types of risk factors that
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are present. This can be a great resource for clinicians who are under pressure and in need of
immediate assistance and reassurance to make clinical decisions, those who have limited access
to supervision and consultation resources in the moment, and those feel less confident in their
clinical intuition. A tool such as this may also aid clinicians with identifying a range of
appropriate and creative treatment options outside of psychiatric hospitalization. Clearly, from
these participants’ descriptions of the internal emotional cognitive strains that working with
suicidal clients has placed on them, tools that reduce their cognitive load also would likely aid in
reducing burnout.
Another advantage of using Chu et al.’s (2015) decision tree tool is that it seems welldesigned to be immediately incorporated into clinical practice as it is comprehensive and asks
about the types of contextual factors that these participants seemed to value in their own suicide
risk assessment and intervention efforts. However, these participants also described needing to
make many client care decisions quickly, and that they often do not have immediate access to
structured tools to guide them in a crisis, or that existing structured tools are too complex and
time-consuming to be of practical use with an acutely suicidal client. Thus, despite the
attractiveness of Chu et al.’s (2015) decision tree as a contextual tool, it might also be beneficial
to have a more abridged and portable instrument as well to offer a simpler and more readily
accessible guide in more time-sensitive situations. A tool such as the decision tree (Chu et al.,
2015) could also address some of these participants’ desires for access to more standardized or
manualized risk assessment approaches (e.g., Berman et al., 2015; Regehr et al., 2015), while
still adhering to other participants’ values regarding using more flexible and informal methods of
suicide risk assessments. Finally, with its thorough nature and broad guidance on assessment,
intervention strategies, documentation, and when to seek consultation, the decision tree (Chu et
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al., 2015) seems well-poised to serve as both a clinical and a training tool for new clinicians and
students.
These participants also expressed having an overall struggle to find time to complete the
high amount of case management tasks necessary to support their suicidal clients, such as
coordinating care with other providers, offering additional treatment sessions, and providing
extensive referrals. For many, this more intense need for case management with suicidal clients
led them to reduce their caseloads and to limit the number of high acuity clients that they would
see at a given time, especially via telehealth. Thus, even though there may be the obvious benefit
of increasing client access to care via telehealth, such increased access seems to be offset by the
fact that clinicians may be too worried to work with suicidal clients in a telehealth platform.
Although the substantial use of telehealth services was seemingly not preferred by these
participants, it seems that it is becoming a permanent fixture in mental health service delivery
and thus it is vital to determine how to address its flaws to better support clients and clinicians
alike. One study on the use of telehealth peer support groups (Viswanathan et al., 2020) indicated
that such groups can be a supportive and accessible means of helping clinicians process their
experiences, to receive vital consultation, and to assuage their concerns. Just as direct clinical
mental health services now have an online counterpart, it may be essential for the entire
infrastructure of mental health work to have an online equivalent, including ensuring that there
are digital versions of forms and assessments, adequate virtual therapy session platforms, access
to video-based consultation and supervision meetings, and referral options for higher levels of
care that are also readily available in telehealth formats.
One participant in this study noted how telehealth could actually be used to better support
clinicians in working with suicidal clients in a similar way to Reyes-Portillo et al.’s (2018)
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electronic health record monitoring system, which would alert clinicians of high-risk client
presentations. In Danielle’s case, conducting therapy over telehealth allowed for her to use fully
electronic records and screening tools that could alert other providers to whenever clients
endorse suicide risk. Similar to Reyes-Portillo et al. (2018), Danielle endorsed being able to view
such alerts and intervene more immediately, prepare referral lists ahead of time, and seek
immediate support from other providers when needed. Danielle’s positive experience with an
suicide risk alert system demonstrates its utility in addressing several of these participants’
concerns regarding missing signs of client suicide risk in telehealth therapy sessions. These
participants had also generally expressed feeling stressed and worried about possibly missing
critical information in their work with their suicidal clients. Having built-in support from
electronic medical record alerts that both can guide risk assessment questions and automatically
alert clinicians to the presence of suicide risk for a client could greatly help clinicians to reduce
their stress levels by worrying less about missing when a client might be at risk for suicide. Such
systems could also be used in both telehealth and in-person situations, also meeting the need
identified by participants regarding wanting to gather risk assessment information from a
multitude of available resources.
In regard to safety planning, some participants shared how they integrate cultural-specific
resources within this intervention. For example, Danielle noted how she typically provides
national and local crisis lines, as well as the contact information for culturally-specific
organizations such as the Trevor Project (http://www.thetrevorproject.org), which operates a
suicide crisis line specifically for LGBTQ+ individuals. This suggests that there is room to
improve some of the standard safety plan interventions in order to meet the needs of suicidal
clients who truly need and desire more culturally responsive approaches. With the safety
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planning inventory (SPI; Stanley & Brown, 2012) specifically, it would be beneficial to add in
contact information for culturally specific suicide supports. While many clinicians likely already
do this in practice, including this in safety-planning trainings and on the SPI itself could help to
make this standard practice.
Despite these participants often adding their own questions into their safety planning
approaches to enhance the applicability of such interventions across client presentations, only a
few of these participants mentioned also integrating questions about reasons for living into their
immediate suicide intervention processes. Those who did so tended to focus primarily on
exploring whether their suicidal clients engaged in future-oriented thinking, had hope for the
future, or had strong social supports as part of the risk assessment process. While including these
aspects in a suicide risk assessment is certainly good practice, incorporating discussing similar
reasons for living into the intervention process is also recommended by recent research (Bryan et
al., 2018) that found that using reasons for living to help tailor interventions to the needs of the
specific client can lead to significant greater long-term SI improvements. Thus, using reasons for
living to both assess for and then intervene with suicidality could be a simple, effective, and
congruent way for clinicians to enhance their safety planning approaches.
Although these participants were widely aware of and opinionated about using formal
safety planning as well as intensive intervention approaches such as the Collaborative
Assessment and Management of Suicidality framework (CAMS; Jobes, 2012), none of
participants mentioned using CBT for suicide prevention (CBT-SP; Stanley et al., 2009). Despite
several of these participants even endorsing CBT as their preferred treatment modality, none of
them voiced having an awareness of CBT-SP as a treatment option. Even when they described
using approaches that involved repeated safety planning across sessions to track and monitor
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client suicidality, which happens to be a core strategy found in CBT-SP treatment (Stanley et al.,
2009), they typically endorsed having come up with this approach on their own over time instead
of learning it from training in the CBT-SP model. Although CBT-SP is highly manualized
(Stanley et al., 2009), early exposure to the skills and components contained therein could allow
new therapists to have a greater awareness of the range of suicide treatment approaches available
to guide them.
These participants’ descriptions of wanting to increase their clients’ levels of social
support also supports several clinical implications related to the use of social support in clinical
interventions for suicidality. While many of them discussed aiming to remain aware of their
biases and power in using psychiatric hospitalization as an intervention for suicidality, they often
leaned upon increasing social support as a means to avoid psychiatric hospitalization with little
acknowledgement of the potential social justice issues related to this approach (Rogers &
Russell, 2014). Research has indicated that, in certain cases, relying on social supports and the
availability of family and friends to help keep suicidal clients safe may unfairly punish
individuals who are more socially isolated, who have poorer mental health and certain types of
trauma histories, or who struggle with poverty (Rogers & Russell, 2014; Seitler, 2008).
However, these participants did discuss how legal statutes and available resources placed some
limits on their ability to always intervene in the ways that they would like to. This may suggest a
broader issue of systemic bias that determines which suicidal clients are more likely to be
hospitalized and which are allowed to remain in less restrictive treatment settings. This potential
bias in intervention approaches is a major area of suicide treatment in need of further study in
order to more fully illuminate the concerns and to find more creative solutions for accessible and
anatomy-preserving care options across cultures.
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A final clinical implication from the current study includes whether the existing suicide
risk assessments and interventions are culturally sensitive and appropriate. In this study, few
participants noted having cultural concerns regarding the suicide risk assessments and
interventions that they use. Prior research has shown that treatment approaches that are
mismatched with client values and beliefs about what an effective intervention might be can lead
to poorer outcomes (Rogers & Russell, 2014). While most participants stated that they take a
more collaborative approach to ensure that clients are helping to generate their own treatment
ideas, they did not comment on how cultural values could impact clients’ suicidality and their
willingness to engage in certain treatments (Rogers & Russell, 2014). Although these
participants endorsed valuing multicultural and systemic approaches, these findings demonstrate
that clinicians may benefit from guidance on how to more comprehensively integrate such
systemic and multicultural components into their suicide risk assessments.
Training Implications
The current study revealed several important implications for graduate level and
continued education training, many of which were noted briefly in the prior sections.
Additionally, a very recent qualitative study (Jorgensen et al., 2021) revealed some of the main
considerations for how clinicians may need to process and adapt to working with suicidal clients,
especially when facing the loss of a client to suicide. That same study endorsed the need for
clinicians to process long- and short-term grief responses as well as sources of hope and
resilience with an unbiased mental health professional, to manage their self-doubt, to receive
peer support from other clinicians in the field, and to question their own desire to remain
working in the mental health field (Jorgensen et al., 2021). While losing a client to suicide was
not a common experience for these participants, experiencing stress and other more intense
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emotional responses were quite common. From a training perspective, it is vital to teach
clinicians early on about how to increase their own resilience, awareness of what types of stress
responses they will likely encounter while working in this field, and development of strategies
for recovery.
Expanding upon the idea of enhancing the breadth of training in suicide treatments, La
Guardia et al. (2018) suggested that it may be helpful for graduate training programs to offer
suicide risk assessment and intervention-specific courses that also include Cramer et al.’s (2013)
descriptions of some of the core areas of competency necessary for suicide treatment. These
competencies include: (a) addressing clinician attitudes and reactions to suicidality; (b)
promoting collaborative and empathic responses toward clients; (c) developing knowledge
around and the ability to utilize evidence-based risk and protective factors in treating suicidality
(following the IPTS is suggested); (d) focusing on plan and intent within risk assessments; (e)
assessing for the overall level of suicide risk; (f) utilizing an evidence-based and collaborative
treatment plan (following the CAMS is suggested); (g) involving social support in suicide
interventions; (h) documenting risk, plan, and clinical decision rationale; (i) building awareness
of laws related to involuntary hospitalization; and (j) debriefing and participating in self-care
(Cramer et al., 2013). Perhaps the most interesting takeaway from Cramer et al.’s (2013)
descriptions of core competencies for training is that it seems to almost perfectly mirror what
these participants identified needing and wanting at the start of and throughout their careers. This
suggests that training in these areas would likely be welcomed and embraced by many clinicians
and address multiple gaps in their education.
Despite aligning well with the aforementioned training domains listed by Cramer et al.
(2013), these participants also described additional areas of support that they desired. Some such
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needs that they mentioned were for increased training in treating more chronic lower risk
suicidality, as well as their desire to learn about a wider range of suicide risk and resilience
factors. These topics likely could be incorporated into current graduate training programs by
including training on a variety of suicide-specific theories (e.g., the cultural theory and model of
suicide by Chu et al., 2010, and the CBT-SP by Stanley et al., 2009). These participants also
noted a need for greater exposure to structured tools for risk assessments (e.g., the C-SSRS), as
well as greater guidance with organizing information and making decisions in more complex and
highly contextual client risk situations. These additional concerns may also be simply addressed
more informally through providing case study exercises or more formally by using Chu et al.’s
(2015) decision tree tool. Regardless of how suicide risk assessment and intervention
competencies are increased in graduate training programs, Cramer et al.’s (2013) Suicide
Competency Assessment Form (SCAF), which was developed to screen trainees on the core
competencies listed previously, may be a useful tool for ensuring that clinicians are receiving
adequate training prior to working in the field.
By following the recommendations of several researchers to have more thorough initial
training in suicide risk (e.g., Chu et al., 2015; Joiner, 2005; La Guardia et al., 2018), clinicians
may experience greater comfort in working with client suicidality, thus increasing client access
to care by increasing the number of clinicians who feel qualified to treat suicidality.
Additionally, creating courses that follow similar topics of study could help to create more
standardized basic knowledge and skill requirements for new clinicians. This would make more
consistent quality of care across providers and settings as well as allow for continuing education
courses to be focused more specifically on teaching advanced skills for treating suicidality.
Research has further indicated that there is a cumulative effect of suicide treatment training on
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clinicians’ levels of competency and confidence (Mirick et al., 2016). Based on these results,
providing earlier comprehensive training in suicide risk assessment and intervention through
graduate training programs could help to set more of a foundation for increasing competence
over the course of one’s career as a clinician.
Building upon the view of Mirick et al. (2016) that positive training impacts regarding
treating client suicidality are cumulative over time, there is much room for improvement overall
in continued education (CE) offerings and requirements. It may be especially useful to ensure
that vital topics such as suicide treatment and prevention are a part of the required training
regimens for clinicians to maintain and renew their licensures to practice. Based on the training
needs described by these participants, it may be beneficial to recommend, if not require, that
clinicians engage in consultative groups aimed at offering support, sharing resources, and
processing concerns related to working with suicidal clients. Taking part in such groups would
not only encourage the type of supports that these participants who were practicing in more
isolated treatment settings described wanting, but that would also be in line with the goals of
continued professional development and growth that are expected of licensed mental health
professionals.
In addition to these participants’ desires to receive more thorough training in working
with suicidal clients, research (Ploderl et al., 2014) suggests that they may also benefit from
more training in cultural factors related to client suicidality. According to Ploderl et al. (2014),
there may be overlap between minority stress models and theories of suicide. Specifically, this
research indicated that there are likely stressors specific to holding a minority identity that
exacerbate one’s risk for suicidality. By learning not only about suicidality from a more cultural
perspective but also by gaining knowledge regarding how different identities may experience
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stress and risk factors, clinicians may be able to take a more holistic approach to working with
client suicidality. This is an area that these participants spoke to in their recognition that, in order
to better understand suicide, they first must better understand a wider array of related sources of
stress (e.g., co-occurring diagnoses, cultural identity factors, and individual client histories).
While they highlighted some ways in which they have pursued this knowledge via trainings and
readings, this is a major area in which graduate programs can easily enhance training by
including more modules on suicidality within all courses, and most especially culture and
diversity courses.
Research Implications and Suggestions
for Future Research
Throughout this study, these participants shared various aspects of their experiences in
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions that either have not been thoroughly
covered by the research or that even may counter some of the extant research findings. Such
factors may merit greater attention in future qualitative and quantitative studies to help better
understand the potential impacts that they may have on the treatment of suicidal clients. Anestis
et al.’s (2016) findings that acquired capability for suicide was often a risk factor that clinicians
do not address in their risk assessments was somewhat supported by the findings in this study.
While these participants described past suicide attempts, self-harm behavior, and a desire to
escape emotional pain as risk factors for suicide among their clients, they did not discuss
acquired capability for suicide beyond this. It is important to look more in depth at this finding as
well as the utility of many of the existing theories of suicide. By further exploring what
clinicians are observing to be the main risk factors for suicide and by better understanding their
conceptualizations of suicidal clients, the field may be able to better respond by updating and
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editing theoretical understandings of suicidality, or by enhancing training so that clinicians know
how to better assess and intervene with risk factors more consistently.
Exploring the potential impacts of COVID-19 on clinicians’ experiences with conducting
suicide risk assessments and interventions is still a new area of research in the mental health
field, thus gaining information to better understand this potential impact is necessary and vital.
Based on these participants’ feedback that telehealth creates major issues with their own
wellbeing and their ability to support their suicidal clients, research needs to evaluate how to best
support clinicians treating suicidal clients via telehealth. Although Svistova et al. (2021) touched
upon the logistical issues with telehealth (e.g., insurance reimbursement, internet connection
issues, and increased no show rates), there is no current research that focuses specifically on how
clinicians experience and approach working with suicidality via telehealth. Similarly, Racine et
al.’s (2021) concluded that telehealth is an unsuitable modality for clients with severe mental
health concerns; while this aligns with the beliefs of these participants that telehealth is an
inappropriate platform for treating suicidality, they also described how they are typically forced
by policies or circumstances (e.g., lack of availability of other treatment alternatives, client
refusals to accept more appropriate referrals, and transportation and financial barriers to inperson care) to treat suicidal clients via telehealth nonetheless.
Although it was not as ubiquitous in the past, telehealth approaches for mental health
therapy in general did exist prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, it may be of use to explore
how clinicians who have been using telehealth for years prior to the COVID-19 pandemic have
learned to best assess for and intervene with suicidality when it arises. This may provide insight
to help those with less experience with treating suicidality via telehealth to hone their skills.
Additionally, it is worrisome that currently there may be a vast number of clinicians working
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suicidal clients via telehealth with such limited guidance, and perhaps limited competence as
well. Therefore, approaches to conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions through
telehealth should also be added as another vital topic area for suicide treatment training courses
in graduate school programs and continuing education. Further, this area of research is
particularly essential for future studies to address since it is likely that many aspects of telehealth
will remain in use beyond the current pandemic.
Based on the work of Regehr et al. (2015), which identified how clinicians’ personal
experiences with suicide may impact their clinical work, more research may need to be done to
explore the exact ways in which clinical work may be impacted. The current participants
commonly identified experiencing bidirectional impacts of their personal and professional
experiences. Further research may be necessary to fully reveal what types of personal
experiences impact clinical work with suicidal clients and in what ways. By better understanding
such potential impacts, clinicians could be better poised to build self-awareness of their internal
reactions to treating suicidality and subsequently work to mitigate the impact on client care.
Based on the current study’s results, some types of experiences that could benefit from more
research in this regard include (a) how clinicians’ past personal trauma experiences may affect
their willingness and abilities to work with suicidal clients, (b) how clinicians’ personal and lived
experiences with suicidality may benefit or impair the accuracy of their suicide risk assessments,
and (c) whether increased emotional awareness and expression in response to working with
suicidal clients improves treatment approaches and clinician wellbeing. Assessing these areas
may yield greater guidance on how clinicians can avoid experiencing negative personal and
professional impacts when working with suicidal clients.
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In line with this need to better understand the impact of clinicians’ common internal
reactions to working with suicidal clients, it may also be fruitful to further identify and learn
from the reactions of clinicians who have had clients die by suicide. Among the participants in
the current study, only one, Sally, described having lost a client to suicide. While Jorgensen et al.
(2021) examined how clinicians experience the loss of clients to suicide internally and take steps
to recover afterward, it primarily focused on the personal impacts (i.e., experiences of grief and
clinicians’ healing processes). Thus, it would likely be extremely valuable to expand upon both
this study and the work of Jorgensen et al. (2021) to better understand how clinicians may adapt
and update their approaches to conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions after the
suicide of a client. Specifically, Sally’s descriptions of losing two clients to suicide centered on
how clinicians can never be certain that a client is being honest in their disclosures and that they
will remain safe outside of sessions. Thus, it may be important to find out what clinicians who
have had a client die by suicide specifically may have learned from these experiences and how
they then might incorporate those lessons into their future attempts to prevent further client
suicide.
Many of these participants struggled with concerns regarding how to effectively gauge
client truthfulness regarding their level of safety. For them, this caused conflicting feelings of
wanting to always believe that their clients are being truthful while simultaneously feeling
worried and afraid that they may not be. While they expressed engaging in different ways of
responding to and coping with these concerns of theirs, they did not appear yet to have found any
sound methods for recognizing, confirming, and eliciting more truthful statements from their
clients in this regard. Since it is essential that clinicians can accurately determine client suicide
risk levels (Hom et al., 2017), determining ways of increasing clients’ willingness to disclose
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suicidality also may be a fruitful area of future research. Specifically, it could be useful to gather
information directly from previously suicidal individuals about their hesitations for disclosing
prior suicidality to their clinicians and what clinical approaches might increase their likelihood to
share such information more upfront.
Additionally, on the topic of these participants’ delineation between “true risk” for
suicide and other less serious forms of risk for suicide, it may be necessary to further study the
construct of suicide risk. In doing so, it may be possible to further operationalize the construct of
suicide risk to better inform suicide risk assessment conclusions around whether risk is truly
present. Such research on how suicide risk is defined and how risk levels are determined may
also allow for the creation of a system that aligns more with these participants’ approaches in the
field in which they categorize risk as either immediate and true or less serious and not
imminently concerning. Despite common risk assessments categorizing risk as falling into low,
medium, or high categories (Chu et al., 2015), it seems that such a tiered approach is less
applicable in the field where the participants did not endorse using such classifications and
instead used more of a binary approach to determining the presence of suicide risk.
Limitations
Although the current study was able to reach saturation, a larger and more diverse
participant group would have benefited the ability to more broadly apply the findings. The group
of participants included in this study was largely homogenous with most participants identifying
as female and White/Caucasian. Additionally, the participant group was also heavily weighted
with clinicians who practiced in or received training in the same geographic area of the U.S.
Although the impact of geographic location did not emerge as a theme, perhaps with a more
geographically diverse group, the role of geographic setting would have emerged. Although an
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attempt was made to achieve maximum variation sampling during recruitment (Creswell et al.,
2007), many individuals who were chosen for participation due to the diverse experiences,
identities, and backgrounds they held did not respond to several attempts to schedule an
interview.
Due to the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic occurring near the start of this study,
many participants were both sharing experiences from before their shift to telehealth due to
COVID-19 as well as their current telehealth experiences occurring during this pandemic.
Although such experiences seemed incredibly salient to them, capturing their experiences across
these two distinct time points may have served to reduce some of the detail that they shared as
they attempted to describe more of the breadth of their experiences across a changing landscape
of work. For example, many participants seemed to struggle at times to describe their typical
experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions since their assessment of
what a “typical” clinical experience was had so dramatically shifted recently.
Although many of these participants divulged feeling high levels of stress due to their
clinical work with suicidality, it is possible that this sample was biased toward those clinicians
who had enough resilience and resources to take on the extra time and effort to volunteer for this
study. These participants also self-selected to participate and largely expressed doing so because
they had a heightened interest or an extensive background in working with suicidal clients. This
may indicate that clinicians who are more novice in treating suicidality were underrepresented in
this sample. However, these participants did speak eloquently regarding their recollections of
their early career experiences, potentially capturing some of these facets from a more
retrospective approach.
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These participants appeared to be very forthcoming and shared both positive and negative
experiences in their work with suicide risk assessment and intervention. Nonetheless, there still
may have been times in which they altered their experiences or did not disclose certain facts so
as to avoid revealing any embarrassing or ethically concerning experiences with me. All
participants were made aware that I was also a licensed mental health clinician, so this could
have further influenced them to share more positive aspects of their experiences to protect their
professional images as competent and ethical providers. Conversely, there may have been times
in which their descriptions were less detailed due to a belief that, as a member of their same
profession, I would completely understand what they shared without the need for such specifics.
A final limitation regards my own development and analyses of this research. I developed
this study based on some of my own clinical experiences and acknowledgment of my own
opinions of the potential needs of clinicians who treat suicidal clients. Thus, it is always possible
that my particular experiences, views, and struggles regarding conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions impacted the design and subsequent outcomes of this study.
Although I took steps to bridle my specific biases and viewpoints about working with suicidal
clients, so as to better focus on capturing the pure descriptions of these participants, there is
always the possibility that my own values and interpretations of their statements could have
impacted the data analysis and conclusions presented here. This matter should accordingly be
kept in mind when considering any potential interpretation and/or application of these results.
Conclusion
This chapter contained a detailed discussion of the resulting themes of this study within
the context of existing research on suicide risk assessments and interventions. It also included a
detailed examination of the implications of these findings across research, suicide theory, clinical
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application, and clinician training domains. Through this, I was able to respond fully to the
research questions and demonstrate novel findings about clinicians’ internal and external
experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. My hope is that this
study will provide guidance to better recognize the role of clinicians’ personal reactions to the
intense work of treating suicidality so that they receive great support in the effort to improve the
quality of care for all suicidal clients.
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Dear Clinicians,
My name is Sydney Cople and I’m a doctoral candidate in the Counseling Psychology Ph.D.
program at the University of Northern Colorado. I’m currently conducting an IRB-approved
dissertation research study on clinician experiences of performing suicide risk assessments and
interventions with their clients. This study is open to all clinicians who have had such client
experiences in any type of outpatient setting as a licensed clinician (e.g., LPC, LAC, LMFT, or
LP, or equivalent licensure of the state in which you currently practice or previously have
practiced). By participating in this study, you may help to support the mental health field in
understanding how clinicians experience and make decisions when assessing and intervening
with client suicide risk. Increased knowledge in this area may further assist in developing
methods of instruction and assistance for clinicians working with clients experiencing suicidality.
If you meet these criteria and are interested in participating, please follow the link below to
complete a brief demographic and screening questionnaire as well as a consent form for
participation in research that will enter you into the participant pool. Upon completing this
questionnaire, you then will potentially be contacted via email for a 60- to 90-minute online
interview regarding these experiences. All qualifying participants chosen to be interviewed will
receive a $20 gift card for participating in this study. Those who are not selected to be
interviewed will be entered into a drawing for one of three $20 gift cards. Please feel free to
reach out to me with any questions you may have at sydney.cople@unco.edu.
Thank you for your consideration!
Link to demographic and screening questionnaire:
https://unco.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_ablq4WwhEjlt2m1

Sincerely,
Sydney Cople, M.A., LPC, NCC
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CONSENT FORM FOR HUMAN PARTICIPANTS IN RESEARCH

Project Title: Clinician Experiences with Conducting Suicide Risk Assessments and
Interventions
Researcher: Sydney Cople, M.A., Doctoral Candidate
Phone:
703-994-1484
E-mail: sydney.cople@unco.edu
Research Advisor: Jeffrey Rings, Ph.D., Applied Psychology and Counselor Education
Phone:
970-351-1639
E-mail: jeffrey.rings@unco.edu
Purpose and Description: The purpose of this study is to describe the internal and external
experiences of clinicians performing suicide risk assessments and interventions with clients. This
study is intended to provide insight into the suicide risk assessment and intervention process,
including factors relating to how clinicians make clinical decisions in this area. For this study,
external experiences refer to the responses, activities, and procedures that clinicians may engage
in the process of conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. Internal experiences
refer to the personal reactions of clinicians, such as emotional and cognitive responses, to
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions. Results of this study may support the
mental health field in understanding how clinicians experience and make decisions when
assessing and intervening with client suicide risk. Increased knowledge in this area may further
assist in developing methods of instruction and assistance for clinicians working with clients
struggling with suicidality.
If you consent to participate in this study, you will first fill out an online screening survey and
demographic questionnaire. The screening survey will include several questions related to your
training as a clinician, geographic locations and settings in which you have worked, and types of
experiences you have had conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions with clients.
The demographic portion of the questionnaire will include several questions asking about the
ways in which you identify (age, gender identity, race, etc.) as well as questions regarding your
educational background.
Based on your answers to the screening survey, it will be determined if you are eligible to
participate in this study. If eligible, you will be added to a participant pool with the chance to be
contacted to schedule a time to be interviewed. The interview will take place one time via the
Zoom televideo platform and will last approximately 60-90 minutes in length. During the
interview, you will be invited choose a pseudonym to use to protect your confidentiality. You
will be asked to think of two client cases that are exemplary of your overall suicide risk
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assessment and intervention experience and to share the following information regarding those
cases:
• Descriptions of your experiences as a clinician working with clients who have
experienced suicide risk
• Descriptions of how you engage in suicide risk assessments
• Descriptions of how you make decisions regarding client safety risk and methods of
intervening with client suicide risk
• Other relevant topics such as: your training and supervision experiences, your
experiences with access to resources for treating client suicidality, and your integration of
theory and research in your work with clients struggling with suicidality
The interview will be video- and audio-recorded to help ensure that the descriptions you provide
are accurately portrayed throughout the analysis and reporting phases of this study. At the end of
the study, you will be contacted again with an opportunity to receive the transcript of your
interview and the resulting descriptions and themes in order for you to provide clarifications and
additional information to ensure the results are accurate.
Confidentiality: By consenting to participate in this study you agree to allow access to your
responses only to the current research team (listed at the top of this page). While confidentiality
cannot be guaranteed, efforts will be made to keep your information secure and unidentifiable,
including through the use of pseudonyms and by using a HIPAA compliant Zoom for Healthcare
service for all interviews. Findings from this study may be submitted to or published in a
professional publication without the inclusion of any identifiable information about you. Your
data and responses will be kept in a secure location accessible only to the research team. While
recordings will be taken of your responses, they will be transcribed without identifying
information. The consent forms and de-identified transcripts will be kept in a locked file in the
Research Advisor’s office for three years.
Risks: In general, the foreseeable risks of this study are minimal. The interview process will
involve a discussion of the sensitive topic of client suicidality and you will be asked to recall
times in which you performed suicide risk assessments and interventions with such clients.
While this topic has the potential to elicit some distress, it is anticipated that any distress would
be no more than what would be expected from engaging in general conversations with others
about your clinical experiences working with clients at risk for suicide. Though every effort will
be made to ensure your confidentiality and to protect your identity, I can never fully guarantee
this.
Benefits: The benefits of this study include gaining insight into the needs of clinicians
conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions and contributing to the overall knowledge
of this area within the mental health field. Processing your experiences through participating in
this study may also contribute to your own personal insight and awareness of how you
experience conducting suicide risk assessments and interventions.
Costs: There are no monetary costs involved in participating in this research. You will be
responsible for your any costs related to the use of televideo software (e.g., Zoom) required for
online interviews. You will be asked to invest at least one hour of your time into the interview.
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Compensation will be provided for your participation via a $20 gift card for participating in an
interview. If you are determined to be eligible to participate in the study but are not chosen from
the participant pool for an interview you will have a chance to be entered into a random drawing
for one of three $20 gift cards. If you choose to participate in the follow-up feedback portion of
the study after completing an interview, you will receive an additional $5 gift card.
Questions: If you have any questions about the study, please contact the researcher above by
email. You may also contact the researcher’s advisor, Dr. Jeffrey Rings, by email or phone.
Participation is voluntary. You may decide not to participate in this study and if you begin
participation you may still decide to stop and withdraw at any time. Your decision will be
respected and will not result in loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Having read
the above and having had an opportunity to ask any questions, please sign below if you would
like to participate in this research. A copy of this form will be given to you to retain for future
reference. If you have any concerns about your selection or treatment as a research participant,
please contact Nicole Morse, Office of Research & Sponsored Programs, Carter Hall, University
of Northern Colorado Greeley, CO 80639; 970-351-1910.
 By checking this box and writing your name below you are agreeing to consent to participate
in this study and be contacted by the researcher.

First and Last Name

Date
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Screening Survey and Demographic Questionnaire
1. Please provide an email address at which you are comfortable being contacted for the
purposes of this study: ________________________________________________________
2. What form of licensure do you currently hold?
a. Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) or equivalent
b. Licensed Psychologist (LP) or equivalent
c. Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist (LMFT) or equivalent
d. Licensed Addictions Counselor (LAC) or equivalent
e. Other: _______________________________________________________________
3. In what state do you currently hold your licensure? _________________________________
4. In what year did you first obtain your current type of licensure? _______________________
5. Have you ever directly performed a suicide risk assessment with a client? YES / NO
a. If YES, for approximately how many clients have you conducted such an assessment?
6. Have you ever intervened with a client who expressed suicide risk? YES / NO
a. If YES, for approximately how many clients have you determined the need for such
an intervention?
7. At the time of at least one of your experiences of assessing and/or intervening with client
suicide risk, were you the primary licensed clinician for that client? YES / NO
8. At the time(s) of your experiences of assessing and/or intervening with client suicide risk,
which most accurately describes the setting(s) of your clinical work? (check all that apply)
a. Behavioral Health Clinic / Agency / Community Mental Health
b. Outpatient Detox (or other detox program not contained within an inpatient setting)
c. College Counseling Center
d. Private Practice
e. Other: _______________________________________________________________
9. Have you ever had a client attempt suicide while involved in treatment with you as their
primary clinician? YES/NO
a. If you answered YES, approximately how many times have you experienced a client
attempt suicide while involved in treatment with you? ______
b. If you answered YES, about how long ago was your most recent experience with
having a client attempt suicide while involved in treatment with you? ________(date)
10. Have you ever had a client die by suicide while involved in treatment with you as their
primary clinician? YES/NO
a. If you answered YES, approximately how many times have you experienced a client
die by suicide while involved in treatment with you? ______
b. If you answered YES, about how long ago was your most recent experience with
having a client die by suicide while involved in treatment with you? ________(date)
11. Demographic Information:
a. Age: ________________________________________________________________
b. Gender Identity: _______________________________________________________
c. Pronouns: ____________________________________________________________
d. Ethnicity & Race: ______________________________________________________
e. Degrees Earned and Area(s) of Study: __________________________________
f. City/State/Geographic Region in Which You Currently Practice Therapy:
_____________________________________________________________________
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g. City/State/Geographic Region(s) in Which You Received Your Clinical Training:
_____________________________________________________________________
h. Are there any other relevant identities you hold or experiences you have had that you
feel may be beneficial for the primary researcher to know or that may provide a
unique perspective?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Semi-Structured Interview Questions
Introduction Script: Thank you for deciding to participate in my study. During this interview I
am going to be asking about your experiences with conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions to see what kinds of internal and external experiences are typical in your process of
conducting such risk assessments and interventions. For this study, internal experiences refer to
your personal reactions, such as emotional and cognitive responses, to conducting suicide risk
assessments and interventions. External experiences refer to the responses, activities, and
procedures that you engaged in in the process of conducting suicide risk assessments and
interventions. I will be asking you several questions that you can choose to answer or not. As
you respond, please be sure to protect client confidential information in what you choose to
share. This interview will be video- and audio-recorded.
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

What motivated you to participate in this research interview?
What are some of the common aspects of your experiences that tend to occur frequently
in your work with clients who express a risk of suicide?
What are some unique or less common aspects of your experiences in your work with
clients who express a risk of suicide?
Think about a client or two who you worked with in the past two years for whom you had
a significant concern regarding their risk of suicide. Describe a bit about the background
of the case and the circumstances related to their risk of suicide.
o How did you identify the presence and level of risk?
o How did you approach the situation?
o What stood out to you about this case?
What external experiences did you have in response to the client and their risk for
suicidality?
o What steps did you take in your assessment of risk for suicide?
o What steps did you take in intervening with their risk for suicide?
What internal experiences did you have in response to the client and their risk for
suicidality?
o What thoughts did you notice yourself having during the suicide risk assessment
and intervention process?
o What emotional responses did you have during the suicide risk assessment and
intervention process?
How did you determine how to intervene following the suicide risk assessment?
o What interventions or actions did you perform following the suicide risk
assessment?
o What thoughts or emotions, if any, were connected to the decisions or actions you
took?
From the experiences you described, are/were there any changes you made or plan to
make in later suicide risk assessment and intervention experiences?
What thoughts or emotions, if any, did you experience after conducting the suicide risk
assessment and intervention?
How do your past clinical experiences relate to your approach of suicide risk assessment
and intervention?
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•
•

Describe any information, understandings, or supports you feel are necessary for you to
intervene with clients at risk for suicide.
How has it been for you to discuss your experiences regarding suicide risk assessments
and interventions?
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Debriefing Statement and Participant Resource List
By participating in this study, you may have discussed experiences that are distressing in
nature. The following resources may be available to assist you with processing these experiences
further. Below please find contact information for local mental health services, divided into
geographic locations of the surrounding areas, with mental health providers who can offer
support should you find that you are struggling with any of the topics discussed in this study.

Mental Health Resources in Colorado:
a. North Range Behavioral Health, 970-306-4365
b. Psychological Services Clinic at UNC, 970-351-1645
c. Community Reach Center, 303-853-3500
d. Mental Health Partners, (303) 443-8500
e. SummitStone Health Partners, (970) 494-4200

National Mental Health Resources:
a. SAMHSA’s National Helpline, 1-800-662-HELP (4357)
b. National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
c. NAMI Helpline, 800-950-NAMI

